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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose and Scope
This report sets forth the context and results of the Data
Processing and Transfer portion of the NASA OAST Summer Workshop,
held at Madison College, August 5-16, 1975. The workshop was
tasked with translating user-conununity needs into technology pro-
gram requirements and identifying areas in which space flight
experiments could significantly improve the prospects for satis-
fying those requirements. In the performance of its duties, the
Data Processing and Transfer Group considered all of the inputs
provided by the user community. These inputs, as well as appli-
cable items from Outlook for Space, are detailed in SECTION II,
WORKSHOP INPUTS. The scope of the various inputs led to the
formulation of two broadly applicable focusing requirements, which
are discussed in SECTION III, MAJOR PROGRAM THRUSTS. The specific
technology programs derived by the group are contained in SECTION
IV, TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS. SECTION V, FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS, docu-
ments areas in which flight experiments will significantly advance
the accomplishment of the desired technology goals. These experi-
ments are representative, rather than exhaustive, and may be modi-
fied as technologies mature or interfaces with other disciplines,
such as Sensors and Data Acquisition, are worked in greater de_ail.
-:_ODUCIBILITY OF TH]_
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II. WORKSHOP INPUTS i
A. Background i
The objectives of this Workshop were identification and 'i
dccumentation of a comprehensive technology development pro-
gram which would fulfill NASA requirements through the year ,_
2000. This program was to include definition of specific
tasks down to component level and identification of flight ex-
periments which could measurably aid in the accomplishment of
_ the development program. The criteria for selection of tech-
?
nology candidates were embodied in "1975 NASA OAST SUN_4ER
WORKSHOP OVERVIEW REPORT)" the "Outlook for Space" draft re-
port and "Forecast of Space Technology". The first of these
reports contained a compilation of requirements from the
"User Community", which was composed of the major NASA of-
fices (e.g., OA, OSS, OMSF, and OTDA). The latter two re-
ports were the result of a year-long NASA-wide study to de-
_ fine and suggest options for future NASA direction Thef
initial two days of the Workshop were devoted to presenta-
tions to the Working Groups by _sers and Outlook participants
explaining the requirements.
V
B. Users
The initial and primary guiding user "drivers" _or the
Data Processing and Transfer Group came from material supplied
i
by OA, OSS, OMSF and OTDA, which showed a compilation of en-
visioned technology needs for the 1980-2000 time span. These
depictions were supplemented to the degree practical, with
interface meetings at the Workshop between individuals of the
Technology User Group and the Data Processing and Transfer
Group.
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FAt the beginning of the Workshop, material was supplied from _
_' each of the four offices. That which was perceived as being rea-
&
_ sonably iirectly related to the data function was used as a source :_
of drivers for the Data Processing Transfer Group. The material _
from OA centered in the basic areas of communications, earth ob- -_,
_ servations, and earth and ocean physics. OSS needs centered in _
the basic areas of astronomy and planetary communications. The
inputs from OMSF concerning improvements in image enhancement, ;
,_! narrow band TV and reduced BW for real-time TV. OTDA needs related _
largely to deep space data systems. All of these inputs combined
¢_ to form an ensemble which covers a rather wide spectrum of data
_'_ related technologies. A tabulation of the user-community inputs,
_ by Office, is contained in Table II-i. A separate listing, with
_ additional technology areas, was supplied by the Technology User
Group. It is outlined in Table II-2. _,
:_ C Outlook for Space "
During the past year, a wide-ranging study of possibilities
"_ for civilian space activities during the period 1980-2000 was
conducted by a special group established by Dr. James C. Fletcher.
Two major products of this study were made available in draft form _
,_'
to group participants at the opening of the workshop. The "Main ,,!
Report" contains description and rationale supporting twelve major
themes for Earth-oriented and extraterrestrial activities. These
are further broken down into 12S objectives and approximately 250 ii.
representative systems that will contribute to meeting the objec-
tives. The relationship of the themes and objectives to rational i'_
\
interests is explored in depth in this volume. The second volume,
%
"A Forecast of Space Technology", contains predictions of techno- _
3 _ ,_
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logical capabilities that will be available from 1980 to 2000 that {
will support the objectives. This material was used during the
workshop sessions to characterize present system or subsystem
functional capabilities and to establish likely or iepresentative
L
requirements during the years when the STS is operational.
Most of the objectives and systems identified in the course
I
,' _ of th o Outlook for Space study were not examined in sufficient "!ii
depth by OFS participants to enable reliable performance require-
ments to be defined; hence, few specifications of needed capabili- <:
_ ties similar to the "user requirements" discussed above _an be
derived from the "Main Report" or from "A Forecast of Space Tech-
, nology". During the forecasting effort, however, an attempt was
made to identify broad areas of technology that deserved special
emphasis in NASA research and development planning. The selection
: criteria were i) that the candidates should require full NASA
_, commitment and support for significant advancement, and 2) that
they can be expected to have a great impact on future objectives. .
:',; Those areas of "preparedness technology" that relate directly or
a
._ indirectly to data processing and transfer are listed in Table II-3.
It will be seen that aspects of all of these items are addressed
in the discussion of p.ogram thrusts immediately following, and in
the technology requirements included later in the report.
%
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_ TABLE II-2 7_
Technology User Group Inputs
_!. %'i ' To _:
Data Processing & Transfer Group _.
1975 OAST WORKSHOP :
IE_4 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION _
l ?
i_ L. Domestic Communications -- Electronic
MaII, Medical, Educatlonal :_-
(Outlook For Space- 051)
2. Int ercontlnenCal Communications
(Outlook For Space - 052)
3. Personal Communications
(Outlook For Space- 053)
4. CommunIca t i on/Navl ga t i on
(outlook For Space - 034)
5. Hazard Warning _-
(outlook For Space- 034) "
6. Earth & Planet_ry Reentry Communications
7. Microwave Power Transmission
,{-
8. High Throughput Parallel Processor
9. Low Cost Direct Readout User Data Station ]
10. Event Ve_ect ton i_
11. Electronic Components (e.g., High Temp. & _ressure) i_
*_'
IZ. High Density Data Distrlbutlo_
13. Self-Diasnosln$ & Correcting Electronlc Systems _:J[
, a
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III. MAJOR PROGRAM THRUSTS
IA. OriginExamination of workshop inputs revealed a proliferation of
flight missions and a large increase in raw data, resulting both
from the increased mission model and higher data rate sensors.
It is evident that NASA will be unable to fulfill its destiny
while continuing to function in traditional ways. Specifically,
NASA will be unable to use Shuttle effectively if it continues to
implement a unique electronic system with each payload or if it
does not break the data processing and transfer log-jam built up
in the limited science collection activities of past programs.
Recognition of these facts led the Data Processing andTransfer
Group to identify two major thrusts as focusing drivers for pro-
posed technology. These were:
, i. i000:i improvement in information handling .
capacity.
2. i0:i reduction in program life-cycle costs.
These two major thrusts are defined and discussed in the following
paragraphs. If these goals are pursued vigorously, they appear
: achievable and they should greatly ameliorate the growing pains7
: that are inevitable in the development of a Shuttle-saturated
traffic model.
9
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B. Information Handling Major Thrust ' :
:, One of the major thrusts identified by the Working Group was
a cost-effective thousand-fold increase in NASA end-to-end data ._
handling capacity by 1990. The consensus of the Data Processing
and Transfer Working Group was that this major thrust should be
-'2 _
achieved through a balanced development of technologies in data
i
• processing (both spacecraft and ground based) and data communica- -i
tions and transfer, i
Advancement of the technology to perform extensive data pro- _,
cessing aboard the spacecraft offers both the greatest challenge .i;
and the greatest potential payoff in achieving the goal of this
major thrust. Opportunities for processing data onboard space-
! craft include, but are not limited to, the following: (i) prepro- :
cessing data from sensors via a predetermined invariant transfor- _
mat;on algorithms, which reduces the sensor's data rate; (2) auto-
mating calibration of sensor data in real time to avoid the trans- i" _
_ 2
far of the calibration data via the down link; (3) interactive ,:
control of sensor operations either via ground command or onboard
%
systems, which would permit collecting and transferring sensor data i
only when the desired conditions exist; (4) onboard man interactive
recognition processing of high data rate earth resources type data;
f,
i:(5) onboard formatting of data to reduce the time delays and pro-
cessing costs on the ground. All of these onboard data processing _
systems result in an increase in the information content of the data , _3
: transferred via the down link and thelcfore contribute greatly to- :
wards increasing the end-to-end information handling capability. "
Further improvement in the information handling capability can be . _
¢
achieved by providing data to users on high density digital tape, }
with a minimum of ground processing, and the increased use of high
,: 10 _.
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_: speed parallel processors rather than general purpose computers.
L The other and no less important aspect of this major thrust
is advancing the development of higher capacity data links. Even
with improvements in the information content brought about by on-
' board data processing, it was the consensus of the working group
that the requirements for data communications will far exceed
present capabilities. Technology developments will be required
in wide bandwidth, high data rate communication links such as
i microwaves, millimeter wave and optical data communications sys-
tems and the development of signal processing technologies to
,IZ!: utilize more effectively the bandwidth available in these communi-
t cation links.
m
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i C. Life Cycle Cost
_ With the advent of the Space Transportation System during theI
i
i 1980's, programs and experiments will expand, and reduction of
o,
, cost per vehicle and flight will become increasingly important. :
For aircraft and space vehicles, electronics is becoming more dom = !
inant as a cost driver in development, acquisition and ownership.
" It is illusory to think that the cost of commercial devices and
equipment such as calculators and digital watches portend an era
. of cheap electronics for space vehicles and payloads, if other
I
development programs are not u4ertaken. This is true because of
one-of-a-kind experiments, the singular environment, and the costs >
+ of software connected with space missions. To design for minimum
cost it is imperative that the whole life cycle of the equipment
and system operation be considered from end=to=end. This approach ,_
: /
_: has not been popular since it is far easier and less subject to 7
_ controversy to buy on the single criterion of acquisition cost !
from the lowest bidder.
:' This major thrust has been developed on the basis of a desired
?
, i0:i reduction of life cycle cost of electronics and includes the :
: following major areas of accomplishment and approach:
a. Software ._,
• I. Modular, reusable, and automatically or computer generated
: 2. Easily maintained and modified _!
3. Eventu_lly hard-wired and therefore producible by physical
processes rather than human programmers
t
b. Modular Architecture
i
_ I. z_ standard, and therefore less expensive, core data proces-
sing and distribution system that handles any sensor data
; or change without rewiring or redevelopment .
2. Easily expandable or contractable, but still standard for
< any vehicle or experiment
<
< :,_£_RODUCIBILII_OF TH_ ,
-_ O_IOINAL P_6_ ISPOOR _
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_' 3 Based on a concept of aistributed, standard micropro-
cessors and memory elements, and therefore more reliable
and less expensive than a massive central processing
unit
_:
4. Built-in test equipment (BITE) and fault location
2
5 Based on standard data formats and wide band multiplex-
_: ing to share lightweight wiring or transfer mechanisms
c. Standard Electronic Modules
f
_(_ 1. Use few, highly controlled, reliable, producable, stand-
ard digital parts for system fabrication. Make bread-
boards flyable, thereby reducing cost of development and
_ acquisition.
r 2. Standard form, fit, and function allowing replacement
_ parts to be procured during different technology eras
and still be low cost.
3. With proper software and BITE, a maintenance concept for
onboard as well as ground support, with 15 minutes mean-J
time-to-repair using semiskilled personnel.
Z_
d. Fault Tolerant System Design
!
:_ 1. Since components cannot be perfect, and software and data
< transfer has errors, mission accomplishment depends on
system design concepts and theories that allow systems to
continue to operate under these imperfect conditions.
?
P
_ 2 Graceful degradation rather than catastrophic failure
_ allows online repair, and therefore mission continuations,
_ if proper modular architecture, standard electronic
modules and maintenance concepts are employed.
For these items additively to produce the desired i0:] cost improve-
ment, a program management structure and firm management control of
_; space electronics and software will have to be instituted
1977006967-018
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D. Supporting Technology lJ
As the Working Group continued its deliberations and analyt- i _
ical activities, several additional areas of technology too broad :_
-._
: for inclusion in one of the major thrusts, or most relevant to
another Woring Group area of concern, were identified. To avoid
: loss of identity, these topics have been grouped under a heading "{
of Supporting Technology and discussed in greater detail below.
]. Failure Physics and Microelectronics Technology i_
!,- Key factors in achieving greater data-handling capabili- -,
< ties and reducing life-cycle costs are the performance charac-
teristics and reliability of the electronic data-processing _
subsystems. Because of their importance, these factors are
an underlying concern in all military and aerospace electronic
system developments, and in the manufacture of some consumer _
products a_< well. The driving influence of military and in-
dustrial applications is so high that many advances in micro- _ _
electronics will take place with or without NASA contributions
; or involvement. Other advances, however, especially those re-
fated to long-term reliabil_ty under high radiation or at ex-
treme temperatures, may depend largely upon NASA initiative.
The major components of system reliability are organiza-
tion and component reliability. Ultimately, it is hoped, there
: will be sufficient understanding of how nature achieves reliable
performance from an assembly of imperfect parts so that more _i.
emphasis can be placed on organization than on parts reliability
in system design. '_owever, studies devoted to the search for ' ,!'
! such principles are in their infancy, and thus the characteris- _
tics of the individual components must be given their proper
2
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II share of attention.
NASA's requirements for long-term reliability under a
variety of environmental stresses arise primarily from the
planetary program (although all other programs should benefit
from knowledge of how to counteract the effects of radiation,
temperature, and chemical contamination). Since these re-
quirements generally far exceed those placed by military and
commercial users, who constitute the bulk of the market,
NASA's ability to effect changes in manufacturing practices
is small, and it must pay a premium to induce the supplier
to produce products that meet NASA specifications. In nego-
tiations with industry to secure deviations from normal
practices, it is important that parts experts have a good
understanding of what physical device characteristics are
important and what processing and assembly practices will
yield them. Such understanding is likely to be achieved only
if NASA maintains a strong and vigorous research and develop-
ment effort with these objectives:
i) Ascertain the basic physical mechanism that cause
failures in the electronic structures and systems
produced by the microelectronics industry.
2) Develop physical models of these mechanisms that
enable life-time projections to be made, within
a range of uncertainty, given defined and measure-
able initial conditions.
3) Develop processing specifications and requirements
that will enable NASA reliability requirements to be
met in parts procurement.
4) Obtain a knowledge of future technologists that will
enable them to be adopted when industry, for reasons
beyond NASA's control, abandons the older ones.
15
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: Along with the above research activities, other efforts 1 :
must be pursued to find more self-reliant, fault-tolerant _-
organizations, and to develop shielding and environmentel -_
control methods that may enable military or commercial-grade
compo_,ents to be used in NASA experiments and vehicles. Of
equal importance is perceptive and informed management to
ensure that the knowledge gained through successful research . _ _
and development is properly applied in agency procurements.
In_ he past, a variety of approaches more empirical \
than these advocated here have been tried by the Navy, the
?
Air Force, and by NASA, usually with the goal of determining <
the effect of processing on radiation-hardened devices. The %
results of these efforts have been "recipes" that have been
applicable only at the facilities where they were dcveloped,
and that generally have been non-transferrable. A more basic .:
approach is needed which attempts to solve difficult and im-
i
portant probIems by understanding them. .
2. Information and Computer Science _,
The computer is the symbol for information processing.
In twenty-five years, starting from a laboratory curiosity, i
it has become the focus of a multibillion dollar industry .,
that is still rapidly growing.
While the computer can be regarded as a tool that serves
human information processing needs, it is such a complex and '_
%
powerful ,tool that its development has spawned new areas of _
basic studies. Since the aim of these studies is to create " .-f
organized bodies of knowledge, they can legitimately be called . .;
sciences.
/
4
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It is to be expected that advances in information and
computer science, and in their engineering applications,
would underlie most of the technology advances projected
by the Data Processing and Transfer Group. Similar advances,however, are mandatory for other technologies that depend
I upon the computer as a tool for use in development or as an
operational element of systems. So widespread are the uses i
of computer systems within NASA that there is a danger of
much duplication of effort and reworking of already plowed
fields as individuals attempt to improve and understand the
computer as a tool while they apply it to their own purposes.
It is essential that, as an agency whose primary role
is the acquisition and dissemination of new information about
the earth and space, NASA recognizes the functions of infor-
mation management, as performed by computers and related
_: machines, as subjects of study whose pursuit demands careful
planning and review. A wide spectrum of activities should
be recognized and supported, ranging from basic research in
carefully selected fields of information and computer science
to cost and benefit accounting. Data management activities
must be understood and coordinatea in relation to a carefully
considered agency philosophy and perspective. 0nly by these
measures, which place computer-related research, development,
and management activities within a coherent framework, is NASA
likely to give them purpose and direction, raise the probability
of useful and valuable outcome, and to reduce the rate of in-
crease, if not the total, of the expenditures associated with
the use of the computer, its most productive and pervasive
tool.
17
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3• Transfer of Space Solar Power by Microwaves
Both Outlook for Space and the Office of Manned Space
Flight indicated high interest in a program to develop space
solar power into an economically viable source of terrestrial
energy. The envisioned system would use solar cells to con-
vert incident solar power into direct current power. This
power would then be converted to microwaves focused on a , _
relatively small terrestrial spot where it would be reconverted
to direct current and fed into the power grid Output power _• ,9
levels are projected at 5,000 megawatts. A microwave system
such as this would not be a simple task and would require major
developments, beginning in the immediate future• However, the
requirement does not stem from either of the two major thrusts _!
discussed. Rather it is supportive of a major thrust that
could be identified in the energy realm. . _
• _
,f
.4' W
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IV. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
I A" Discussion
It is clear that all space derived data must be brought down
4
to earth and put into a form that man can understand. Further,
implicit in the terrestrial "Outlook for Space" themes is the need
for large increaseq in the amount of information required to im-
. plement those themes. Por instance, a global food and forestry
management capability will require a large step increase in data
rates over the present Landsat series, because the resolution must
be higher, the spectral signatures must be more detailed, and the
frequency of observation must be increased. It is estimated that
iduring its lifetime, Landsat I returned to earth 40 times the total
number of bits returned to earth by all other NASA spacecraft. The
Outlook for Space themes imply a similar future increase over the
• Landsat capability. Simply pushing up the communication bit rate
is a simplistic, expensive solution. A more cost effective approach
• is possible. The technology requirements that follow recognize that
improvements throughout the information handling system are needed
to keep up with the expected information flow from space. These im-
provements will result in lower information costs.
Software is recognized as a most fertile area of work. Since
nearly all systems today, both flight and ground, require a large
amount of software, even modest advances in software cost effective-
ness would be welcome. A breakthrough would revolutionize data
management.
Modular data processing architectures that build on standard
. functions will allow cost effective trade off between hardware and
software and between central and distributed hardware approaches.
Ig
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i Improvements in high data rate processing will be required Ii
These, if performed onboard, _.ill convert "data" bits into fewer I
% "information" bits. Often what is information and what is gar-
bage cannot be determined until after an experimental phase is I
complete and an operational system is in place. However, with
the possibility of a manned-interactive flight i strument, the
: information content may perhaps be deduced in real time, elimina- .I
tiny the need to transmit garbage. Ii
Communication and wideband information transfer will exploit
) .
.;: improvements in these technologies. It is recognized that infor-
mation processing and software innovations are not likely to hold !i
the bit rate down to today's levels. Cost effective systems will :
require considerably higher bit rates. _"
Improved data storage, both for the ground and especially for i_
the spacecraft, is an essential ingredient of successfully meeting liour cost and capability goals. Data storage system size, weight,
power and cost are always high. In spacecraft it is usally higher •
than the rest of the data system combined. Processors have shrunk
in size and cost due to LSI. Software could be cheaper if large,
cheap memories were available; even communication links would be
!
easier to build, since more processing could be done on the space-
craft. For instance, the Landsat spacecraft has a 15 megabit com-.
munications link. If a good 10 6 bit flight ouffer memory had been
available, this could have been reduced to about 6 megabits pe_
second without disturbing the usable data in _ny way.
¢
The Technology Requirements are individually quite narrow, ,
but the improvements each holds out is needed in order to make ?
" /
cost effective information systems.
I
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:' REQb] REMENT LISTINGS ,:
i Table IV-1 lists the det,_i'_od technology requirements developed }
; by the Data Processing and Transf,,c Group. The listing is ordered
' by application to the major p_,.,:'_, thrusts identified in the pre- _'
:ng section, so that some tc:h' _ogy requirements are repeated ,
: dt.e to multiple applications. I.. :_ requirement is also identified !
: bv a code letter M or 0 desig'a',qg it as "Mission Driven" or ',
f ' !
; "Oppo,_'tunity Driven" For ...., _urpose, the following definitions
'I t.-.1_Uwere adopte by the "' ,
_ _ Mission Dr_ve,:--l'echnologies required by missions -,
described in th,? NASA 1973 Mission Model or by ._
, : Outlook for Spcce/IJser inputs which are clearly
NASA's charter as the principal user.within
Opportunity Driven--Technologies which are re-
: quired by Outlook for Space/User inputs outside
of NASA's charter or which could provide the
:_ capability to perform functions not now proposed _
as future missions. :
Tables IV-2 and IV-3 provide reference matrices which relate _ ,t
the technology requirements listed in Table IV-I to the User Com-
munity and Outlook for Space inputs discussed in Section II, and
:: to the major program thrusts of Section III. A detailed descrip- <_,
tion of each technology requirement follows the tables in the _ :Y
order listed in Table IV-I.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 1A1
i=.=, i|1 , •
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Recognition Processin_ PAGE 1 OF..,3__ /i'
: ._. Of Image Type Data On-Board Spacecraft '"
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Sys?em 1
_- ,
; 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To advan.ce the techn0!oKy of
_ m._ltisoectral image data reco_nltion orocessln__ to th_ ooint tl_at such .
- processing can be performed on-board spacecraft
1. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Reco_ition processors are currently being_
• _ developed for use in ._round processing of this type data at much lower
data through-put rates HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __
5. DENCilII,TION ()I," TECIINOLOGY l _
IOn-board recognition processing will require the development of
_":'-- I i) _prepr°cessing systems to calibrate and format the data for recognitionoroa snj.n,_ ,
_ 2) hlgh'-------Ospeed parallel processors to perform the recognition processing [_!
i 3) high speed, high capacity random access digital storage devices/4-) man interactive controls and displays necessary in the near term to!.
assist and monitor the recognition process
_ 5) digital computer controllers to control the flow of data through the
i recognition processor
6) scene analysis and locatlon systems
,: P/L REQUIREMENTS BASEDON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[-] B,[-] C/D
i , i i i
_, 6. I{ATI()NAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
\
Earth resources type sensors (multlspectral scanners, synthetic aperature
radars_ etc.) in the future will be cat,able of generating more data than the
communication links can handle. One approach to reduction of the data
transmission requirement is to perform the recognition processing on-b_rd the
spacecraft and transmit only the processed information to the ground station.
This capability opens up a wide range of operating modes which range from data
set selection to full scale recognition map making in space.
i
'' TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
,'l
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1977006967-033
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IAIt
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Recognition Processing PAGE 2 OF 3
Of Image Type Data On-Board Spacecraft
i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
l) Development of parallel processing systems capable of processing image data
at least at the pixel data rate of the senso1" preferably at faster than
real time data rate_ to allow for training algorith_n up dates during the
processing.
2) Data storage technology _st be advanc=d on a broad front. (i.e.,high speed
scratch pad memories, high speed disc like systems, and bulk storage systems)
3) DeveloFment of efficient man machine interfaces suitable for operations in a
spacecraft enviro_ent.
i 4) Development of high speed general purpose, fault tolerant computer systems.
5) Development of on-board data aquisition system_ designed to collect data
from a wide _iety of spacecraft sensors and present this data to the
processing systems in a form that can be used to make decisions based on
the inputs of multiple sensor system_.
i i i , i -|,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i) Complex parallel processing at pixel rates up to 106 pixels per sec.
'_ 2) Real time training set selection.
' 3) Co!±ection and up-link transmission of ground truth data.
: 4) Development of random access bulk storage systems with fast access times[
_ 5) Determination of the pointing location of the spacecraft scanner relative
to the location of grotmd truth in a real time enviro_ent.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Multi-gigabit data links
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
I
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL m
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
(seepar. 7 8)
1977006967-034
.....t . ' [
:: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lAX
; 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Reco__nttion Processing PAGE 3 OF
Of Tma_#eTy_ne1_f.a On_IV_-f] Srnc_eT,a1°t, ..
: 12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89i90 91
TECHNOLOGY i
1. Requirements Trade-
Off Study _ i
2. Processor Design m I,
3. Fabrication --
4. Test
5. Documentation
• APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
_ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
¢ 4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: _
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE i
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 3 I I 3
14. REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COU_ONr_TOn a.ZAl_SOA_TESTEDI_aELEVA_T
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY,
I, BASIC PHENOMENA OIX.qERVED AND REPORTED. 6, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT,
2, TIIEORY FOI{MULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA, 7, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_qRONMENT.
$. T"dEOR'_ TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT B, NEW CAPABILITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARAC'rERISTICDEMONSTRATED, I, REI.,IAPJLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIt_NAL MODEL,
E.G,, MATERIAL, CO,_PONENT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN Oi'I:RATIONAL MODEL.
I i
, 30
1977006967-035
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 0n-Board Preprocessing PAGE 1 OF___
Of Multispectral Scanner Data
z TECtIN()LOGY CATEGORY: System |
t
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop the capability to perform
multispectral scanner sensor calibration and data formating on-board the
spacecraft.
I. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Preprocessing of this type is performed in ground
: .processing facilities using conventional general purpose digital computers.
: HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL I
I
i
:_ [ 5. DESC RII'TION ()F TI'CIINOLOGY
T ! The processing necessary to meet this requirement involves interacting with
• _ the data stream from the sensor at real time data rates in the spacecraft
environment. This interaction involves the following:
l) Calibration data stored in some spacecraft system prior to the mission
2) Dynamic calibration data produced by the sensor during the mission
: 3) Calibration data provided by other sensors and systems on-board the
. spacecraft
4) Calibration data transmitted to the spacecraft from the ground during the
mission.
: Preprocessing of this nature must be performed at high data rates and be
adaptive in nature.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[] A,[-I B,rl C/D
6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS:
One of the major data processing log jams in the present processing of earth
resources type data is the necessity for calibration, correction and
reformating of the data by ground processing facilities before it is available
for recognition processing. Preprocessing the data on-board the spacecraft in
real time would provide a significant reduction in the cost of processing
earth resources type data as well as reducing the end to end processing time.
In addition, this would reduce the requirements on the communications
bandwidths also effecting a potential further cost saving. This type system
is also a prerequisite for practical application of on-board recognition
processing.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
!i 31 .... • |
1977006967-036
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY RE .JIREMENT NO. iA2
, | H
_: 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): On-Board Freprocessing PAGE 2 OF .._ J_-]
Of Multispectral Scanner Data [i
;, i i ml i i i • i ,
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_ f
Several approaches to this task exist. One approach would be to incorporate
the preprocesslng as part of the sensor system, This approach may allow the "
calibration to be performed at the analog level there by reducing the high ..
', speed data requirements. It may also be possible to organize and sensor
: system such that reformating of the data is unnecessary. An all digital • Ii
\
approach w ich need not be an in imate part of the sensor system could provide
:_ sufficient flexibility to operate with a variety of sensors without a separate _
" - t
system development for each sensor. An all digital approach however would I},
: likely encounter more difficulty with the high data rates involved. !_;
2
' ti
_ • ii , i li i ll|l i ,i ii i i ,
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: I:"
•_ i) Calibration algorithm determination i
2 ) Collection of calibration data in real time _i
3) High data rate parallel processing ;_
4) Resolution and accuracy l!i5) Calibration confidence verification
6) lack of agreement on optimum formats for processing scanner data.
e
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i i i : i i _ ill_
i0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:j
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL._
i .... . : i | |i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ,:_
See 7&8
_i
,,'2-
;r
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1977006967-037
i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lAP__
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): On-Board Pre_rocessin_ PAGE 3 OF
Of Multis_ectral Scanner Data
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
I[_HEDUI.EITEM 175 76 77 78179180181 82 8318_ S5 86 87 88 89 90 91
f TECHNOLOGY I
1. Requirements Study I-
. 2. System Design _
I
_: 3. Fabrication of '
Prototype _ -
"_' 4. Test _
APPLICATION
1. Design {Ph. C) __ .
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations ; __
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
" .... I ' '1
" TECHNOI, OGY NEED VAT/.: 7 ] TOTAL /
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
|
_ 14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMmNrNTOa_E_m^RD T_ST_DtN_ELEVA._T
I_NVIRONMENT IN THE LABORAlX)Ry.
1, BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN Ai_C_It'T ENVIRON.MENT,
|. TIIEORY _DItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_qRONMENT.
_. THEORY TE,crrED BY PHY$1CAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAII_LITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPEBAI'IONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIlARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, $. RELIAmLITY UPGRADING OF A_ OPERATIt L_AL MODEL.
E.G., MATEIilAL, CO._'PO._ENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AM OJ'LRATIONAL MODEL.
33
1977006967-038
_, I ........ - .............................l _ f
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1A3 i :-
< I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Modular Parallel PAGE 1 OF_2u. !L
PIpe-Line Processor (MPPP) -;'_
2. TECHNOL()GY CATEGORY: System -,
e
: 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Development of a modular high speed
parallel pipe-line processor capable of supporting the requirement for cn- .
_ board mRltispectral processing _
"{ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Parallel oiDe-]Ine Drocessors are beJn= %l_ed foP_ i
data processing of multispectral data in _round data .orocessin_ facilities i
at much lower data rates than required. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
i 5. DESCRD'TION OF TECItNOLOGY
_ The Modular parallel pipe-line processor will be composed of a variety of
computation modules each of which will be capable of performing a specific
_ task (i.e. addition of vectors, _altiplication of vectors, calculation of
_ determinants, etc ) Each module connects with a segmented buss structure
such that the order and combination of the modules co_ected to the buss
_ determines the basic algorithm to be processed• Additional control of the
: algorithm and d_ta flow is determined oy the constants and control vectors _
entered at critical points in the algorithm flow by the control computer _ ':
• :_
w
; P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[ "=1A, C I B,C] C/D ..
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS: _, ,:
• Both the preprocessing and recognition processing of high data rate earth
._ resources image data will require a high spe_d parallel processor• A modular
: structure as described above will allow sufficient flexibility to use the i
MPPP with a variety of sensor and processor requirements without requiring i
a separate hardware development for each application, thus enabling a cost
effective approach to on-board parallel processing, i
?
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
,;_
 977006967-039
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IA3
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): .ModularParallel PAGE 2 OF __ iPipe-Line Processor (MPPP) ..... . ._
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: :i _"
Althou@h the required module fanctions can be fabricatedusing standard off _ :
the shelf digital logic, neither the form factors (size,weight, 3tc.) nol _
the resulting power consumption would be suitable for spacecraftuse. A new; device technology or significant advancements in current technologies must . !
be achieved before the maximum advantage of a system like this could be } :
realized. Near term objectives should however begin concentrating on 'i 9
i developing prototype systems to verify the concept and encourage the development ° ,
of technology necessary for the spacecraft implementation. Non-flight qualified 1versions of the oncept c uld be ut to use processing earth resources data on _
: the ground. _
7
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _
i) High speed_ low power complex digital integrated circuits are required
which are not currently available. _
i 2) Size, weigh_, and power requirements without integrated circuit technologh" -:
advancements. ,:
i L i n H i, ,i -- _
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: i f
, '4
i , I i i ii m i i _ i
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
t
,_ -
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUI.REMENTS: ::
Integrated circuit development in the area cf high speed, low power devices for ';
complex arithmetic and Logical functions.
High speed semiconductorrandom access memory technology.
High speed fault tolezant computers for aerospace applications.
!o ' ..............
P
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1977006967-040
: 1 ! I
: I l
: DEFINI_*ON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT N,). .I-A3 =
• 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Modular Parallel PAGE 3 OF
Pipe-Line Processor (MPPP) :_
1'5 TECIINOI.OOY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAa YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM i75 76 77178 79180 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88! 89 90 91
] !
• TE CHNOLOGY [ [
/ 1. Analysis/Design _ I , _:
I ''i 2. Fabrica Lion _
3. Test __
:_ 4.
5_ ._
L
: APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
k
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
kt -
14. I1EFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF _RT s. COMml_rNT011_E_m^RD I"_STU)tNR_,LEVAN'I "
" I_NVllIONblENT IN T:{h LAttORATORY.
1. BA$1C PHENOMENA OI_EPVIgD AND _EPORTED. 4. MODEL TES'IED IN AIRCRA_.'T ENVIRONMENT.
• 2. TllEORy F_)I|MULATED Tf D_SCI_!B, PHENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN S!nACE ENVIRONMENT. _._
$, lr'clE(',lih TE,_'I'ED BY PIIY,ICAL EXPERIMENT I. blEW CAPABILITY DLR_ ED FROM A MUCII LESSER -
OR MAI'IIEM.a, TICAI. %ODEI.. OPERAI'IONAL MODt:L. 1_
4" PEHTINt:NT I"UNCTIO'. Oil CHAlt_CTERIS.'IC DEMONSTRATED, _. ltKIAANLIT¥ UPGRADING OK.".._N OPt. tAfl, kNAL ,_. "_EL.
| E.G., MATEI{IAI. COS'PO._ENT. E'rC. 10. L*_ETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'L I_ _.rlo_ _. MODF'L.
1977006967-041
1DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. , t_1
i1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE): rnformation Extraction PAGE 1 OFAnd Dam Compression--Both Earth-0rbital And Planetary Flight2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: D_ta Processln.q and Transfer
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:__e-process and process on-board
sensor data in a distributed flight data system which then compresses data
centrally for transmission to ground.
A. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Ray and monor prewocessed dam is inter-
leaved/nmltiplexed for transmission to the ground with some moderate
compression. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
: 5. DESCIIII'TION OF TECItNOLOGY
Incorporate in sensor output(s ) the necessary sensor calibration and conversion
; algorithms to more nearly select or discriminate the desired intelligence in
! meaningful units such that only the useful data are taken. Next, provide dis-
tributed mlcroprocessors and tailored software associated with eac_ stand alone
sensor or group of related sensors (experiment) to discard irrelevant and
repetitive infermation. Only initial state and subsequent change data should
be provided to the vehicle central processor for transmission to the ground for
image data which a user insists be transmitted to the ground, only those frames
which exhibit predetermined change characteristics should be provided or only
the affected portions of those frames. The vehicle central processor should
provide the vehicle time base and should perform data interleaving and data
compression (up to lO00:l). The system (Continued on page 4)
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [_ PRE-A,[==[ A,[-] B,[-] C/D
6. RATI{}NALE AND ANALYSIS:
The magnitude of data to be processed will be staggering based on plans for
future earth-orbital and p3anetary missions involving continuous or near-
continuous measurements from complex sensors. If on-board pre-processlng and
processing are not significantly increased to transmit only what is relevant
to the problem at hand, the impact on down llnk communications will be to
exceed its capability. Furthermore, the major volume of data generated will
have to be stored/processed in ground-based facilities with longer loop time
for experiment analysis and modlficati_n.
?I_ODUC_ILF_YOF THE
" "INAL PAGE IS POOl{
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7_.
!
° $7
1977006967-042
.............. |
ii
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1B1 ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Information ExtractAon PAGE 2 OF 4__
And Data Compression
,i, I ,-
7. TECHNOI,OGY OPTIONS:
Location of on-board processing (central vs. distributed) and the extent
of man interaction for manned vehicles provides options within the basic _
technology area.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
To discriminate the desired/significant intelligence from sensor outputs,
particularly when many items can be determined from complex sensors, and to
represent the relevant results in efficient terms poses a major problem in
information science. Also, data compression of the desired magnitude without
increasing error rates poses a problem of low-noise time-stable circuitry.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: i :
Increase communication link data transfer capacity and enlarge ground-based
data processing/storage facilities. ,
i JR
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
\
_ EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _i
Sensor _. :hnology advancement.
l i '_
1977006967-043
,_ t
DEHNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1B1
., ,,m ,-,
i. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 3 OF
Information Extraction And Data Compression
12. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
_ CALENDAR YEAR
' " SCHEDU1,E ITEM 75!76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. System Concept
! 2. System Design
• 3. _brication
4. Test & Demo --
5. Documentation
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
t_ _ 3, Operations A-
_ 4.
L
I:}. USAGE SCHEDULE:
!
TOTAL i
'__FECHNOLOGY NE ED DATE .l I| INUMBER OF LAUNCHES ,!.
14. REFERENCES:
0utlook For Space
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. COMPONFNT Oil I_READBOARDTI'-'ST[:.DINRELEVANT
_swaos_iz.1'zsr.',_.:,.._'roRv.
I. BASIC PRENOMENA ORSERVED AND :,F.POETED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA}_r ENVIRONMFNT.
2. THEORY I"OItMULATED TO DESCR'BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
s. T.F,o,n T_:S',',-:n,,y P,n's,ca,. _:×"EmMENT ,. NEWC^P^,,n.,TVDES,rEDrao.'.,^ ._luci,LZSS,.'a
OR MATIIEM_TICAL MOI)EI,, OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT I'UNCTIf)N OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTI_a_TED, 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIt_NAL MODEL.
E.G,, MATERIAL. CO_'POhENT, ETC. 10, LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIuNAL MODEL.
39
1977006967-044
LDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. !BI
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE OF _L-
! InformationE_ract.ion And Data Compression
i
_ should be adaptive to the extent that the system gains/sensitlvltles, .
sensor fields of view_ conversion factors, compression ratios_ etc. can
be modified either by man, ground processor, or vehicle procesaor based on
P.I. decisions, predetermlned conditionsI etc. (dependent on permissible
loop time).
8
411 _
]977006967-045
t......... i_Lmu_ i ii
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ZCl
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Laser Data Transfer PAGE I OF
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: System
_ 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED; Provide wldeba4_ (uv to one g_abit)
data transfer capability for space-to-space data links
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Eng_neerln_ model systems have been demonstrated
in Zab@r_torv operations.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Laser heterodyne systems operating at 10.6 microns with 25 centimeter
telescopes as antennas at both the receiving and transmitting stations
can provide data rates up to 500 megabits per second with currently available
i_ technolo_. Nd: YAG systems operating at 1.06 microns in a direct receive
mode with 40 cm. telescopes at the transmitter and 60 cm. telescopes at the
: receiver have been operated at rates up to one gigabit in the laboratory.
: Both systems have potential to meet the stated requirements. Space testing
is necessary to verify laboratory performance, identify operationa ! limitations,
: and qualify laser systems for space applications.
?
%
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _I PRE-A,[ =] A,['_ B,_ C/D
) 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
! a) Laser systems offer the most effective and economical approaches to
achieving data transfer rates in the gigabit per second range.
', b) All earth observation satellites plus planetary spacecraft operating
i with imaging systems or other types of high data rate sen_ors would
benefit from this technology.
c) Wideband data transfer would permit operation of sensors at maximum
resolution and sensitivity limits and lessen the requirement for on-board
storage or processing of data.
d) Space testing is needed to eliminate unknowns and minimize risk in
operational applications. The system should be operated in a typical
data link over an extended period of time to assess operating margins,
tracking and acquisition capabilities, and laser operating llfe in a
space environment.
• I",, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7 --, ,=, | ,, =
i 41
1977006967-046
I
I •
i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lCl
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Laser Data Transfer PAGE 2 OF .__
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Primary option is to trade off between coherent and noncoherent approaches.
Coherent system is limited by available modulation techniques to about 500
:: megabits per second. Research on improved modulator/demodulator technologies
is being conducted under current R & D programs.
Noncoherent approach requires larger antennas (telescopes) to provide needed ° i_
link margins due to limited power and efficiency of lasers• Efforts to
improve laser efficiency are underway also. }
: #
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Problem areas include laser lifetime, laser pumping techniques, modulator
techniques and detector response time.
• j
_, 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNA'HVES:
Alternative approaches include extension of current microwave systems
technology to higher frequencies and the development of millimeter wave
: systems to improve the data relay link capability. 0n-board data handling
and processing technology provides an additional alternative where total
_ data return is not required.
• I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Continuing laboratory R & D activities can provide more efficient lasers,
modulators and detectors (RTOP 506-20-23), but will not provide needed
space tests. Planned AF experiment will demonstrate Nd:YAG system in space-
to-ground mode in 1980, but cannot answer questions on space-to-space system
operati on.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
"i. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Advanced data storage and processing techniques in ground based systems will "
be required to handle the increased data flow resulting from this technology.
42 _
1977006967-047
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. iCl
,=.L • = N
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE)- I__ser Data Transfer PAGE 3 OF _
t1
' ' '" I|12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 8CHNDUI.E;
CALENDAR YEAR !
. SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77, 78 [79 '80181' 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89190 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Prototype Design &Test
2. Flight Model Fabri-
cation --
3. Spacecraf_ Integra-tion
4. Flight Test --_--
5. Operational System
SDecificatlon "'-
2 APPLICATION
I. Design(Ph.C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)}
3, Operations
L
i
_ 13 USAGE SCHEDULE:
}° TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE V 1(2_d Generatioz TI RSS) fOTAL[
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES T_ be de_ezmized _p_roved mlssi_n m_del
' ,| s| | tl
I-I.REFERENCES:
i. FASA Laser Data Relay Link Expe_'iment for the OOD/},ASA Cooperat ire
Space Laser Communications Flight Test3 Volumes I ar_ IIj GSFC_ Nay
1974.
16. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s.COMPONFNTORBREADEOARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN TXE LARORATORY,
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OP6ERVED AND .RE.I_ORTED, $. MODEL TESTED IN A/RCRA_T ENVIRONMENT.
|. TIIEORY _ItMLVLATED TO DESCI_IBE PIIENOMENA. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3, THEORY TESTED BY PlIYSICAL EXPERIMENT II. NEW CAPAIMLITY DEtC;'-D FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MAI'IIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MOD_L,
4, PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTER/_rlC DEMONaTRATED, $, REIAAMLTTY UI.W]RAI}ING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
., , E.G., MATEIILSL, COP:PO.NENT, ETC. 10. IJFETIME EXTENSION OF AN O|'I_RATIONAL MODEL.
' |,, |ms , " ""' • | t,
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1977006967-048
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1C2
,r
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Millimeter Waves For PAGE 1 OF
Spacecraft/Spacecraft Data Transfer
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Systems
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develooment of space _ata transfer
terminals operatin_ in millimeter-wave bands.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: M_llimeter-wave communications have alle_edl_ been
developed for space use by the Department of Defense. However, t_at work is_o
,h_hlv clasalfled that _nformatinn i_ not v_AAilv a_xilah]e and the teehnoloa-v ; i
is not accessible. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECIINOLOGY
The whole range of data transfer terminal components and techniques must be
developed. This includes antennas, receivers, transmitters, and modulation.
The requirement which exists is for a system that provides gigabit data
transfer in point-to-point space communications. Specific tradeoffs such
as antenna size vs. transmit power must await detailed data.
}
i
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,['_ B,[-] C/D
6. IIATIC)NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Data transfer at the customary frequencies (S and Ku-Bands) involves sizable
antennas. More importantly, space-to-space links are subject to CCIR guide-
lines restricting power density impingement on the earth. This causes the
requirement of spreading the transmitted spectrum and complicates system
operation. Millimeter waves are absorbed by the atmosphere and are not subject
to spreading requirements. Antennas at millimeter wavelengths are miniscule
and allowable data rates are extremely large, with glgabit channels feasible.
Development of such channels would provide a viable candidate for future
space-space data transfer links.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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, i
": DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IC2
'_ i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Millimeter Waves For PAGE 2 OF __
_i .Spacecraft/Spacecraft Data Transfer m
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
i_. Data limited
L
2
_4
/
:_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
T
Data limited
; 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNAHVES:
2
Laser Data Transfer
:, I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
i Embryonic technology. Progression unpredictable. Technology data is _
_ classified •
_ !
_ EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: i
?
ii
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1C3
" 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Capacity Ku-Baod . PAGE 1 OF
:_ Communication Termin_l
: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: SysTems
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Devel.opment/Demo.nstration of a space-
craft Ku-Band Communication terminal compatibl 8 with TDRSS operation, with:: color TV capability on the forward link ann _ MBPS caoabilItv on t_e zeturn
: link.
-;
: 4. CUI_RENT STATE OF ART: Shuttle Orbiter is develooir_[ a terminal that is
marginal at i MBPS on the forward and _0 MBPS on the return link.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4 i
{
5. DESCI_II'TION OF TECltNOLOGY
Required components are a Ku-Band 5 foot-equivalent unfurlable antenna,
integrated with a 25 watt solid state up-converter/power amplifier and a
parametric amplifier/image-enhanced down-converter. This package must fit
< in the space allocated to the Orbiter 20 inch dish. It is likely that a
: flexible heat pipe will be required to provide some temperature stabilization.
L
,, P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,_ A,F'] B,_ C/D
, 6. I{AT](_NAI, I': AND ANALYSIS:i'
The 3huttle Orbiter has been deslgned to carry a 20 inch dish to allow payload
access to wideband data transfer _c:ough TDRSS on Ku-Band. A larger rigid dish
is not feasible, and the power budget with this dish is very restrictive. While
the margins are still in a state of uncertainty, it is problematical whether a
one megabit forward link and a 50 megabit return link can be maintained. These
aata rates by no means saturate TDRSS capability or satisfy all projected user
: requirements. A five foot-equivalent unfurlable dish would give an order of
magnitude improvement in capability. To gain further improvements, the Ku-Band
; electronics should be integrated with the antenna, allowing low-loss spacecraft
interfaces without use of pressurized wave guides with rotating Joints. This
'_ would require development of a solid state power amplifier (25 watts should be
readily achievable with FAAs technology) with integral up-converter and a
' parametric preamplifier with integral image-enhanced down-converter. These
components (antenna, preamp and poweramp) should all be developed with the goal
of integration so that antenna structures may serve as part of the electric
housing, thereby minimizing gimbaled mass. It is probable that a flexible heat
pipe will be required to stabilize temperatures on the antenna. Such a system
would allow higher performance while using flexible media such as coaxial cable.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 3_ii
• I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 1C3
l. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Capacity Ku-Band PAGE 3 OF _
• Communication Terminal
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCItEDULE:
.: CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI_E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85 86 87188 89 90 91
I
TE CHNOLOGY I
I. Component I
Developmen_
2. Terminal Design .....
3. Demonstration System .
Flight
4.
: 5.
APPLICATION ::
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations *
4,
i
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
'FECHNOLOGY NEED DATE X T_TAL
......... •, ii
25e5252_25 ]'vUMBER OF LAUNCHES l _e
T
14. REFERENCES:
Outlook for Space, Workshop Users Guide 3 Shuttle Systems Description i
i
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_OSFNTon aRE^L_BO^_T_ST,-D,_,_L_V^NT
L _AS,C_,_O._,_S^ O_e_V_:_A._U_.PO_T_V. *. _OV_'-T_S.'r_L_^ mC_T _._vmos._,_:sr.
_. T,mO,_'m,,,_,_,_T_:,_TOu_:sc',_.,ur._,m:_o_E_^. ,. _OOr.t._s'r_D m sP.,,_'_._V, RO_._E_'r.
_. THEOW, TESTED BY PIIY_ICAL EXPERIMENT $. NEW CAPAI]JI,IT¥ DLRIV'ED FROM A MUCH LE_IdR
OR MAI'IIEMA'rlCAL MOI}I:I., OPEI_ATIOI_AL MODE, L.
4. PERTIt_t:NT FL'NCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. $. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIt_NAL MODt'-L.
E.G,, MATEIiLAL, CO._'POhENT, ETC. |O. I_FET|M£ EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONAL MODI,:L.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1C3
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Capacity Ku-Pand PAGE 2 OF ./
Communication Terminal
-- ,, i i i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Power level and antenna size may be traded on the return link. Very little
can be accomplished on the forward llnk to reduce system noise temperature and
increase data transfer without increased antenna size.
P
ii i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I The components should not be exceptlcually difficult to develop. However,
integration into a functioning whole may prove more difficult. Thermal
i control, glmbalee_ mass minimization and size may prove to be problems.i
[
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Litt±e can be done with the present TDRSS implementation to improve
performance without attacking antenna size and losses. In the long term,
lasers or millimeter waves may replace the Ku-Band space to space links.
I
.... ii , iii j
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
A JSC RTOP (909-44-07)is addressing the antenna/electronlcs integration at a
low ].evelusing existing components. A requested GSFC RTOP would initiate
Ku-Band solid state po%er amplifier work. The USAF Avionics Laboratory is
developing X-band GaAs power _mpllflers. The required terminal is not likely
to be available by 1985 at present levels of activity.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Flexible heat pipes.
i i ,, II
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, _, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lC4
i i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TI2LE): Low Cost Heliable: PAGE 1 OF___ _
Modular, Microwave Communications Active Antenna ,
? I 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY. Sys%ems
Y
! 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Made a radical improvement in the
_: I r.'liabillty of communication links through the development of solid state,
! transmlt-receive; phased arrays. °
_ ,
_ 4. CURR._NT STATE OF ART: Power generation is by single tubes_ or solid
state de_ices, and therefore subject to catastrophic failure. Phased arrays
have been too exuensive and _omollcated. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECIINOLOGY ,
4q
The recent demonstrations o-." Gallium Arslnlde field effect devices as power
generators and detectors at microwave frequencies protends the development
of a family of apertures, producible at a reasonable price ($100.00 per
module) and assemblable _r_to highly reliable, gracefully degrading arrays
for communications or ra,lar systems. The following steps are :equlred-- _,
(i) Study and design a set of link requirements (Power, Gain, Bandwidth,
_]olseFigure etc.). J
(2) Luterprete requirements into device and module specifications. _
(3) Develop modules and assemble into arrays. _'
(h) Test arrays for BW, Power etc.
(5) Demonstrate arrays in shuttle orbltor.
4
P/LREQUmEMENTSBASEDON. V1PRE-A,D A,O B,D C/D
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS: )
a. ) This technology affects every payload and vehicle that has a communi-
cations function. A typical application would be the shuttle orbitor %
which has a requirement for a 25 watt, 50 megahe_ _z, Ku-band link. _
This appears to be well within the technology potential. ',
b. ) Links should be designed for Satellite to Satellite, Satellite to
ground, vehicle to Satellite, vehicle to vehicle range of applications.
c. ) Reliability of communications and therefore mission performance and :;
length of llfe should be improved by lO:l.
d.) The theory and devices are at level _ and now levels 5, 6, 7, 8 _:
should be accomplished.
5
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
]977006967-054
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lC4
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMEnT(TITLE): T.owCo__ R_]iable PAGE 2 OF ,..%.
Modular Microwave Communications Active Antennas
,, i
: 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: _,
i) Microwave tubes _remote) and ._teerable dishes.
;_ 2) Solid state devices (local) and steerable dJoshes.
i 3) 1 or 2 and phased array. _
4) Distribute_ solid state transmitter-receivers and phased arrays. This <'
- allows electronic scanning of beams and the elimination of motor_, gears,
cams, l_'otary joints and othe_ items of potential failure.
•
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: ,_/
' This innovative technology appears to have no foreseeable problems other than
funding and accomplishment.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
(i) Use silicon and varactor multipliers to make the solid state transmitters
and receivers (more expensive and lower re]_abJlity).
(2) Stay with present technology and suffer cost, .performance, and
reliability los.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCE._ENT:
(i) The US Air Force is actively programming for GaAs devices and an
A-A/A-G Radar using this technology ($1. OM/year)
j
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LE','EL 4
;; II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
•, High Bandwldth modulators and slgnal orocessinl must b,, ,
combined wi_h these apertures to make a communication_ !
system. Also heat pipes. ]
!'
1977006967-055
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IC4 i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): T.nw Cont _,,li_h1_ PAGE 3 OF _ =:
Modular Microwave Communications Active Antennas
i'2. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: :,b
CALENDAR YEAR :,
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 751 76 77! 78 79 80 81 82 83 ! 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 _
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Define & Design
_ 2. Develop + --
3. Test __
J 4 Space Demonstrations ,_
f (Shuttle orbitors) }
i 5.
APPLICATION
i 1. Design (Ph. C)
; 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations _-
' 4. I ,
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
- I
TOTAL
TEC tINOLOGY NE ED DATI': _ ::
I I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES [ .Ia [[
'
1-t. REFERENCES:
ir Force Avionics Laboratory TOP-T1
Mr. W. J. Edwards 513-225-2911 _
|
i
i "
i 15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART i.(._MIJONFNTOR BREADBOARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN T_E LABORA_DRY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPOL fED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCP, AI'T ENVIRONMENT.
_. TIIEORY I"OI_MULATED TO DESCI_:BE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEOIU_ TEs'rI:D BY PIIYSlCAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER
' OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
i 4. PERTIISENT }'UNC'rlON OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl. MODEL.E.G,, MAT_IiD&L. ('O.%'PONENT. ETC. |0. MFETLME EXTENSION OF AN OPLRATIONAL M_DEL.
_,-"":r _' _ ..... : "m ' ..... L JJL_ J Oil _ • i_ Plimt d RmigeNIm I l
"1977006967-056
v , [
' DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lC5 ! :
!
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Liqht Weiqht PAGE 1 OF _ -
Transponder "
i"
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: System I '"
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide high efficiency, lightweight i
I
transponders for space communication systems operating in the 7.5-35 gigacycle
-I
band. )
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Supportin9 technologies are being developed and
demonstrated in laboratory R & D efforts. !i
EAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL h
5. DESCI{Ii'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
Spaceborne transponders using solid state technologies to achieve signal ,
" detection, processing and transmission at the upner limits of the microwave
spectrum including:
Surface acoustic wave filters and oscillators.
Solid state transistor power amplifiers capable of 2-5 watts output at _
7.5 and 15 gigacycles per second.
Paramp receivers operating at 15 to 35 gigacycles with insertion losses
less than 2 dbw.
Signal conditioning and processing techniques which can compress band
width requirements at least one order of magnitude.
%
P/LREQULREMENTSBASEDON: _PRE-A,_ A,_ B,_ C/D I _
6 IIATI()NALEAND ANALYSIS:
a) Future missions will operate at the upper limits of the microwave spectrum :
to achieve maximum band width with minimum cost in terms of antenn_ size,
system weight and power. Data relay systems will require maximum use of
s_lid state technology to minimize maintenance and replacement costs.
b) All spacecraft using trarsponder technique to maintain communication with <
earth stations or other s_acecraft. _
c) Solid state technology offers lifetime in the 5-10 year range compatible
with deep space missions, X_ Ku and Kx band components offer data rates
to 250 gigabits per second, i0:I reductions in power consumption and weight _
are feasible using advanced technologies. ,:_
d) Extensive R & D is needed to develop solid state power amplifier and
demonstration system ._peration in the laboratory under typical space
environmental conditions.
o
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL ___
52 _,
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,_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. lC5
.il |
I. TECHNOLOGY REqUIREMENT(TITLE): Light Weight . PAGE 2 OF ._3 .
Transponder ......
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: "
k
Continued operations with current technology severely constrains data
transfer rates and efficiency of space operations.
i
_ Switch to K_Iband with TDRSS will increase data rate capabilities, but currently _
; requires large antennas and TWT systems on user spacecraft due to limited
_\
" availability of solid state components. ]
"_ Development and demonstration of solid state technologies at the upper limits
_ I of the microwave spectrum can pro_ide more effi-ient, lightweight transpondercapability without major increase in system implementation and operation costs.
%
i m mm •
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
• Break-through type of advancements in solid state RF transistors are needed
to guarantee required performance. :,,
! 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: _
: Millimeter wave and optical communication systems offer similar performance ;
: capabilities. Trade-off studies indicate optical systems are less cost 2,
effective for missions where data rates are of the order of 200 megabits per
second or less.
m _
i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT; _
Current R & D programs are examining solid state RF power amplifier technologies
for Ku band. Surface acoustic wave filters,, oscillators and frequency
• synthesizers at S, X and Ku bands are being developed under several NASA ;
" and D0D sponsored programs. Extension to higher frequencies -s urgently needed. '_'
,-.r
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: !_"
Antenna pointing and control techniques compatible wit/_ the narrow beam widths _
of higher frequency systems will have to be demonstrated. _.
. New antenna structures and feed systems may be needed to provide efficient "
transmission and reception capability. j-
53 y
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT .'..TO. 1C5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Light Weight PAGE 3 OF
Transponder
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
• i "" _
SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76:77!78 79 80181 82 83184 85 86187 881 89 90 911
TE CHNOLOGY ]
I. Component Developmenl - : : i
I2. System Design ____
3. System Fabrication & " I
Tes t ' ' 4 i
4. Laboratory Operation
5. Documentation
I A
APPLICATION ,
I. Des_n (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) I I ------_-- i
3. Operationr ! _ ' i i
I
i i
4. I i L
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I -- !
I TECIINOLOGY NEED DATE Y TOTALI. "
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES TO be de_:emlin,d ]
I
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 5. COMI=ONFNTOR IIREADmAP.DTESTI.DINRELEVANT
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 8. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY FDflMULATED TO DESCIUUE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENxqRONMEN'r.
3, r8£(}I,%' TE._I'ED ,y PIf%'SICAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAIIILITY DZRIVE.D FROM A ._IUCI, LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT I"UNCTION OR CItARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, $, RELJAR_LJTY UPGRADING OF AN OPERAFI_NAL MODE!
, E.G., MATERb%I., CO.%'POhENT, _-TC. |0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OFANO|'LRATIONAL MODEL. _J
54
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IDI
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): On-Board Solid State PAGE 1 OF 3
Data Storage Systems
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: System
3. OBJECTIVE/FDVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Developn,_nt of low co@tin low powez x
'_ high density data storage memory technologies, and data storage systems
• usin_ these technologies
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Magnetic _a_n_ r_corders are the only currently
available system t
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
: 5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
¢
The following requirements have been identified:
i. High Reliability--MTBF=-10,000 hours plus graceful degradation
2. Rapid Random Acces_ at least to the block level
3. Large Capacity-=10 Bits
4. High Data Transfer Rates--up to 25 MHZ
5. Low Power--Very Low Power for stand by and low data rates=50 watt peak
power at maximum data rate
6. Low Cos t
7. Low Volume and Weight _ •
I.
! '
P/LREQUIRFMENTSBASEDON: [] PRE-A,[] A,[_ B,_ C/D _
6. RATI()NAI.F AND ANALYSIS: _ :
Almost all data collection and information systems aboard spacecraft will
require some form of data storage. The present requirement driver is the _ _
need to store spacecraft data until down link opportunities are available.
Future use of on-board data processing may require additional on-board !
t
storage necessary to buffer sensor data prior to processing, to store _
intermediate and final processed information, and to store processing and _
analysis software programs, i _°
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
5
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DEF_ITTON OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IDI
J , , H i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE):. On-Board Solid State PAGE 2 OF __
. Data Storage System_ . .. <
7. TEC HNOLOGY OPTIONS:
[
i-
At least two data storage technologies currently being investigated of£er
promise for fulfilling these requirements. They are the m_gnetic domain wall "
motion devices like bubbles, cross-tie memories, etc. and semiconductor
charge storage devices like Difmos Devices and CCD's. Researc_h _,,d development •
in these or other areas of Data Storage Technology will be required to meet
future objectives. Bubble Domain Devices have been developed which contain 105 ;
bits per chip and data storage systems are currently being developed having
capacities up to 108 bits. Even though these developments look very promising,
higher density chips, higher on chip data rates, and simplified magnetic
interfaces will have to be developed before requirements projected for the late
1980's and beyond can be met.
_. _ ....
. i 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
• Bit Storage Density
• Data Rates and Access Times
Implemention Form Factor (size, weight, power, etc.)
|,
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Magnetic tape or rotating devices like disc or drum memories.
i i i • i
I0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _,
NASA is currently developing a 10 8 bit Bubble Data Recorder under RTI_
520-71-01.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LE tEL|- i, _ i
ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQULREMENTS:
Basic research in memory storage device technology.
!
• ?-
i . i i i• i l i
!
1977006967-061
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1D1
i 'i ) 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): 0m-Board Solid State PAGE 3 OF
i
i Data StoraKe Systems
[ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
! CALENDAR YEAR|
:_ I" SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY| Material & Process
I. Research
2. Device Design &
Development ....
3 System Design
i 4. System Fab.
5. Test
APPLICATION
I. Desert (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
i[ " TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL
• NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
14 REFERENCES:
v
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART i.L_)M_ONFNTORBREADBOARDTSSTEDINRELEVANT
I, BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND .qEI_RTED. 8. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
2, TIIEORY F_)Ih%IULATED TO DESCRZBE PIIENOMENA. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
8. THEORY TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPE_MENT I, NEW CAPAmLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTINENT }'UNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, $, RELJAmLITY U_RAD|NG OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G,, MATEIflAL, CO_PONENT, ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'ERA_ONAL MODEL.
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1977006967-062
;" I DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
: / 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT _YITLE): Random Accesb PAGE 1 OF
, Mem_£es FQI"Low Cost ??mputer Systems
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY.
i 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Obtain random access memories for
r flight costlnK less than 1 cent per bit.
J
4
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: About 20 cents per bit in cores and about 50
cents per oit in p_ated wire. e
_= HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCi{II'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
Various integrated circuit technologies hold the promise of lowest RA
memories. A combination of these technologies with electron beam storage
is also possible.
:- P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [-1 PRE-A,F1 A,_ B,F1 C/D
: 6. RATi()NAI,E AND ANA!,YSIS:
The major (60% to 80%) hardware cost in flight computer systems is the RA
memory. This memory stores the program and the data that is being worked
; on by the computer. Because of this expense_ software cost is considerably
higher than it would be if RA memory was plentiful and inexpensive.
Technology improvements aimed at lower cost RA memories will directly result
in lower cost data processing systems.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
, ;_o_UCIBILITY OF Ttt,_
:,:_,;<_.LPAGE IS POOR
v
1977006967-063
I,,m "?,,
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ].De
;_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Rando_ Access PAGE 2 OF 2 ,
d
Memories Por Low Cost Comouter Systems
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Traditional approaches to RA memory are slowly decreasing in cost. Cores
: and plated wire are used in most of today's systems. New approaches such
as integrated circuits and pezhaps electron beam devices hold promise for
lower cost systems. The wavelength allows a very compact device. Holographic
systems may also be applicable.
-
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
:, 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
' ?
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBE" : TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Advances are small, incremental. Ground RA costs are slowly coming down.
Flight requirements are somewhat unique to NASA's requirements and are not
being directly addressed in other programs.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
,m
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
| ' • i
1977006967-064
• DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _ _
i i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Bulk Data Storage For PAGE I OF 2___ :_-
1012- <Spacecraft ( And Lar_er) /
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: , _
4
3 OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Low cost wide band type recorder has a ca_acit[
of 3 X l0ll is in early stages of development i
_ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
: 5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
%
The only current technology that can be expected to handle the capacity and
i: be reasonable in terms of size, weight, power, and cost is magnetic tape.
• The original Landsat Wide Band Video Tape recorder extended the lifetime •
capability over conventional ground based Video tape recorders by a factor _
of four. Its performance in orbit of 1000 hours of operation before the
tape wore out allowed it to playback to the ground more than 20 times the _
data played back from all other NASA recorders. A program to extend the li1_
• of Landsat C is underway and those improvements will extend its llfe at least
a factor of 10.
!
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F] A,_ B,_ C/D
,_ 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
:I_ 6
Landsat VTR packed almost l_ bits on each square inch of tape surface.
Packing densities of 5 X l0v bits per square inch have been demonstrated.
Higher densities are limited by the thickness of the magnetic coating. Long
wearing high remnance coatings less than 20 mlcr_ inches are needed. If l0
micro inches could be obtained a density over l0_ per square inch might be
achievable. Very large (1013) storage systems are possible even with today's
demonstrated packing densities, but the mechaniss of moving 40,000 ft. of
4 inch wide tape are expensive. However, at l0v bits per square inch, only
6000 feet of 2" wide tape is needed.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
1977006967-065
I • il m ill i H i ,DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1D3
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Bulk Data Storage For PAGE 2 OF _.
Spacecraft (1012 And Larger) ........ _,
'1. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: i_
The repld access of large holographic systems is not required. Continuous :
• transmissions to the ground through TDRS is a possibility, but this assumes _'-
TDRS availabilityat all times. Also a reduced rate playback while the _.
satellite is over uninteresting areas of the world (water) might be needed
• Just to get the data to the TDRS. _
, i , • i i , i i • la '_
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The very short recorded wavelengths require that substantiallythim_er _
magnetic coatings be achieved. Present coatings are in excess of 100
microinches. This might be reduced by an order of magnitude. Solutions to
the head-tape wear problem have been demonstrated in laboratory life tests.
_ These solutions are being integrated into new recorders,
T
i ,m
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
L
i, _ i ,H ili , , _*
,_ i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
NASA's flight recorders have the most to gain by technology improvements. "_
Most other uses are ground uses and rolls of magnetic tape are relatively _
cheap compared to the high density machines described above.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
General electronic reliability improvements are needed to really get these
complex high capacity recorde_•sto be truly reliable components.
'" ,,m ,i i i i i
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:. DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1Dh
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT {TITLE): l_ss Nemor:_ PAGE 1 OF 2__
_' For Processin_ Acquired Data
•_ 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:, Extend mass storage from presently
_lanned i012 bits to 1015 bits storage.
:: 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: TELOPS is planned at i012 bits storage.
_, HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRI"TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Data collected by spacecraft must be processed prior to transmission to the
ultimate user. Since this processing usually requires data from many sources,
: the data must be stored in a mass memory. The sources might be altitude,
orbit, ground truth and data from other spacecraft. Also, our image producing
spacecraft produce most of their data over land masses. The mass memory then
r provides a storage capability to smooth out data flow, allow optimum use of
the processing machines and makes best use of the various commm]icative
resources.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON': [--]PRE-A,[-] A,["] B,r'l C/D
6. RATI()NAI,E AND ANALYSIS:
It is clear that the cost per bit of this system will have to be very low.
Even if the facilit_ were to cost $10 million, the cost per bit would have
to be less than lO-_ certs. This is several orders of magnitude below today's
mass memory bit costs and will require improvements in all mass storage
technologies. Magnetic tape has the advantage of relatively cheap storage
media, but the disadvantage of rather long access time (lO's of seconds).
This may be satisfactory if data is stores in very large blocks, say lOlO
bits or more. The tape would also serve the off line storage functions
-_ithout additional transcribing. It is estimated that 30 tape machines eac_
holding a lO,O00 ft. reel of 3" wide tape and using a packing density of lOv
bits per square inch would do the Job. This is only a one order of magnitude
improvement in density over laboratory systems of today.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. !
: 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Mass Memory Of Processing PAGE 2 OF --2 |"
Acquired Data
it 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
. Holographic systems are presently at capacities of 10]2 bits or more. This
is _xpectel to rapidly improve as media improves and bit densities go up.
: Access time to any bit will be short--a few micro seconds or less. Electron
beam recorders are also a possibility. Because the electron beam wavelength
is so short compared to light waves, very high resolution at the storage
,+ medium is possible, j
t
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
For tape systems, thin coating of media is required (10 to 20 microinch !
thickness). For Holographic systems, storage media improvementsare required. 7
For electron beam systems, target media that fully takes advantage of the 1
resolution must be developed.
l
3
9. POTENTIAL ALTERN tTIVES:
)
Bubbles and CCD's are potential alternatives. However,l_he per bit costs
associated with these must drop drastically before a lO _n_aa s_rage system
can be built from these technologies.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Other government users have sponsored large data stores in the past. For
instance, Ampex delivered a Tera bit (10_) tape storage system in the early
1960's. NASA's need to handle large numbers of high resolution, multispectral
pictures during the 1980's may require sponsorship of a l015 bit system by
_SA.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Very high communication channel capacities. For instance, if the l01"5bit
i store was to be filled in one day, the aver .gebit rate into the device
would have to be 12 glgabits/sec. (L2,000 megablts/sec).
1977006967-068
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/i ] DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1F1
f
!
I 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Vision Enhancement And PAGE 1 OF 4;
Assistance For Teieoperator Control Systems .
ii 2 TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Software
r<
:" 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Imprnve and supplement displays of ,
images transmitted from remo_e te!e0perator television cameras to _ive the /
.operator better knowledge of the t_sk environment and of effectar actions. _
4. CURR_NT STATE OF ART: Mn_t m,_r_nt t_l_npe_ator vision systems do not
i__ - .provide adequate knowledge of the remote sites for efficient and comfortable
operator control. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL __4
:, 5. DESCRII'TION OF TECItNOLOGY
_: -I Many tasks conducted in space require the manlp.._ation of objects or the motion
_: of vehicles in complex and possibly hazardous environments whose features i
cannot be predicted or controlled. Examples of such tasks are shuttle payload
deployment, servicing of payloads by free-flylng teleoperators, and hmar :
i_ roving vehicle operations. When these tasks cannot be done by placing a human
worker at the site, they must be conducted by remote control. A teleoperator
_- system is one that enables an operator (on Earth or in the Shuttle for example)
_ _o operate remote effectors while observin_ the task environment on displays
of television images transmitted from the _ite. The technology covered in this
requirement concerns the type and quality of the information made available to
; the operator. Specilically, tb_ee types of information processing are
addressed: l) Enhancement of TV images to emphasize fe-_:ures needed for
operator decisions; 2) Use of'bandwidth compression techniques to improve the
amount of useful information that can be transmitted in real time over a band- ;
_ width limited channel; 3) Generation of displays based on (Continued on la) _"
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: ["] PRE-A,[-] A,_ B,["] C/D _
' 6. RATI()NALE AND ANAI_YSIS- !
l) Enhancement. Operator viewing of teleoperator television cameras requires i,
sharp imaging of the target. Image processing techniques are required _ill }
render th_ images presented to the operator more useful. Enhancement of
target outlines is required. The operator should be able to select certain
areas of an image and filter the TV data according to various criteria in
real time. Processes now performed on TV images must be speeded up to
permit a real-time interaction of the operator with the image information.
" 2) Compression. Real-time mono and stereo TV pictures a_-eessential to
teleoperator control. Bandwidth requirements for the transmission of such
pictures, especially if they are in color, are excessive f._rmany space
applicatlon_ Improvement of scene analysis techniques is needed _o that
d_ta of no use to the operator are not transmitted, whi_e the information _
of most us_ to him (object relationships to one another, outlines,
distances, heights, etc.) is extracted interactively, transmitted, and
displayed for use in real-time.
3) Generation. An operator controlling a remote effector over a communication
link, using only the information provided him by a television camera, do_s
not have the same view of the ta_k environment that he would acquire if he _
(Continaed on Page la) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i ?
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I DE , IT,ONTEC. OIOOYREQU, EMENT NO iFlI. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Vision Enhancement And PAGE ]aOF 4Assistance For Teleoperator Control Systems _
ca.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATECWgRY: Software _i
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART:
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL :_1
5. DESCI{II,TION OF TECIIN()LOGY (Continued from page i)
non-visual information, such as the positions of manipulator joints or wheel _5
positions and orientations, that will supplement the visual information and
give the operator a more complete overview of the wor__ site. Such displays i
will be especially useful because it is found in practice that the operator
cannot gain adequste knowledge of the effector confi_tration in relation to i •
the workspace from TV images alone.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: C] PRE-A,[-] A,[-J B,[_] C/D -_
6. I{ATI()NALF AND ANAI.YSIS: _ "
were actually at tL_esite. As a resu/t, it is found that the time required
to perfcr the task may go up by a factor of ten or more, and the operator
finds the _-,.sk_emanding and tiring. Other types of information need to be
extracted, telemetered, and combined to give the operator a more complete _ -
feeling of involvement. The feedback of force and tactile information has
long been considered and is being pursued. Other useful data would be effector _ .
positions and highly filtered information (of the kind discussed in (2) _ :
concerning the characteristics of the environment. The focus in this portion
of the requirement is on the development of displays that give the operator a .;_
bird's eye view of the entire work site - effector system plus environment. _J
This di3play can be driven by the same information that drives the actual
effector. For critical operations, planned actions can be tested in real time :_
on the display before they are actually executed. The displays should be _
capaole of being rotated while in roL _on so that they can present the remote i_ "
scene from a variety of useful pers_.cctives.
!
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL__ _ ':
!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1F1
% [
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Vision Enhancement And PAGE 2 OF __
Assistance For Teleoperator Control Systems
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
l) En_ancemen%
A) Develop highly parallel hardware systems for on-board image data
preprocessing and feature extraction.
B) Develop fast on-board serial computers for image preprocessing and
ground systems for real-time image environment. (This approach is,
however, not compatible with (2).)
2) Compression
A_ Develop scene analysis techniques and combine them with classical
source encoding methods.
B) Close some effector control loops on-board and transmit only highly
filtered data to the operator.
3) Generation
A) Transmit data sufficient to drive a simulation (display).
B) Use full-scale models for partial site recreation.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
l) Enhancement - Hardware and algorithm development
2) Compression - Scene analysis
_ 3) Generation - Developing a real-time simulator matched to user needs
_, 9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
a) Use an astronaut where feasible to perform the task (EVA)
b) Increase the communication bandwidth and transmit all data needed;
perform all real-time data reduction and processing in large ground
systems •
I0. PLA-NNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
a) Shuttle payload manipulation
b) Free-flying teleoperators for payload servicing
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Reliable high-capacity on-board processors
Scene-analyc_ s algorithms
Robotics
.!,RODUC_ILI%_OF TIlE
_INAL PAGE IS P(_P
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IF1
$
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Vision Enhancement PAGE 3 OF k
_nd _g.al.a%_ne_ For Teleonerator Control Systems "_
.-- , ,,,
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUIE ITEM 75:76 77 78 !79 80 ] 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 {
TE CHNOLOC, V
I.Develop source encodin } _,
& scene analysis methods . r _
2.Design spaceborne imag:Lngpreprocessing .hardware
Design and coae V
3. simulation system
4. Prototype !
5. Flight test V
APPLICATION
i. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations _ ,
1
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ?
[
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE [ V t
TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES All flights after ac-_e_tan_e ]
14. REFERENCES:
4
15. LEVE L OF STATE OF ART s.COMi'osrsToa a.EAX_mARDT_STED,sP,ELEVA,_T
ENVIRONMENTIN T_E t.ABORAI'OP,Y.
I, BASIC PHENOMENA OIk_;ERVED AND .ttEPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIP,CRAI.'T LNVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEOP,Y FORMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN_,qRONMENT,
$. THEOl{h TESTEI) BY PIIY,';ICAL EXPEP,IMENT $. NEW CAPABII.ITY DLP,IVI'iD FROM A M'JCil LESSEP'
OR MATIIEMATICAL MC)DEI.. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTt,,ENT FUNCTION OP, CP`AIb%CTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. $. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl. MODEL.
E.G.. MATERL_I.. CO.%'POhENT, ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTEN_iION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
%, .., ,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ]_El
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Modular Architecture PAGE 1 OF 4_
For Data Processing And Transfer Systems ._
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Systems
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Provide a system consisting of
modular components and functions to better meet the needs of ad_nced space-
craft and experiments through modular I.JSltechnology..
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Pe_.q_ntly ¢.h,_ processor: momnry: I/0: and related
_fumctions are qollected centrally result_.nK in complex functions being , ='
merformed bx a large central s_stem. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 1
5. DE_'I{II'TION OF TECIINOLOGY _-
A very L_dular, adaptable system is required where processing units are
located at, and integrated with various functional spacecraft subsystems *
such as T, T, & C, Sensors, G&N, Power, and Propulsion. Functionally
specific hardware and software would be a part of the particular subsystem.
System elements would be functionally interchangeable and designed for fault
tolerance and isolation. Commercially developed microprocessors and memories
should be considered for use wherever possible.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [7 PRE-A,_] A, [] B,_ C/D " _'
6. RATI()NALE AND ANAI.YSIS:
To date the approach to on-board data processing and transfer systems has been
to centrally locate the processor memory, I/0, and software. As requirements
! have grown so has the complexity and size of the various system elements. The
i need for longer life systems has posed an additional problem since s rstem
: elements are already so complex, fau3t tolerance and correction cmnot easily
i be accommodated. Most current approaches to this problem result in multiply
redundant system elements; elements a]xeady large and cr_olex. As requirements
on the data processing system have increased so has the tware complexity. _
Since the software now resides in a single processor/mea this has given rise
to problems in software interaction, and difficulty with a_aitions and changes
when they are required. Sophisticated operating systems and programming
languages have become necessary to cope with this burgeoning problem.
With the advent of the microprocessor and other LSI devices the opportunity now
arises to con_ider the possibility of distributing the functions of the data _
processing system among the user elements. For example, a processor unit could
become a part of a sensor subsystem along with memory necessary to hold the
control software to operate the sensor, to store the data collected, and to
preprocess the data. Other processor/memory units could be integrated with T, i
T &C Power, Propulsion, and G,N &C systems. Another processor unit may functioz
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .7
! \
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!DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1El
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ModuLar Architecture PAGE 2 OF
For Data Processing And Transfer Systems
6. Rationale and Analysis: contd.
as a controller for the data bus which would interconnect the network of
processors and memories. Once the distributed element and function concept is
accepted, many other possibilitle_ open up. New concepts in fault detection,
tolerance, and correction become possible. Reliability and redundancy require 9
ments can be approached differently. The total architecture of the data
processing system becomes accessible and adaptable. Missions fly only what
. they require and as much as they require. Designers are not limited to some
already designed system with its predetermined and frequently limited or
restrictive capabilities.
It is the intent of this effort to maximize the use of commercially developed
devices such as microprocessors, memories, and other LSI devices. The use of
such commercial developments will yield significant cost and time savings.
Unique LSI circuit development can be minimized. Support hardware and software,
compilers, cross-assemblers, and documentation are already available. In
addition there is a potentially large base of experienced designers, programmers,
and users.
L
, m , •
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4DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1El
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Modular Architecture PAGE 3 OF 4__ :
For Data Processln_ .And Transfer Systems .
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
!,
a) A number of microprocessors with varying capabilities currently exist or
are under development.
b) Virtually all semiconductor technologies are represented.
c) The nature and extent of the modularity and distribution of the
architectural elements can and should be optimized, i
d) LSI techniques are available for fabrication of optimal custom bus
interfaces.
L
i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The problems resolve themselves into establishing a concept of the system
; and then developing the various elements including both hardware an4 software.
There appears to be no technological barriers in implementing this approach.
+ _l_
:, 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ¢
The only recognized alternative is that of continuing the approach followed to
date of increasingly larger and more complex central systems. Even here
indications are that very large missions may require super data processing
systems which may consist of a network of large processors of the SUM-C
variety. This is viewed as a separate class of system and not an alternative
to satisfying this need.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
RTOP 506-20-11 "Advanced digital data systems for deep space" JPL
'4
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
tl. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Continuing development of microprocessors using such technologies as CMOS 4
and I2L.
Development of advanced design mass and random memories.
L
_ 2
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i DEHNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQU!_WEMENT NO. EEl
1. TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Modular Architecture PAGE 4 OF
For Data Processing And Transfer Systems
' 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
, CALENDAR YEAR
= " SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77 78 791 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY + ._
•. I. Conceptual Design __
; t
! 2. Functional Design __ +
"_ 3. System Development __ +
! 4. System Integration __
;
i 5. System Demonstration
!
, APPL'CATION _
1. Design (Ph. C) __ _,
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __ '
3. Operations _ _ !
4. _'_
[ _.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: _
,,,, I
TOTAL
'fECHNOLOGY NFED DATE , :
" I _
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES i
I
1.t. REFERENCES: _ :
i
!
:i
, 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART _. COMPONFNT OR /IREADmARD TESTLD IN RELEVANT _ i:
_ ENVIRONblENT IN THE LABOIL_,TORY. _ "
I, EthNIC PHENOMENA O_k'_ERVEDAND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT, +_
[ 2, TIIEORY I"OI_MULATED TO DESCR!BE PIIENOMENA, ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE EN%qRONMENT. :_ "
3. THEOW_ TES'rED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPABII,ITY D[:RIVED FROM A MUCI1 LEF, SER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,, OPERATIOhAL MODLL. •
4, PER'rlNi:NT F L:N('T_ON Oft CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTI_A.TED, _. R_LIAPJLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATI_+NAI+ MODEL. i_,
E.G,. MATEItIAL. CO._'PO.hENT, ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LIb%TIONA:. MOI)EL.
+,
..... +...... .. +:. , .... . +
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1G1
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Direct Broadcast/ PAGE 1 OF 4
Ns"rowcast Systems
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Direct Communication Technologies
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop a capacity to broadcast/
"nar_gwcast" multlole channels of programming to local users e_uipped _
jg_th $i000 receivers by 1980 and esentiallv un_od%f_ed receivers by 1990.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: ATS6 has the capability of broadcasting single ._
channels to apprpximately $3000-5000 rece%vers. , _"
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL ;;
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECttNOLOGY
Shaped beams, efficient unenclosed high power tubes, improved power sources, :
beam switching, higher frequency components, local programming insertion iI
techniques, possibly "frame-grabber" techniques (for narrowcasting), low i,
: sidelobes, video compression, etc. Would involve a technology demonstration
satellite series incorporating increasingly capable versions of those
technologle s.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[] A,[] B,[ ='] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
Shaped beams are required for shaping to political boundaries and for better
spectrum management, such as frequency reuse (ditto low sidelobes). High power
tubes are needed to permit cheaper ground stations to facilitate access to
system. Similarly for high power sources. RTG's, etc. should be looked at for
eclipse power although may not be Justified. Beam switching may be desirable j
; for narrowcastlng applications to reach selected audiences. High "frequencies _
may later be needed to obtain sufficient numbers of channels. Local program
insertion may be difficult technology but needed for ultimate success of
direct broadcast in U.S. and multi-language international applications. Frame
grabber broadcast techniques might be adapted from CATV for narrowcasting.
Video compression will effectively conserve bandwidth in multichannel
situations, and will conserve power.
'L
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL __ ;i
-j
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGI
-- m
: I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Direct Broadcast/ PAGE 2 OF 4_.
_ _ Narrowcast Systems i
• 0 I7. TECHNOLOGY PTIONS: 1
Mony tradeoffs exist between specific user missions and involved technology.
" Also among various options. Main options relate to fact that ground vs. space
cost tradeoffs exist• Optimizing the total system cost may make "entry cost"
too high for users to have cheap access to system. Attention has been largely
• focused on the single area of large antenna "comsat" type systems so tradeoffs
and techniques for personal communications, data collection, low-user-cost direct i
broadcast, etc. have not been well addressed. Examples of options include:
use of multi-element low power arrays instead of high power tu_.s; need to
or. r cxampl._s, multipleconsider video bandwidth array element development. _-_
spot beam vs. shaped dish vs. array; "framegrabber" v_. c_annel switching;
video compression cost vs. _igh power satellite cost v_- spectrum wastage.
,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Most critical technical problem is low cost system/component/fabrication
technology; if systems are not cheap, users will employ an alternative or J
forego communications. Next is spectrum conservation; spectrum is a more I
valuable resource than money--main answer is to go to higher frequencies where
component sizes create problems of tolerance, fabrication difficulty, heat |
" rejection, etc.
1•9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:a) Millimeter vs. laser vs. microwave problems related to feasibility and
spectrum ava-_labi Iity.
b) High power p_us reflector v__s.low-power-element arrays.
c) Compression cost vs. power cost vs. user receiver cost for video
d) Interactive selection/switching vs. multiple channels
e) Low altitude vs. synchronous for n--'avigation/position missions
f) Low cost mobile terminals vs. no. of users.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
%
Intelsat V series for point-to-point communications--late 70's to 80's
CTS/ATS TV experiments, including video compression--mid 70's
GPS DOD Global Positiming Satellite
MARI SAT
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
..... a
il. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ,,,
Power, navigation, data compression, on-board processing, attitude control :_
struc ture s. _
Ja
i i i i i me
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGI :
)
?,
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Direct Broadcast/ PAGE 3 OF 4.._
Narrowcast Systems
1"2. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
! SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 !76 77 78 79 80 81 82 831 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91i
TE CHNOLOGY
,: 1. Shaped beams/arrays
, !
High Power Tubes/@
" Sources ¢
: 3. Video Compression _
High Frequency
4. Components
5. Operational Video
: Techniques
APPLICATION
: I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations ]
?
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
TEC tlNOLOGY NE ED DATE _ TOTAL1
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I 1 i i i I 5
ii
1.I. REFERENCES: :
a. Convair Payload Study
b. NAG Summer Study :_
c. Outlook for Space Exec. Summary :,:
: d. JPL Outlook for Space Tech. Forecast _
e. High Power Tube Inputs from Alexovich-LeRC (
f. NASA CR Tech. Implications of Information Transfer (LMSC) :
J
: 15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART 6. COMPONFNTOR II_EADmARD TESTED IN RELEVANT "_
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORAI_tRY.
I. BASICPHENO.'qENAOIk_ERVEDAND REPORTED. iS.MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
_' 3, TIIEORY X._DItMULATEDTO DESCIUBE PIIF,NOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED iNSPACE ENXqRONMENT. I
, _ 3. THEOItYTESTI:DBY PII_'SICALEXPERIMENT 8, NEW CAPAIUI,iTY DERIVED FROMA MUCll LESSER
* { OR MATnEMA_'ICAL MODEl.. OPERATIOhAL MODEL. ¢
,: , 4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CItAILACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, 9, RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAl, MODEL. :'°
E.G., MATEI(LkL.COMPO.%ENT, ETC. |0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONALMOI)EL. 4
"t
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: I !
: i [.......
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGIL
i I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Direct Broadcast/ PAGE 4OF 4 '_
Narrowcast Systems
i °;
• This definition includes a broad class of missions to demonstrate a variety
of technoloqies leading to direct communications systems in the future. The
objective of performing those missions is to recapture the national preeminence _
on communications technology with consequent favor&ble effects on national
prestige, balance of payments, etc., as well as upon increasing the quality
of social interactions underlying the national social structure. This broad
class of missions would concentrate on those types of communicati.,ns satellites 4 t
essential to the future national well-being which are not currently (or in the i
foreseeable future) being attended to by the existing industrial structure. _ i
Recognizing that classical "trunking type" missions are being reasonably _
well-handled, at least in the near term by the existing institutions, the
proposed missions would be concentrated on points-to-poin-t missions such as '_
DC?(data collection platform) data collection, and space data. relay; upon i
•_ po_nt-to-points missions such as broadcasting or narrowcasting to local users; _
and ultimately, toward the year 2000, on particular enhancements of the _ _
points-to-points personal communications systems currently being more or less {
satisfactorily handled by the ubiquitous dial-un telephone system, i }
: The technology of the present technology definition primarily emphasizes
broadcast type missions. Another technology definition sheet will address
- data collection. !
1 '
?
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1977006967-080
!DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGI-A -,
1. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Powered PAGE 1 OF
Microwave System, S Band
2, TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Data Processin_ and Transfer
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:_To establish high power microwave
tube technology for satellite solar power station.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Microwave tubes have achieved necessary power
levels terrestrially but not for use in space, i
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL .__ _
5. DESC RIPT[ON OF TECItNOLOGY
This technology encompasses the design, fabrication, and testing of microwave
tules for the specialized needs of the SSPS. These tubes have power levels of
5 to 10kw in the case of crossed-field amplifiers; and from 50 to lO0 kw for
klystrons. In the interest of saving weight; open envelope tubes are
advantageous. The technology of processing tubes in the hard vacuum of space
must be developed.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_] A,_I B,_I C/D
6. '[ATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS: _
Utilization of solar energy by means of a space satellite in geosynchronous
orbit requires the technological development of specialized microwave tubes.
These tubes must have a long life, cw operation, active phase and amplitude
control, passive cooling cal:_bility, high efficiency, low noise, low cost,
low weight, and they mus_ operate at a frequency of 2.45 GHz to take advantage
of an atmospheric window. !
,_ __,_ILI'I'YOF TU_
; ,_' PAGE IS POOR _
.i
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL l0 !
4
; !
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1977006967-081
t , ,, ii i,, _
i* DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1_i .......
; _ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,.HighPowered Microwave PAGE 2 OF __
• _ System. S Band
$ • , "
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
•. !
" I Two types of microwave tubes are feasible for the specialized requlrement_, '_
- of the SSFS. !
; i a) Cross-field amplifiers (CFA)
b) Klystrons
_ j
F :
_ i , , t itl
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) Identify primary sources of tube noise. :i
_ b) Develop active phase and amplitude control.
; c) Activation of cathode in the hard vacuum environment of space.
_ d) Develop passive radiative cooling capability and designs.
,, , ,w , ,, |
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Solid state microwave devices, so far, lack the power level required for
! this application.
|
I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTUP, BED TECHNOLO_tY ADVANCEMENT:
Terrestrial demonstration of high efficiency transm_-_slon of microwave _
power to test the practicability of the SSPS concept. _.
;i
_ _
EXPEtT.ED,UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4__
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ,_
" a) System problem of coupling large numbers (105 "_,olO6) microwave tubes in iarrays. '/heoutput signal of each tube must b_ controllable in phase and
amplitude in order to properly launch microwav£ beam.
b) Structural Integrity and assembly techniques iD the space environment of
arrays having dimens_ _ measured in kilometers°
k
1977006967-082
IDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT ITITLE): High Powered ,Microwave PAGF 3 OF
System, S Band
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
,_ CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 76 77178 79!80 81,82 83 84 85 86 87 5_ _9,90 911
I. Efficiency trade-off X
2 Noise trade-off X i
• P
3. Terrestrial models X X X X X
4. Space models X X X X X X
:_ 5.
I
APPLICATION [
i. Design (Ph. C) IX X
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) X X iX X X
3, Operations X X
4.
I
• b
1;3. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I • TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE l •m
NUMBEROLAUNCHES [ 15ol
l,i REFERENCES:
l) Fe__J,,. ' 3tudy of a Satellite Solar Power Station NASA CR-2357,1974.
15. LEVEL OF STATF OF ART s. COMmNFNTORi_READI_)ARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT ,N T:'E t.Ar, DP,AI_RY.
I. _s,c P.¢._o._,_'s o^r_E.v_.D,_D ,_r.roR-_ED, 4. UODE_.Tr.STED,S ,_,.CaA_I"L_vlao_._,_NT.
3. TIIEORV }W_Mt'_TED TO uEscmur. ;'II}:rcOM_NA ,. ,_IODEL Tr.Sl}'D i,_ SP._¢'r. E,x_laoNMr.N'r.
OR MATIIEM,_TICAL MODEl.. OPERATIOhAL MODLL.
_. PENT|,NENT }UNCTION O11 C|IAI_ACTERI_IC DEMONSTRATED. _}. IKELDkBIL]TY UPGRADING ¢_F _% OPEKATh_NAL MODEL.
E.G., MAT£IiL_,I,. CO._'POhENT, ETC, |9. IJFW_hME _'XTENSION OF A,_ O|'L_%TION %', MODEL.
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1977006967-083
DEI"INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGI-B i '
7
G
I. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITI.E): High Power.. Microwave PAGE 1 OF___ _ •
System, In _S_ce Processin_ !]
"2. TECHN()I,OGY CATEGORY: ]
;_. 'oBOLCTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIREI_: q___oreduce the cost, weight, and
improve the performance offmicrowave systems in the 1GHz to 100GRz range by
using the unique properties of deep space to operate and process open envelope.
I. CUI¢R]'NT STATE OF ART: A study has been completed that shows the
advantages of tubes with open envelope in the area of efficiency, weight, and
noise. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
5. DESCiHI,TI()N ()I," TECIiNOLOGY
The space shuttle in the sortie con.'iguration will test the feasibility of: _
ia) Constructing a 2.45GHzj 6kw amvlitron without a vacuum envelope and
processing and operating the tube in space. 4 :
b) Terrestrial construction and processing of a 200watt, 12GHz TWT.
This tvbe wi]! hav a collector cover which will be removed in space. I
!,
4
1
!
P/I, REQUIREMI':NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,F'] A,_ B,F] C/D
_;. RAT, ,XAI.E AND ANAI,YSIS:
i
a_ Th purpose of this requirement is to establish a technology base for '_'
operating high power microwave tubes in space. !
o: P_.signs, processing and fabrication must be investigated to take advantage
of the properties of space to provide longer tube life and improved
performance.
c) Exposing the tube parts to take advantage of deep space as a heat sink _
and the ultimate in vacuum environment is essential to the task.
") The space shuttle in the sortie configuration will demonstrate the i
feasibility of the concept. !
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl. 7__
i
79 i::
1977006967-084
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _:
i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TIIrLE): Iti_h Power Microwave PAGE 2 OF 3__
System, In Space Processing
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a) Use of inefficient solid state devices in the low frequency ranges.
b) Use of larger encapsulated tubes with ion pumps.
c) Use of two tubes consecutively used in order to achieve long life system • ,
ope rati on.
<
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) Higher temperature operation of some tube parts requires new fabrication
techniques.
b) New processing techniques to be developed.
c) Vacuum environment on shuttle not co_21etely defined.
d) Activation of cathode in 10-18 tort vacuum.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
Terrestrially processed tubes with envelopes could be used, but these tubes
would be heavier, larger, have a shorter life and poorer performance.
i0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
A study program has been completed. A bread board model of a 20Owatt 12GHz
system and a 6.0kw 2.45 system is planned to begin in fiscal 76. An engineering
model of beth s_'stems will follow. The flight model of both systems is p"-nned 3
for the Shuttle in the fiscal years 80-82.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL/_ !
ll. BELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: ":
a) High temperature brazing all y techniques. 2000°r _
b) Heat radiation techniques.
c) Development of unique Indium seal to be opened in space. .
d) Use _f rare earth magnetic materials. _
e) Develop technology for millimeter wave high power systems.
J l, i i i
I
t
I 80 .:Ji
1977006967-085
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE) : _High Power Microwave _ PAGE 3 OF
_vstem. In Space Processinq ....
n, ,
12 TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
• SCHEDUi E ITEM _ 75 76 [77 78!79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 901911
TE CHNOLOGY
I. Brd. Expmt. D & F _ X
2. E. M. Expmt. D & F X g
3. FH Expmt. D & F X X
%
4. Space Tests X X
5.
-_ r .
APPLICATION
I. Des_n (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ;
TOTAL _ :
TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DAT]._ [ X _ ,,
- 1NUMBER OF LAUNCHES i ] _ '_ "
14. REFERENCES: _ _
i) Final Report Contract NAS3-I1536 Multistage Depressed Collector for
Traveling Wave Tubes by Hughes Aircraft Co. _i ii
2) Final Report NASA 3-11532: Analytic Design of Space born-Axial Injection ""
Crossed-Field Amplifiers. 4
3) NASA Contract NAS 3-18932 ,_
4) Raytheon Report-Microwave Power Transmission in the Satellite Solar Power
Station System 'i
Y
5) Final Report, Contract NASA CR-2357 Feasibility S_udy of a Satellite
Solar Power Station. _+
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COM_NrNToa aaE^um^aD T_SrLDINaELEV^,_T :_
_,VmOS_IESTI_ TSE_,On_,RY.
1. BASIC PHKNO.'qENA OI_ERVED AND REr'ORTED. 8, MODEl, TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
; 2. TIIEORY FORMULATED TO DESCI{IBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMF.NT.
$. THEORY TF,_I'ED By PIIY:_ICAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPA|III,ITY DLRIVI':D FROM A MUCII LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERATIOhAI, MODEL, ,
4. PEHTII_.KNT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DFMONSTRATED, 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL
E.G., MATEIIL_I., CO_?POhENT, ETC. 10. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATIONA1. MODEL;
1977006967-086
DEFINITION OF TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGI-C
1. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Higjn Power g__crowave PAGE 1 OF_..3_.
_Systems, Low Cost Ground Receiving Systems
'2. TECIIN()IJOGYCATEGORY: Data Processing ._nd Transfer
:;. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To _e "'__,_ low _+........ _omnd _°_°_ __n_-
systems for rec¢_vin_ wideband transmissions from broadcastir4g satellites at
43 and 86 GHz.
4. CURI{ENT STATE OF ART: Antenna: mixer. 1Qcal oscillator, & detector tech-
niques and approaches exist. Low cost approaches to system design and imple-
|
mentation need to be identified and developed. HAS BEEN CARRIED '£O LEVEL __
5. DESCIilI'TI()N ()1" TECIINf)I.OGY
Ground receiving systems perform the functions of signal pickup (ante_ma)
pre-amplification low noise frequency conversion, amplification, and detection.
With some approaches, pre-amp_ification and/or frequency conversion may not be
required. Key elements to low cost receivers are the microwave diodes and
circuits used in the mixer and local oscillator and the uncooled parametric
amplifiers for pre-amplification.
P/L REQUIREMF.NTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,[-] A,[_] B,E] C/D
[;. IiA'I'I( INAI,I,: AND ANAI,YSIS:
Devices and circuits exist to perform the required receiver functions. Effort
is needed to identify those approaches that have potential for low-cost
implementation. The available techniques need to be surveyed_ cost/performance
tradeoffs are required, low-cost designs need to be formulated. Without effort
specifically directed toward low cost approaches, the design tendency is
principally toward performance with only secondary (if any) effort directed
toward cost objectives. A similar approach, design of low cost receicers prior
to band use, was successfol in _'cducing ±ow cost receivers for 2.6GHz and
12 GHz broadcasting satellite use.
TO BE CARRIr. D TO LEVEl, _..
/' 82
t
1977006967-087
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TIT_E): High Power Microwave PAGE 2 OF 3.
Systems, Low Cost Ground Receiving Systems
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Low noise performance available either via low noise mixer or pre-amplifier.
o. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
I ,lementing required functions at low cost, especially frequency conversion
an._ pre-ampli fication.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
High cost receiving systems which will inhibit use of the 43 and 86GHz
satellite broadcast bands.
I0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Continuing device development, and military receiver development in nearby
frequency bands.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEI, __ •
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
,i
Solid state oscillators, mi_er design techniques, low noise amplifiers, L
antenna designs.
i 83
]977006967-088
I ' 1}
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. .:
1. TECIINOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Power Microwave PAGE 3 OF" 3___
Systems, Low Cost Ground Receiving Systems.
L =
12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: ,
CALENDAR YEAR
SCItEDUI,E ITEM 75! 76 77.178 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 .}
TECHNOLOGY
I. Receiving System X _
Desi4n '
'2. Fabrication & Test X X
3. _
5.
APPLICATION i_
I. Design {Ph. C) X
2. Devl/Fab (Ph, D) X _-
3. Operations x
4.
13. USAGE SCIIEI)ULE:
I I
TOTAL
'fECIlNOI.OG_ NEED DATE x •
1.i. REFERENCES: {
4
{,
{
>
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s, COM_O_r._TOna.E*t)mAaDT_STL_INRELEV^,_ _
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOP_AIX)RY, "_
1. BAS]( PIIENO.'XlENA OP, SERVLD AND :{EPORTLD. 8, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT. "
2. TIIEORV FOItMULATEI) TO DE."iCIHP,E pIIENOMEN,a. ?, MODEL TESTFD IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT. a
3. THF;('[_ TESTED BY PIIY,_ICAI. EXPERIM},NT $. NEW CAPAP.II.ITY DLRIVED FP, f)M A MUCII LE,_SER __
OB MA1 IIFMATICAL MO!)I:I.. OPERATIONAL MODLL.
4. PEB'I'IN_:N r EUNCTIt)N OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED. 9. RKL.tABII,ITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIt _NAI. MODEL ._
E.G., MATEitlAI,, CO.vPO?,ENT. ETC. I0. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF ANOJ'LRATIONALMOI)EL.
84 ::
1977006967-089
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREME. NO. IGI-D
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Power Microwave PAGE 1 OF 2 .
Amplifier, X-Band
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Data Processing and Transfer
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To develop and test an X-band nticro-
wave amplifier design for dual mode TWT to support deep space communications
: requirements.
i. CURRENT STATE OF ART: .TWT's usin_ multi-stage depressed collectors have
been built at 12GHz which demonstrated efficiency of 50%. '
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _l
: .
5. DESC HI_'TION ()I." TECIINOLOGY
The TWT would be a dual mode, 100/50W tapered helix amplifier augmented with
• a multi-stage depressed collector and spent beam refocusing system. The :
amplifier would operate at 8.3GHz and have an overall efficiency of 60%.
The dual mode operation can be easily accomplished by a gun with a non-
intercepting grid. The operation would be optimized for the higher power level =
while the power conservation at the one half mode would be largely accomplished
by the Lewis MDC combined with spent beam refocusing system.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,r'] B,E] C/D
6 RAT1( )NAI.I., AND ANAI,YSIS:
Justificatien - The transmission of data from the near and very distant planets
poses a requirement for the availability of TWT amplifiers with excellent ;;
performance in communication d3pects with du_! mode operation ability and with i,
superior overall ef2iciency. The TWT amplifiers, with 100/50 watt dual mode
ability is best suited to serve the needs of very distant or less distant ,_
transmission from planets, where the dual mode switching ability would greatly
increase mission flexibility. While the planetary probe is in the vicinity of
a planet, the TWT could use the higher power level for picture transmission
at high data rates. The lower power level c .uld then be used with lower data
rates thereby making additional power available for science measurements. !
,<
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
{
\
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1977006967-090
! i
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Power Microwave PAGE 2 OF 2__
Amplifier, X-Band
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a) Increase prime power requirements to support a lesser efficient amplifier,
or
b) limit data rate for picture transmission.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Design to achieve high overall efficiency and good phase and gain performance
with a tapered helix structure.
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
10.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNO]X)GY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
tl. REI_ATED TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS:
mm
, ",,,&)UC1BILITY OI_' I'HL
,,.jAL PAGE _ POOR
] 86
.,- .... '_ I
1977006967-091
.... i 1
DEI.'INITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IGI-E
I TECIINOIOGY REQUIREMENT (TITI.E): High Power Microwave PAGE 1 OF 3
Systems, SHF Systems
2. TECHN()I,OGYCATEGOIIY: Data Processing and Transfer
:_. OB.]ECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:_ To establish hiqh power rf system
technoloqy for space broadcast applications.
q. ('URRENT STATE ()F ART: Communications technology satellite (CTS) , 200W
TWT 12 GHz, 50% efficiency
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEV :, _/.
5. DFSCIIII'TI()N ()I." TE('IINOI,OGY
Analytical and experimental investigation of problems in high power (> 200W _
space-borne microwave transfer systems, including rf power amplifiers, powe;
processors and high power microwave waveguide chain components (switches,
filters, diplexers, isolators etc.).
Critical parameters: Long life operation in space, minimum loss and
distortion of signal, minimum weight and volume.
P/L REQUIREMkNTS BASED ON: {_ PRE-A,[_] A,r-] B,['] C/D
(;. I/ATI(_NAI.I'" AND ANAI,YSIS:
a) Efficient use of assigned space broadcast bands.
b) High power required to reduce cost of earth stations and thus provide
coh_nunications services to a wide variety of users.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL .__
r
j, 87 ,,
]977006967-092
T I 1
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _l
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Power Microwave PAGE 2 OF _
Systems, SHF Systems
, , q
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: "
a, Ground receiver noise temperature affects satellite rf power (direct ::
dB relationship). /-
b) RF amplifier and power processor efficiency affects the DC power
requirement (solar array size). _"
I
c) Number of simultaneous transmitter channels affects the transmitter
power output (approximately 6dB backoff required for 2 channels).
v,
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) RF losses increase with frequency
b) Multipactor breakdown i
c) Thermal stability-small size of tuned elements _
d) Production techniques -extreme tolerances !
e) Efficiency is low - thermal problems ;
)
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
e) Power combining of several lower power sources as opposed to a single
high power amplifier. •
b) Low spacecraft output power will increase the ground receiver cost.
i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
None
?
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUII_EMENTS:
,i
None
1977006967-093
DE FINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQ UIREME NT NO.
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Power Microwave PAGE 3 OF _
Systems, SHF Systems
J
TECHNOLOGY [
• I. Systems Tradeoffs X X _
2. Component Design ] X
3. Thermal Design ) X lX
4. Component Tests ].X
5. Prototype Test X
APPLICATION ] :I. Design (Ph. C) x_
2. Dev]/Fab (Ph. D) xx
3. Operations _x x x x x x x x x x x
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
! !
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE x [
m TOTALO
!
!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 ] 4
l.i REFERENCES:
a) Applications Technology Satellite Advances M_ssion Study, NASA-Lewis
final report, NAS3-14360, July 1972.
b) Application. _ Technology Satellite Advanced Mission Study, NASA-Lewis
final report, NAS3-14359, July 1972.
c) High Power Microwave Components for Space Communications Satellites, ,
NASA-Lewis, Final report, NAS3-13727, Feb. 1972.
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s.COM_ONFNT_naRZ_mmA_T_T_DISRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABOr lI{y. ,_
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OIk_ERVLD AND REPORTED, 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAF "r ,tRONMENT.
2. TilEORY I-'OIIMULATED TO DESf'VUBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ' .ttONMENT.
3. THEOgI'* TFS1'ED BY PHYSICAL EXnERIMENT |. NEW CAPAlULITY D_.RIVt:D FROM A MUCll LESSER _
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OIPERATIO/_AI, MODEL.
4. PERTINENT ['UNCTION Olt CItAItACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, t. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G.. MATEIdAt.. CO_'POhENT. F'IC. 1O. I.,IFETiM _- EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIOI_AL MODEL.
I II
\
t
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1977006967-094
i i
2- _'_----+ L
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
+
++-
'- .
I TECHNOLOGY REQUIPEMENT (TITLE): High power Solid State PAGE 1 OF 4___
: Systems, UHF Band ,:_
' 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Data Processing and Transfer. .
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: • , establish high power RF system _-
i'
technology for space broadcast applications.
: 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: 100w, 45% efficiency, 30 MHz bandwidth. "'
HAS PEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DES('IIII'TION OF TECIIN(;LOGY i
- Solid state UHF power amplifier with associated power conditioning and output :
circuit components (filters, isolators, power combiners, switches, diplexers,
etc.) required for d_.rect broadcast application such as disaster warning
satellite. RF power output - 50 500W _-
Bandwidth 20 MHz
Gain 30dB +_
Critical parameters: Power output, efficiency, size, weight and long life. ,
£
?
" +l
P/L REQUIREMI,:NTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[_ A,[-'] B,r'] C/D "!.
+.,.
6. I/ATlt)NALE AND ANAI,YSIS: _,
-,+
,+
a) High RF output power required due to low cost ground receiver inside
building (15 dB building attenuation, receiver NF) 7dB )
b) Solid state devices and circuits %ncrease lifetime, reliability of
transmitter an offer opportunity to minimize size ar_ ,,:,_ightof ['
transmitter.
: c) The technology program should culminate in the testJrc; ,_Fa br_5"board
model on ground tests. +'
,.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 5_._ '-_
4;
gO +
.+ 2
,+ k
1977006967-095
Ji
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
,, i ii i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): High Power,Solid State PAGE 2 OF 4. .;
• Systems, UHF Band
: 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: _:.
Critical factors in the Disaster Warning Sys' _,m that affect the transmitter _
output power and satellite payload use: i
: (a) Efficiency of the transmitter affects the DC power requirements for the ;
transmitter (linear relationship) ";
(b) Noise temperature of the ground receiver affects the required power output _
of the satellite transmitter (direct relationship in dB)
(c) Building attenuation directly affects the required transmitter output power •
(direct relationship in dB) antenna location, outside the building desirable.
(d) Number of simultaneous signals in the transmitter affects the output power
available (limited by intermodulation signal level requirements) design
assumed to be one carrier per tzansmitter. (Approximately 6dB back-off ;!
from maximum power output is required for 2 simultaneous signals. ) ,:
(e) Power output Fer transmitter affects the _ ze and weight of the payload;
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: ;.
State of the art in solid-state transmitters is: power u_ to 100W, 45%
efficiency, 20MHz BW. In the power range of 100W to 430W, technical problems
are: (i) thermal problems (transistor junction =emperat_Ire = 125°C maximum); _,
• (2) large size and weight of the transmitter; (3; efficiency (loss of
efficiency due to combining losses).
9. POTENTIAl, ALTERNATIVES:
- Cross-field amplifier car, be used fcr higher power outputs; development of
amplifier is :equired; cathode life appears to be a limiting factor in long
]ife operation (5-7 years).
Power combining of many low power sources• The use c" an outside _mtenna would
reduce the attenuation from the present 15dB specification, thus lowering the
transmitter power requirement. Cost of user receiver systems would increase. !
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _
2
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _:
ll. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
F
None !
i iiH i i i i '_
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" DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE}: Hi qh Power Solid PAGE 3 CF _4.._
State Systems, UHF Band
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE.
- CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,E ITEM 75 ?6 77 78'79 80]81 82 83 84 85!L6! 87' 88 ! _9 9ji91 /
TECHNOLOGY
I. System Tradeoffs X X
l
2. Transistor Selection X
i
3. Thermal Design X) g
4. Ampl. Ckc. Design X) g
5. Breadboard Test X)X
'APPLICATION ' [ :-ri. Des_n (Ph. C) __
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _ _x
3, Operations _ _, _ X x X x X x x x
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDUI,E:
1 'TOTAL'_EC HNOLOGY NE ED DATE X .,
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES _ 1 1 1 [ 1 i 4
14. REFERENCES:
a) Disaster Warning Satellite Study, March 1971 NASA-Lewis
b) Disaster .Wazning System, NASA CR-134622, Final report, CSC
c) Disaster Warning Satellite Study tlpdate, July 1975, NASA-Lewis
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. ¢OMmt_rNTO. al_EA_mAl_TESTLDINRELEVAN"
I_.NVI_NMENT IN THE LABOILa*'I_'RY.
|. _ASIC PHENOMENA OTk,_ERVED AND REPORTED. |. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCP_FT LNVIRON.MENT.
_. TI|LORY }_ItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TESTED iN SPACE ENVIRON.MENT.
' $. THF, OW* TE_I'ED B'*' PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |, NEW CAPABILITY D_RIVT:D }'ROM A MUC|I LE_ ':R
OR blATIIEMATICAL .MODEl,. OPt.RATIOhAL MODLL.
4. PEHTINENT I'UNCTiON OR CIL_RACT.RISTIC DEMON$TRATED, t. I_KIAA_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPEKATIt*N_L MODEL.
E.G,, MATEIdAL. CO,%'PO',I.:NT, ETC. |0. bII*'ETIMI_ EXTENSION OF AN OI'LRATION ,,L MODEL,
i 9:,
..... ..:: , : ..........
1977006967-097
J_: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): ....High Power Solid State PAGE 4 OF 4
_wr '- m_q. I_4P Band
)" 7. (Cont' d)
(f) Receiver bandwidth directly affects C/N of the receiver and thus the
rf power output and DC power input requirements of the transmitter.
g
E
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\.
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _[_I-G "
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Power Microwave PAGE 1 OF _ ,._
.f
Systems,__Mi_llimeterWave Systems
_ 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Data Processing and Transfer
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. To establish high power rf systems
i_ technology for 41-43 and 84-86 GHz space applications. !
f
_- 4. CURRENT, STATE OF ART- Microwave amplifiers and passive high power rf j_
_ components save oeen de.yel6pea xor _erres_riai _p_lic&bions. A_pru_ch_ _u.
space systems mus_ De igentlfies ana aeve±opeg. _pace power processing sysLems
J
_:_: atllKVnaveoeenforaeVelOp_dcTs,wl n ou_pu_ powers ol 50Ow HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 3t_ 1_I
t
._ • 5. DE_':_2RII,TION OF TECHNOLOGY !_,,.
:: High power millimeter wave rf system performs the functions of signal selection i!
•t amplification to output rf powers of IO0-200W. Passive components provide i!
_ power amplifiers protection, harmonic filtering, signal multiplexing, and
selective coupling. The power processing system converts prime electrical _
power to regulated levels necessary to support the power amplifier and provides !"
the interface for remote command, control 3 and monitoring. Key elements of i_-
this technology are the microwave power amplifiers and the power processing I_
-" system. [,
_ P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,['_ B,[_ C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
To overcome spectral crowding, the World Administrative Radio Conference
_. (WARC) in 1971 adopted world-wide exclusive allocations in the 40 and 80 GHz _
_' frequency bands for Broadcast Satellite Service, representing the first
exclusive allocation for this purpose at any frequency. Having requested and
_ received allocation, it is incumbent upon us to investigate the use of these
bands at 41-43 and 84.86 GHz, which provide 4 GHz of bandwidth as compared to
_ the _arrent 500MHz of total TV bandwidth in use today. This capability will
_ permit the transmission of a wide range of data for educational programming,
:[. med._cal conferencing, law enforcement and en_ertaiDment among other civil
_:_ applications, li
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL /.L
_
i
1
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I •
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): , High Power Microwave PAGE 2 OF _.4
Systems, Millimeter Wave Systems
7. TECHNOIOGY OPTIONS:
Use of maltiple low level amplifying devices with inherent low efficiency;
1-2 orders of magnitude below microwave amplifiers having overall efficiencies
of 30-40%. Use of solid state, limited power devices resulting in extremely
high ground systems cost.
I
r
__ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The utilization of the 40 and 80GHz frequency bands for space application poses
technology problems. Thermal component stress, which is proportional to the
i_ 5/2 power of frequency, will result in active and passive high power component
development problems. Thermal power loading will approach 1000 W/cm _ in the
rf interaction structure. Cathode current density requirement will exceed
10A/cm_. The solution to these problems at 40 GHz will require significant
advances in rf structure and cathode technology. Beam refocusing efforts will
_.-b_-_qu1_ed in addition to advances in multistage aepressem collector _ecnno±o6y
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: (contd.) :_
: , High cost systems, with limited life and reliabi±ity, will inhibit the use of
_ these bands.
I0 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
i 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
I None
l
i "
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1977006967-100
k, DEIqNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
! i _ = . _ . - .....
v
: 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Kith Power Microwave PAGE 3 OF
_ Systems, Millimeter Wave Systems
% 12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
_ CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDUI,EITEM !75]76 77!78 79 80 Sl 82 83 84!85 87 88 89]90 91!
_: TECHNOLOGY
: 1. System Study X X
!" 2. Amplifier Dev. X X X X X X X !X X
, Passive rf Comp. XX X X X X X X X X
' 3. Investigation
4. PPS Dev. X X X X X X X X X
_! APPLICATION -
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
I:}. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE X X TOTAL .!I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 [ 2|
, mm
14. REFERENCES:
"A Novel Axisymmetric Electrostatic Collector for Linear Microwave Tubes",
H. Kosmahl NASA D-6093 Feb. 1971.
"A 240 Watt, 12 GHz Space Communication TWT with 56% Overall and 81% Collector
Efficiency", H. Kosmahl, O. Sauseng and B. McNacy. IEEE-ED, Vol. Ed-20 Dec.
1973.
Mendel, J.T.; "Travelling Wave Tabes", Proc. IEEE Vol. 61, No. 3, March 1973 PP.
280298
Henry, J.F. "Some New Results With High Power Millimeter Wave T_bes" I p_per
presented at 196_ WESCON Los Angeles, Aug. 25-28.
w
O_moto, Tadashl, et.al.; "Millimeter Wave High Power Travelli_ Wave Tubes".
Toshiba Review Vol. 26, No. 4, 1971 Pp. 28-_.
q
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.COMMONrNTORDBEADmARDTI_STEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE L,ABORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OP_ERVED AND REI_ORTED. $. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA)T EN%'IRONMENT.
.q. TIIEORY FOI(._fULATED TO DESCR'BE PIIENOMENA. 'l, MODEL TEarED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT,
3. THEORy TESTED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPAIMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LEmER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PEHTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTE.q/_IrIC DEMONSTRATED, |, ]K_LIAI_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G.;,MATEIdAL, COPPONENT, ETC. 10, M}qtTIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'}_RATIOMAt. MODEL.iii
i |, ii ii _
 MDtna or
OB_[, PAG_ IS POOR
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, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. CS- 5 . 4 i_
' _ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Powers. High PAGE 1 OF _
; Efficiency Transmitter "_
. _ 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: .... Special Devices
S. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Obtain Dower outout in the raDge of 50
•- _ to _00 watts in the frequenc_ band 620 to 790 MHz, transmitter characteristics
e
to be: 4_% efficiency, 30dB _ain_ 20 MHz bandwldth_ minimum size and weight.
_ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: i00W. 45_ efficiency, _0MHz bandwidth _ single
- i °
r channel centered at 790 MHz.
. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
" _ 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
; _ Direct broadcast CW operation, single channel operation such as required for
_ _ the Disaster Warning Satellite (CN-54A).
Critical parameters are: power output, efficiency, size, weight, and long
llfe.
'I
- P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,_ B,r_ C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) Low cost ground receiver in a building (15 dB bailding attenuation);
58.6 d_ EIRP required for a 9.0 dB S/N ratio at the receiver; receiver
noise temperature of ll00°K.
(b) Benefiting payload: CN-54A, Disaster Warning Satellite.
(c) Solld-state devices and circuits increase lifetime, reliability of
transmitter and offer opportunity to minimize size and weight of
transmitter.
(d) The technology program should culminate in the testing of a breadboard
model on ground tests.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEl, __.
97
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__r _ .........._"......_ -_-_.........__ ......__ ....-__ ........__ ....v__
DEFINITION OF TEC HNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.G E- 5 . 4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE); .,High Power. High PAGE 2 OF ._
Efficiency Transmitter l
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
Critical factors in the Disaster Warning System that affect the transmitter
output power and satellite payload use:
(a) Efficiency of the transmitter affects the DC power requirements for the
transmitter (linear relationship).
"_ (b) Noise temperature of the ground receiver affects the required power output
of the satellite tl_nsmitter (direct relationship in dB).
(c) Building attenuation directly affects the required transmitter output power
_ (direct relationship in dB); antenna location outside the building
_ desirable.
(d) Number of simultaneous signals in the transmitter affects the output power
available (limited by intermodulation signal level requirements); design
_ assumed to be one carrier per transmitter. (Approximately 6 dB back-off
-: from maximum power output %s required for 2 simultaneous signals. (cont'd).
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
State of the art in solid-state transmitters is: power up to IOOW, 45%
_ efficiency, 20 MHz BW. In the power range of 100W to 430W, technical problems
are: (i) thermal problems (transistor junction temperature = 125°C maximum);
(2) large size and weight of the transmitter; (3) efficiency (loss of efficiency
!-_ due to combining losses).
_ 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
i; Cross-field amplifier can be used for higher power outputs; development of i
amplifier is required; cathode life appears to be a limiting factor in long
life operation (5-7 years). !
The use of an outside antenna would reduce the attenuation from the present
15 dB specification, thus lowering the transmitter power requirement. Cost of
user receiver systems would increase.
i0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
_ Global Positioning Satellite Program - 1600 MHz transmitter being developed by
North American Rockwell.
GE in-house program - VHF and 1600 MHz transmitters.
i'
E}_PECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 5
J ii RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
None
!i
ii ii
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"/_, ._ "I,_ _ _ ., _- ,'. *_-.' _
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GE-5 .4
%
, ,, ,,
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High.power2 High PAGE 3 OF _
Efficiency Transmitter
1
7. TECHNOLOGYOPTIONS: (Contlnued)
(e) Power output per transmitter affects the size and weight of the payload;
the number of transmitters affects the size and weight of the payload.
(f) Receiver bandwidth directly affects C/N of the receiver and thus the rf
: power output and DC power input requirements of the transmitter.
{
]977006967-]04
i'_ :_ , _ _ _ . _ - . _
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< DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GE-5.4 ' _'
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): High Power, High PAGE 4OF 4
, _ _
Efficiency Transmitter %_
._r
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: High Power Amplifier (100-430W) _!
CALENDAR YEAR !
i; SCHEDULE ITEM. 75 76 77 78 79!80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 "
TE CHNOLOGY
_ I. System Tradeoffs _ :
_! 2. Transistor Selection
_ 3. Thermal Design _,
4. Ampl. Ckt. Design __
5. Breadboard Test
APPLICATION
I. Design (Ph. C) _
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _
3, Operations
4. I .
I "
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TEC HNOLOGY NE ED DATE l TOTAL!|
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 I 4
14 REFERENCES:
(a) Telephone conversationwith J. R. Ramler, NASA Lewis.
(b) Feasibility Study of Using Satellites for a Disaster Warning System,
R-3015-2-1.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. L'OM_FNTOnaREADBOA_T_STEDINR _LEVA_
ZNW_N_r_r,NTn,_,..A_o_aV.
1. BASIC PHENOMENA OrkqERVED AND .qEr'ORTED. $, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT,
3. TIIEORY FOItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PllENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
3. THEORY TE,g'rED BY PIIYSICAL £XPERIMfdNT 8. HEW (_APAmL|TY D_RIVED FROM A MUCH LE_EH
OR MATllEMATICAL MODEl.. OPERAT|O/_AL MODF,L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CllARACTERISTIC DEM(_NSTRATED, $, RELIABILITY UI._RADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODI_L,
E.G., MATERIAl,. COAtPONE_NT. ETC. 10, LI}_TIME _XTENSIO,'q OF AN O|'I_ATIONAt, MODEL.
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1977006967-105
I ]
l• _ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Large.lV_crpwave PAGE 1 OF| Antenna Arrays
:I I
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Collectors
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: _Intaln the re_ulred dimensional
accttrac_ of large foldable antenna a_.ra_s in terms of flatness and p.h_ase-feed
point dimensions.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Antenna. _tructure can be designed and man_t_actured _
to the required tolerances t but maintenance of the tolerances in the extreme _thermal condltlons of space is not in the SOA. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL i
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY j
The subject advancement is representative of structural requirements for large I(over 5m) foldable microwave antenna arrays for active and passive earth-senslngapplications. Flatness requirements range from i/4 to 1/20 wavelength. For
instance, the ATL printed circuit array antenna which will support simultaneous
measurements in altimetry, scatterometry and passive radiometry will require
surface flatness during operation of less than 0.25 CM. During the Shuttle era,
antenna lengths up to 30 meters long (Met. Radar Facility) are planned. They
will be articulated or deployable, and will receive varying thermal flux contri-
butions from the earth's albedo, the sun, and the Shuttle/Spacelab assembly.
Foldable antenna arrays, up to 30 m. long have not been built to date. A 14
meter long printed phase array is being designed for SEASAT. Although flatness
tolerances of 0.25 CM over a 25 meter span are well within current manufacturing
capabilities, the maintenance of these tolerance limits under the expected space
thermal conditions is not within the state of the art.
P/LREQUmEMENTS BASED ON: [-I PRE-A,_I A,[-I B,_I C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
(a) The required dimensional tolerance of antenna arrays will be based on
operating frequencies ranging up to 100 GHz and the criteria of 1/4 to 1/20
wavelength contour accuracy. The optimum frequency upon which the design
will be based will consider the required altitude and radlometrlc measure-
ment accuracy and degree of weather penetration.
(b) This technology advancement specifically supports: the Slotted Waveg_ide
Antenna for Payload No. ST- _S (ATL); the Shuttle Imaging Microwave System,
EO-05S; Multlfrequency Radar Land Imagery, 0P-0_S; Multlfrequency Dual
Polarized Microwave Radiometry, OP-03S; and the Millimeter Wave Experiment.
(c) This advancement _ill be instrumental in attaining altitude measureme_ts
with less than one meter error for averaging times of ten seconds, land and
ocean imaging, microwave soundings of _.e atmosphere and other earth
observation applications.
(d) Structural models of the antenna array should be tested in simulated
thermal vacuum conditions.
TOBECARmEDT° LZVZL_
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.GE- 1 . 9 =
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,.Large Microwave Antenna PAGE 2 OF .%. ,_.
Arrays _"
7. TECHNOLOGU OPTIONS: .)_
; The 1/4 to 1/20 wavelength flatness criterion will be relaxed, in some instances, )
_ depending on the allowable degree of measurement degradation. The antenna :
_ _ dimensional tolerance will significantly affect microwave beamwidth, sidelobes, 6
and system efficiency. Methods of actively adjusting the position of individual
. antenna segments to compensate for deflecting influences, such as thermal ,
gradients or inertial loads are theoretically possible, but may introduce undue
complexity and program cost.
i
4
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
Thermally induced deflections must be minimized through proper material selection
_: and structure design. The hinge mechanism must be properly indexed to permit
; proper parallelism between antenna segments and its elements after antenna deploy- _
:_ ment (unfolding). Special test procedures must be developed to simulate zero-g
i for pattern measurements and thermal distortion measurements. Erectable antenna
• structures lO to 30 meters long, built for maximum weight saving, will be subject
: to serious distortion forces due to gravity during ground testing.
_': 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: :;4
% Altimetry measurements will be feasible through use of a smaller array or
parabolic antenna, as indicated in DTR No. GE-I_.4. However, the high resolution
: microwave radiometry and imaging applications will require a large array.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: ,_
a) RTOP W74-70492 Earth Observations Rada_ Workshop
b) RTOP W74-70274 Structural-Thermal-Optical Program
c) Additional technology program emphasis will be required to insure
availability of the required antenna technology early in the Shuttle Program. _£
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEl, 3
"' _ i
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _
The development of the subject antenna technology must be done in conjunction '
i with the analysis and advancements in microwave systems for altimetry,
scatterometry, radar imaging, and passive micro,'ave radiometry. The advances
_ in holographi_ microwave techniques will be relevant to the subject requirement,
= since the dimensional tolerances on the antennas will be _re stringent. _
j H I ,. B i I I llll
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO'GE-I. 9
:: i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Large Microwave PAGE 3 OF _l__
_t Antenna Arrays
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:k
_,- CALENDAR YEAR
1 "SCIIEDULE ITEM 75 ! 76777s 79so sl s2 sa s4 85s6:s7 8s s91_19"1I-_ ±I
_:- TECHNOLOGY
_, I. Thermal/Structural -- i
? Aria i.
_ 2. Material Selection --I
3. Range Tests of Proto- -
type
-" Space Qualification -.-
: APPLICATION
: 1. Design (Ph. C) -- "
'.2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) --
3. Operations --
e
.? 4 • "
< 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
I
" 'rEC tlNOLOGY NE ED DATE l TOTAL!
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 5 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 4 6 5 4 ] 53
l-i. REFERENCES:
I. Study of Shuttle Compatible Advanced Technology Laboratory ATL.
L
TM-X-2813
2. Shuttle Imaging Microwave System (SIMS), Perspectives and Objectives,
by Dr. J. Waters, JPL, January 22, 1974.
"l
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. ¢OM_NrNTon anE^Dm^_ T_STLD._RELEV^_'r
ENVIRONMENT IN T_iE t.ABORA1_)RY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA O_ERVED AND REIkgRTED. O. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
_ 2. THEORY }_IIMULATED TO DEsC|_IBE PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN 5PACE EN%qRONMENT.
$. THEOIt'* TI':ffI'ED BY PllYSICAL EXPERIMENT |. NEW CAPAI_LITY DERIVED FROM A MUCII LE_ER
% OR MATIIEMA FICAL MODEl.. OPERAIlO_AL MODEL.
t. P_MTINENT i"UNCTiON OR CIIARACTERib'TIC DEMON_tTRATED. 9. RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATI'_ 'EAL MODEL.
E,G., MATElilAL, CO.%'PO_H_:N - ;TC. 10. I_FETlblE EXTENSION OF AN OI'ERATIONAI, MODEL.
_" 103 1
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIIIEMENT NO.
.... , ii ii, n i | n'l • .... J _'_ i i ....
%
' _ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):. High Power Microwave PAGE _ OF
Systems, Millimeter Wave Systems
: 8. (Cont'd) to control widely divergent beams resulting from high space
charge forces. The power processing system required to support rf power
amplifiers in this frequency range must provide regulated output powers
up to 800W with voltages of 25kv to 40kv. In addition, energy storage
must be limited to preclude catastrophic failure due to an internal arc.
This represents a significantadvance in space power system technolo_j.
4
' I
i
t _
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"i_ ! IGI-J
> DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. C-1.8
L-
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE). VIS-IR Optics Exoeri- PAGE 1 OF
_ mental Techniques for _sers; Communica_'ion Flneness And _tab111ty Of Aligmmen_;
;" _ Fn_1_ M_n_al Aoe_aa A_ W@_llAs Automatic And _nt_l. Ad.ltmtment.
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Collectors
_" 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Allsmm@.nt of multiple m_rrQ_S of opt%- |cal system is desired wlth.in.0.04 arc s#cond (_y be n_tlga ed _or op_Ica£ Dencn
_ _ ov cnolce of mirrors} to mlnzmlze waverron_ distortion, avoid spoiling coaerence, )_'_ and enable tracking. Tracking of gimbaled lazer telescope will be good to about_ 1 mrc medina a_.e_ InltJa] acquisition s_a_ch.4. CURRENT STATE OF ART" 0otical_¥ flat n_Irrors(even half sll_vered for beam
- splittlng)and two axis n_IrrS_moun_s mant_A±y acjus_aoie up _o u.A arc sec exist;
; ._ however: neither ._dJustments for long optical train_ _or the breadboard philosop_
for laser experimentation have been prove_ yet. HAS BEFN CARRIED TO LEVEL ___
_, _ 5. DESCRIPTION OF _ECHNOLOGY Modulated laser beams at 10.6, 1.06, 0.53W
I i are used as carriers in a laser communication system. For experimenters t_ have
". access to the lasers and receiving circuitry, systems of mirrors are used to route
received and transn_Itted beams to an optical telescope that is used for projecting
and receiving the sig_ls. To avoid dan_ge to m_rrors the outgoing laser beams
expanded to dis ;ribute S_ser energy over a _eater reflection area. All the optlc_
are to mounted in a stable structure, are
be Some of the nz_rrors fixed but m_n_
adjustable; some are on two axis mounts driven by error signals via analog or digi_
tal computing circuits to compensate for S_ece Lab or orbital vehicle motions as
well as tracking errors. In practice, small optical m_rrors cannot maintain beam
coherence equivalent to 0.04 arc sec (&Iry disc size is abo_t 1 s_c sec at wave..
lengths shown). However, as has been demonstrated by _y autocollimators, an_
detection devices track either the centroid or pzeferably the edges of a reflected
image of a small n_rror which may be blurred by diffraction and aberrations with _n
accuracy of 0.04 to 0.06 arc seconds• "Cat's Eye" type reflectcrs need to be re-
searched to minimize need for sub-arcsecond alignment.
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,N A,_ B,_ C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
a. _tho_ most of the optical system components for receiving and transmitting
the laser co--cation to and from a Space Shuttl_ Orbiter payload are avail.-
able, logic progr_m_nlng and ser_ system techniques need to be developed to
enable integration of components.
b. _mnetecb_lques are needed to implement CN-05-S, laser Communication _periment
(_m_ version). An additional laser expert,ent proposed by GSFC with a new
CN-XX-S humor can be motmced outside the Spacelab cabin on the pa?_et, it is
_ not accessible for _u_l experimentation during fligjat. However, the optical
beam alignment and transfer techniques may be applicable to all payloads in-
volving optical referencing, tracking, or pointing, where very good correlat_un
and alignment are needed.
c. The techniques will enable development of techniques for proper detection and
translation of laser signals from ground to space and space to ground. A lair
GSFC experiment will appl_ lessons learned toward development and test of
practical laser commmlcatione equlI_nent.
• d. The technology requirement is satisfied when a similar optical system functicms
successfull_ in space.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7
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DEFLNITION OF TECItNOLOGY ' JQUIREMENT NO. C-1.8
- 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): V_S-IR Qp_cs ExperlmentalPAGE 2 OF ,__
Techniques For Lasers; Communications Fineness And Stability Of AlignmeiLt; Enable
gannal Access As Well As Automatic And _nual Adjustment.
: 7. TECHNOI.OGY OPTIONS:
• A preliminary review of the current state of the art indicates that the up-link
and down-link optical transmission trains can be corrected by servoed beam de- •
flectors driven by error signals obtained from tracking detectors. However, no _•
existing system for as many optical elements exist. The most critical beam de-
, f!ectors are those coupling the gimbalcd telescope to the internal laser and de-
tector optics. Tracking capability will depe:-_ largely on the accuracy and stabi] +
: ity of the optics train used to t_ack the incoming laser signals. Use of a stable
optical base and strategic layout of optical trains will reduce the number of i
= servoed deflectors to a minimum. ::
A major trade exists as to whether a multiple carrier laser communication experi- ,
ment in breadboard (optical bench) form or the finished operational form is flown.
Plane parallel plates in divergent or convergent optical space can provide up to :
±O0.1 advantage in beam angular adjustments.
i
_. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a. Optical path extends from pallet in shuttle orbiter to pressurized module and
: is subject to large deflections and distortions. _
: b. Use of a number of movable mirrors in passing the beam through a multiaxis ,
mount as well as the beam deflectors requires a systematic allocation of
corrections in each axis of each deflec%or.
c. Tracking pointing needs to be accomplished to within a fraction of a beamwidt!
(O.1 arc sec for 1 arc see beam) simultaneously with alignment of laser signal _
ootical trains_ interactions ma_ occur.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
a. A computer controlled alignment system using auxiliary corner reflectors or
fiducial marks on each servoed mirror might enable balanced correction of
errors in alignment of mirrors.
b. A more reliable laser communicator unit mounted on standard gimbals (Instru-
ment Pointing System) can be used in later commanication experiments. It
avoids laser beam tracking through windows and on optical bench but is not
accessible for human manipulation. _"
1(). PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: ._
a. W74-70344 (502-03-ii) Optical Communication Research, GSFC, H. H. Plotkin,
(301) 982-6171. ,_
b. Communication F_p. Definition, TRW Report DR-MA-04, pages 9-1 through 9-19,
Appendix A, 9A-I through 9A-15 under study from MSFC (C. Quantock).
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL -7-
I1. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: :.
a. Telescope pointing to 0.i ._econds (beam adjustments to sub-arc seconds can be
4
accomplished by use of plane parallel plates in divergent or convergent _
optical space to obtain a lever effect where the actual mirror angle can be
adjusted only with a precision of several arc seconds). j-
b. Tracker and alignment detector errors less than 0.i arc seconds to minimize
accumulative errors of several loops. ,"
_41_RODUCIBILITY OF THE _
_i 106 ORIOINAL PAGE IS POOR ._ _
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_, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO'c-I. 8 •
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): VIS-IR Optics Experi- PAGE 3 OF
< I mental Technlques For Lasers; Communlcat_on Flneness And S_bility Of Alignment;
_'. ' Enable _nua] Access As Well As Automatic And Manual Adjustment.
' i_ I I I I
• 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
,!" SCHEDU1,E ITEM 75,176 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
I FTEC NOLOGY'
_. I. Parametric Analysis _-
?
2. Co,_. Breadboard
_ 3. Test & Evaluation
4.
:_ 5.
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C) --
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) __
_- 3. Operations • • • • • •
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
L !
_ TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE T TOTAL
. . ]'
_" NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
14. REFERENCES:
a. Definition of Experiments and Instruments for a Communication/Navigatlon
_ Research Laboratory, Vol. II, Experiment Selection, Study Report DR-MA-04, May
: 1972,TRW, pages 9-i thru 9-19, Appendix A pages 9A-I thru 9A-15.
'_ b. Summarized NASA Payload Descriptions, Sortie Payloads. Level A Data, NASA PD_
July 1974.&
t c. Pre!iminary Payload Descriptions, Volume If, Sortie Payloads, Level B Data,
:' I_.SA, July197_.
k d. Ltr. from Robert T. M_rtin of Barnes EngiL_erlng Company to H. Ikerd,
" 27 Dec. z975.
T = Technology
• = Sortie Operations
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. COMY_ONFNTORBREAI)F_ARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE I.ABORATOBY.
I, BASIC PHENOMENA Otk_ERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT _.NVIRONMENT.
2. THEORY }VltMULATED TO DESCK!BE PHENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE E,_qRO_MENT.
$. THEORY TIi_I'ED BY PIIY,'IICAL EXPERIMENT II. NEW CAPA|ULITY DERI%_:D FROM & .MUCII LE,'_ER
os ,',tAT,E,_!._TZC,_L._,ODr.,.. OPE_'r,O_,_L,_ODLL.
4. PERTII_ENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, *, RELIABIL|T¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATB)NAL MODEL.
E.G., M^Te.taL, CO,v_'O._:_T,_TC. _O. _-_T_,_EEXTESS_OSE^S OV_T_O_._,, MOm:t,.
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_" DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IG2
; | i
[ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): _DCP (Data Collection PAGE 1 OF ___
. i Platform) Collection Technology
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY:
-" 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develo_ continuousl_ available system __
for collectin_ data from DCP's - to_ether with low cost DCP technology.
I
i
_ 4. CURI{ENT STATE OF ART: Perhaps several hundred DCP's work with SMS and
Nimbus to transmit data.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
3. DESCIIIPTION ()I." TECHNO1,OGY
Signals from DCP's are received by satellite, tr_.nsmitted to ground and used to
: _ compute position information if needed. On ground, data is disseminated to
users of each class of DCP. Number of DCP's may be 30,000 in future. Some
stations to be interrogated. Others send data at random times. Data rate of
! station may vary from i00-iOO,000 m'ts per pass. Stations to be located within ._
1 mile at first, then 0.i mile. Sensitive ruceivers, and high EIRP/cost DCP's !
needed. Moderate downlink capacity needed. Later version may
have ability to transmit data directly to users(.?).-}
; , Principal need is to provide service continuously and reliably so
_ that user community can develop confidence and increase in size. it
j •
.,. _ P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,_ A,[-] B,F] C/D " _
; i 6. RATI()NAI.E AND ANAI.YSIS: ,_
• { M_ny disciplines, in addition to (or instead of) remotel" served data, need data _
from in site, or in place sensors. Examples are tiltmet_ 3 for earthquake pre-
dictio-_, timber moisture indicators for forest fire prediction, multifunction !
"' [ ocean buoys, weather balloons, hydrological stream gages, valcendogy temperature i
and seismic sensors, etc. Mar_ of these devices must be emplaced in remote i
locations where they must operate automatically for long periods of time. These
disciplines are becoming increasingly important as we approach the era of global
resource/phenomenon management. Conventional communication means are wholly
inadequate to provide timely data collection from these platforms. Consequently
convenient means for collecting data from such systems must be developed. !
Current systems are designed with such users essentially as an afterthought to !
be mair,mission and so have not been sufficient to accumulate large user groups, i
In the future there will be a need for a continuous reliable data collection
service to help build up a user community. Many potential users are turned away
by the short term nature of the experiments.
I TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
L = J
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
i _ i i ,
l
i 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): DCP Collection Technology PAGE 2 OF 5-
i Ill
i 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:!
Low altitude vs. synchronous gives timeliness and synoptic view but makes
. radlolocatlon and low cost DCPs more difficult.
Future DCP collection satellites may need to be fairly wideband but no_ a
_. problem outside state of art. May need on-board processing at a moderate
level to sort out signals and later may need capability to broadcast signals ,
to users directly (may relay signal to a dsta dissemination satellite ).
I Synchronous version will require interferometry to determine position of
" _ mobile DCP' s.
I Low cost, multipurpose DCP transmitter/memory/multlplexer/long-llfe power
supplies.i .
i 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The only serious problem will be the development of low cost, high power DCP
. transmitters antennas. In the case of balloons, low weight, Jet engine-
ingestable. In _he case of buoys, corrosion resistant. These are user
problems but will be facilitated if DCP collection satellite, designed for
users specifically and operated reliably and continuously, is developed.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Current alternatives include collection of data tapes by horseback, hiking,
snowmobiles, buoy-tender ships, etc. Such means are costly and sacrifice
timeliness of data.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
SMB/GOES
ATS6 (7)
Nimbus
, , EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
On-board data processing, navlgation/positlon determination, possibly wldeband
data relay, earth resources data dissemination.
109 _
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_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO.
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): DCP Collection PAGE 3 OF _ .
; TechnologY ._
b
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: _
?
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 _83 84 85 86 87 88189 90 91 ;
TE CHNOLOGY
: I. Low cost DCP XMTR _
?
2. Sensitive receivers
_ 3. On-board P_-ocessors _
i
: 5. -;
: APPLICATION _"
I. Design (Ph. C) _- ,
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) --- "
3. v_,_ra_,o,_
,%
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE _ TOTAL|
'" !!- NUMBER OF LAUNCHES i i i i 4 :
14. RET ERENCES:
:
: NAS Summer Study ;
Hughes A/C Contacts _
: Data Collection Platform User Document (See Workshop library for doc. no.) ::
i
t
t_ _
: 5
15. LF VEL OF STATE OF ART I. COMPONFNT OR BREADBOARD TESTED IN RELEVANT
._ ENVIItONMENTIN THE LABORA_)RY,
_. BASICPHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TE_TED INAIRCRAFT ENV_RON:,IENT.
,_ I. TIIEORY }_OItMULATEDTO DESCRIBE PI|ENOMENA. _. MODEL TESTED INSPACE EN%qRONMENT.
3. THEOIt%"TESTED BY PIIYSICALEXPERIMENT 0. NEW CAPAI]_LITYDERIVED FROMA MUCH LE_ER
OR blATIIEMATICALMODEL, OPERATIONALMOD_L,
4, PERTINENT }'UNCTIONOR CILKRACTERI_'ICDEMONBTRATED, 9, RELIABILITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G,,MATEIilAL,CO_;PONENT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTEN_|ON OF AN OI'I_RAT_ONALMODEL.
',_ 110 j!
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ,,
i ' " ' ' .| i i i iF i el±
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .. PAGE 4 OF
i , =
i • i.i i i i ii I
Insitu sensors, or DCP's (Data Collection Platfcrms) hold very great promise,
. particularly for augmenting remote sensing systems. Probably the best
cnmpendium on the subject of DCP's is the "Satellite Data Collection User
Requirements Workshop"(Draft Final Report), edited by E. Wolff, et al. at GSFC
on May 21, 1975.
7
_ This report outlines literally hundreds of applications for DCPs. In Agricul-
ture they can be used to collect crop forecast data and to calibrate remote
sensors; in Biology for censusing, population dynamics, and physiological
monitoring; in Ecology for effluent monitoring, climate monitoring, etc;
Geology can use them for iceberg tracking and statusing of inaccessible inst "u-
ments; Hydrology can use them to obtain river and precipitationdata for a host
of hazard alleviation activities such as flood warning and control:Keteorolog5
can use them to provide data in a form suitable for automatic weather analysis
techniques; Oceanography can use them for surface truth to calibrate remote
sensors, for weather forecasting and climatology research; Search and Rescue
can use them for locating boats, planes, campers, etc. who are lost or otherwi_
in trouble; and Transportation can use them for monitoring the location of
hazardous or valuable shipments,maritime position location, etc.
Satellite Data Collection is basically a technique used tomonltor unattended
sensory platforms via telecommunications. It should be dlstlmgulshed carefully
fl,om remote sensing, in which the sensor is remote from the surface character-
_ Istlcs being sensed. Large numbers of platforms are characteristicallyused,
_ • possibly hundreds to thousands, so the cost of each platform must be kept low.
The data rates involved are typically not high - on the order of i00 to i000
bits per range-rates or doppler, navigation tones, etc. Either low earth
_ I ii I I I I I I iii i . i I I I I IH
_, (cont'd)
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_ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO .... i °
is "
.... ' "' ' ' ...... _ ' ' ' ' i _k
; 1. T.ECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): PAGE 5 OF _ i
g
? orbits or geostationary orbits may be used depending on the power capability
; of the stations.
\
g
: ._ The first satellite data collection system was OPLE (Omega Position Location _ i
_ Equipment) using synchronous satellites (ATS 1 or 3) in the early 60's, to
locate and collec_ data from balloons, buoys, mobile vehicles, and aircraft
} (a version was modified for search and rescue).
/ In the mid 60's the IRL$ (Interrogation,Rucording and Location System) used
_ low orbits (Numbus 3 and 4) to collect data from balloons, buoys, and wild- ,
life beacons. EOLE was a French system based on the same principle that was
used in the early 70's.
f
; _any users have expressed an interest in direct readout of data to local user
_;_ receivers instead of regional receiving and processing. In the future there " i
:_ will be a need for greater precision of location, higher data rate systems, iand higher station capacities; presently the capacity is i-5 km accuracy and
_ 200 stations simultaneouslyin view. The most important technology developmenl
is undoubtedly lower cost longer lived platforms. There is m_ch need for a
dedicated DCP collection satellite. GSFC is planning a feasibility study for
, a dedicated low altitude Datasat to perform this function -- continuitywill
be very important.
J
ii i ii i i ii i i i i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. ] a3
1. TECHNOLCGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Trunking Telephoner PAGE 1 OF 4
: Technology
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Data Process Transfer
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:Develop technology to permit maximum
i
, cost-effective _$ilization of limite_ orbital spaces and spectrum in providin_
communication links to hundreds / thousands of _round stations.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Intelsat Consortium and a few Domestic Satellite
i" companies are _rovidin_ thousands of channels to about a hundred stations.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
Multiple beam forming; Pencil (i°) beams to individual stations; digital speech
interpolation (DSI); digital television; intersatellite laser links; instan-
, taneous load-assigned switching; demand assigned multiple access technique
multibeam antenna feeds; lens arrays; electronic phased arrays; cheap transport-
able ground antennas; simple, reliable on-board computing for demand-assigned
beam switching; low current switches; efficient forward error correction;
ii _ smaller components; highly linear broadband amplifiers.
P/L REQUmEMENTS BASED ON: KS PRE-A,FI A, FI B,_] C/D
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
Trunking communication is highly developed but demand is growing rapidly.
Orbital slots and spectrum are limited. Technology is required that will permi_
packing as much communications capacity as possible into each orbital slot with-
in the total bandwidth permitted. The future will go to the digital link, so
: digital techniques are extremely important. Multiple beams and multiple access
permit efficient frequency reuse. Intersatellite links permit multiple/_
satellites to be used conjointly in a frequency saving manner. Lens arrays,
electronic arrays, multiple feeds used for instantaneous beam forming. Cheap
ground antennas permit easy user access and flexibility in networE forming.
Forward error-correction and coding will make digital interconnection of com-
_ puters and ot!er digital transmission uses. Highly linear amplifiers will per-
mit re+urn to more efficient FM. DSI will permit more efficient lower cost
_ voice.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1G3 i _
z
i i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Trunkln_ ,And Telephony PAGE 2 OF .._
Technolo_ :
o 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_ Arrays vs. multlfeeds
> Laser vs. millimeter intersateliite links "
AM vs. FM modulation (given l%near amplifier )
•,, Tradeoff on minimum supportable ground antenna ' ;_,
0n-board vs. on-ground beamswitchlng computers
_ Various types of _,itiple access
Use of DSI or not (peak-load voice quality)
Many _radeoffs on cross-polarizatlon# multlple-luterconnected satellites,
;_ beam switching, and other .orbital slot utilization techniques.
,, Shuttle vs. standard laud.
• ,. mR '' " II
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
_ 3 axis stabilization required for larger satellites greater complexity,
: reliability problems (potentially)
Digital transmission requires much development5
M_%y multiple access tradeoffs need to be explored
As demand increased existing spectrum/orbits will become increasingly inadequate
calling for even more sophisticated technology.
f 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Ground communication: undersea cables; li_at pipes, millimeter communication;
: microwave towers; hard wires. Note that in the future in the U.S. these
,_ alternative means will be increasingly used for trunking between large cities
: wi_h satellites used for "thin route" and "exotic" communication. Overseas,
i" trunklng will continue to use satellites.
i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: '"
!_ Intelsat 5_ Ysmisat, planned domestic satellites will develop many of those
technologies to some extent. Much further development will be required to meet .
_ the expected demand.
4
_. _ ,....... EX_,ECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL ._
'_i Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY RE_ULREMENTS: i
Attitude control; structures; data processing; electronic components; antenna _
design; user terminals.
i
, . i i i i iil_
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|DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1G3 _ _!
I
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Trtmkln.K__ApdTeleDhon.y PAGE 3 OF ...4_ _
iTechnoloKy
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
SCHEDULE 76 77 78 79 80 81i82!83i84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91ITEM 75
TECHNOLOGY
1. Multiple beams/swStch ng
[pencil beams ) ........ i
2. Digital Television ......
3. All Digital Systems
4. DSI
5.
! !APPLICATION
_ i I. Design (Ph. C) __ _ _._
: i
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3, Operations
4. •
i 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
.... I TOTAl, i
14. REFERENCES:
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s. t,'OMK)I'CFNTOR_,'_ADBOARDTESTEDINRELEVANT
""VmO".ENT 'NTXEU_ROm_ORY.
I. _IC PHENOMENAOBSERVEDAND .REPORTED. 8, MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA/*"]'KNVHqON.MF,NT.
,.T,,EORYm,MU_TE, TO_ESCIl,_F.P'm_OMEN^. T.,OOELTE_rEoINSP^CEE_VmONMEN'r.
$. THEORY TEm'ED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT 8, NI_W CAPAI]ZLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCI] LESER
OR blATIIEMATICAL.MODEl.. OPERAT|OI,4ALMODF.,L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, $. Igl_MABILITYUPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
,,E.G,, MATEItL_L,COS'PONF,NT, £TC. |0, MFETIME EXTENSION OF AN O|'ERATIONAL MODEL.
' mml , l I |H ,, ,i,
l115 ,.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _ _
• I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Trunking And PAGE 4 OF 4__ ._
Telephony Technology ...
_' Communications represent the connecting lines or "glue" holding society
together. Satellites represent a wholly new way, independent of distance, to
perform this function. Many waolly new communication modes (such as inter- "
national television) are now possible. Communication is growing at rates
_; typified by 4 year doubling periods - even higher for totally new ser,rlces, i
_ Unfortunately the total spectrum is limited, as are the number of orbital i '
positions. Therefore it is critical now, and will become much more critical
in the futu_.e, to make optimal use of frequencies and orbital positions• The
technologies described here are almost totally devoted to this end. )
j"
" To the extent that these technologies are developed_ communications satellites
_ will remain a strong competitor to the alternative "terrestrial" technologies
i_ by k._eping up with the demand in a cost-effectlve way. Another dimension of
_ th,:problem represented Dy these technologies is that of digital communications
Digital television will permit doubling the amount of TV coming through a
transponder. By 1985 or 1990 over half of the communications in the national
_ telephone network will be digi_;al Communications satellites must prepare for ;_
_ this flood of digital data. _
!-
/
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1C-./4.
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Spectrum Monitorin_ PAGE 1 OF _
Technology (RFI) 3'
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Data Pzocessin B and Transfer :.
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Deveioo comooq_nts_ designs, and , _:
operatlo.naltechniques for performing communication experiments _with emphasis ;"
on propagation experiments and spectrum monltorln_).
. 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Some laser experiments on manned missions_ D0D .
has "ELINT" and "FERRy" capability in spac.e_NSA and FCC.monitoring on ground, i ,."
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECIINOLOGY
Large, multibeam, wideband (or channelized) array or other antenna arrangment ,_
for scanning at least U.S.Z.I. from orbit to map usage of spectrum by groundstations, microwave towers, satellltes, mobile transmitter and base stations, _
etc.. Array will be deployable. Synchronous orbit over U.S.. Very sensitive
receivers and cool front ends. Re1_y capability to ground (high data rate) or _
to manned orbital communications laboratory in low earth orbit. Should be _
able to scan frequencies up to at least lO GHq in no greater than 100 H3 windows "
and locate signal sources down to 5 km on earth at 5-band (corresponding de- _
crease at lower frequencies).
.$
¢
P/L REQUmEMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,_ A,_ B,r'I C/D _,
6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS: :.-
Usage of the spectrum is already extensive (millions of transmitters in :.
U.S.Z.I.) and growing at up to 20% per year. The spectrum, althou6h _"
theoretically unlimited, is limited above by component tolerances, power levels _
I' ;
available, propagation losses, rainfall attenuation, etc.. Therefore there is .
a need for breakthroughs in the management of this precious public resource....
To m_nage such a finite, but instantaneously renewable, resource will require
dynamic and comprehensive surveillance of spectrum usage at any given time.
This is currently done on a limited scale using signal monitoring vans; s
synoptic view will require satellite monitoring techniques. The requirement
for large antennaes derives from need to locate radio sources fairly,accurately.
High sensitlvlty/lownoise derives from desire to pick up faintest possible
signals. It is recognized that very faint signals will be beyond the limits
of the system due to high space losses. System rosybe invaluable in resolving :iI
space-to-groundand ground-to-space interference problems.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL ,.-.,R ,_ , i i , | _ i i i ii
?
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• DEFE<!TION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 1G_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE); o..Spectrum Monitorin_ PAGE 2 OF __4
Te,_._.,nolo_-v , . .:.
7 T_CHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
_o'_' _Itude with reduced coverage and _at_."-'signals picked up vs. synchronous
_ ...._'rays vs. synthetic aperture and I/':'_"singtechniques
. Us_ as ._reeflyer with manned orbital lab ....as a manned experiment _
Cryo_e.ulcf_'outend
On-howardstorage with period readou_ t .::_._dlab vs. relay link vs. on-board
; i
_ procezsing and transmit results _.
L
i|:ii| i i
8 TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
._ There will be a need for c_ntinuing development of lower temperature, more
• sensitive receivers and better arrays to reach ever weaker signals. Tradeoff :
": studies will be needed to confirm concept and verify that signal coverage will
• be adequate. May be problems with high data rate readout or on-board processor. _
A serious problem will be finding room on the spacecraft for the wide variety i
and large number of antennas, interferometer,and instruments on the earth side
of a vehicle.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ; _.
i_ Alternatives would include (i) not monitoring the spectrum and taking the
consequences of lack of management (already becoming evident) or (2) using I !
:_ large numbers of alrcraft and monitoring vans equipped with sensitive receiving i
equipment (which will never provide a synoptic map).
b _
_ 10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Nothing is planned for the U.S. in this area in the civilian sector. The DOD
will probably be continuing its ground, aircraft, and spacecraft-basedcollection -_.
of electronic data over foreign countries. ._
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL _
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _
Altitude control, structures, station keeping, possibly electric propulsion .
(for attaining synchronous orbit), on-board data processing. !
'%
f, _RODUC[BILIT¥ OF THE _
OBIOINALPAGEISPOOR
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, : DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IG_ _
_ _ I TECIINOI,OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Spectrum Monitorin_ PAGE 3 OF 4
_ Technology
i 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
; CALENDAR YEAR
! ;- SCHEDULE ITEM 75!76 77 78 79i80181 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
: , TE CHNOLOGY ,_
:' !. I. Antenna _ • . I; :
2. Receivers
•_, _' 3. On-board Processor
_ _ 4. Relay
,,
:.. APPLICATION i
: 1. Design (Ph. C) _ )_
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) _.___ _ :
3. Operations i
!, 13. USAGE SCIIEDULE:
I
' TEC HNOL OGY N E ED DATF TOTA L
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 1 1 I 2t , v
14. REFERENCES:
!r
J
I
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART m.c_m_srN1'oneazm_mAm)T_STLD,NRZLZVA_Z i
|. BASIC PRENO.MENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TI_STED IN AIRCRA_.q" ENVIRONMENT,
_. TIlEORY I.'OIIMt_LA'rED TO DESCll_BF. PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TI_'EID IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$. THE()It% TF:,_'I'EDBY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT II. NEW CAPAI_LIT¥ DLRIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL MODEl,. OIP_I_ItTIObAL MODI_L,
4,. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERIffTIC DEMONSTRATED. m. I_LJA_LITY Ut,W.;RADI_G OF AN OlFERATI, 'NAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEidAI., CO.%'PONENT, ETC. 10. MFZTIME I_XTEN_IC),'_ OF AN OI'ERA'rlON,%L MODEL. _a tv_t
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DEFKNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. IG_
i | i s ill i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLe: Spectrum M£ni_orin_ PAGE 4 OF _
Technology
,,
Section 6 has outlined the rationale for this technolo_vj and the other i
sections have briefly defined the technology. The mechanism for benefiting
the U.S. Is that of conserving and managing a valuable, limited resource,
so that the maximum value comes from its use. Procedures and institutions
for spectrum management now abound, but they are hampered by lack of precise
knowledge as to the ways in which the spectrum is being used or abused. In " i
the first phase, the proposed system would provide such knowledge in a more or
less static sense. In later use it would pave the way for dynamic, almost real
; time aanagement of the spectrum. Perhaps the first launch might be a low alti-
tude 28.5° version followed 5 years later by a synchronous version. The space-
craft will be essentially a large antenna farm in orbit with a highly sensitive
. receiver array, possibly some on-board data processing (not present in some
options) and a high capacity data relay either to the ground or to a manned
orbiting lab. !
t
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i DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. .2AI
i '1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Coordination Of NASA PAGE I OF ___
Research And Development In Computer And Information Sciences2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Software
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop knowledge and approaches that
will lead to a si_nlflcant (i0:i) reduction in agency costs for information
!" management (per information unit, per function) by 1985.
_: {_ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Total NASA cxvendltures for automated data "
" processing are rising, _ch effort within the agency is devoted to increasing
_flclency a_ decreasing costs, Du_ 1_ Xs no_ HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL NA
_. 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOLOGY
_ The technology addressed in this requirement is the coordinated planning and
_ _ review of agency-wide activities devoted to the development of computer re-
_ sources and to their application. Included within their scope are:
° _ a) Software generation and human-machlne interaction: The means by
: _ which computer-based tools are developed and applied.
: b) Software management: The means by which the development of |
i_ software is planned, its cost estimated and measured, and its
production controlled.
c) Functional algorithms: The software tools that perform information
processing tas'm in response to human intentions and requirements.
_ P/LREQUmEMENTS BASED ON: E3 PRE-A,_ A, E3 B,FI C/D
,,m
6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
As NASA undertakes more difficult missions, increasing reliance is being placed
: on computers to handle the steadily rising information-management requirements.
Expenditures for th_ l_-Ocurement of data processing equipment and for software
: grow year by year and absorb an increasing share of the total NASA budget. All
_ centers are engaged in a variety of computer-related activities - payroll
accounting, flight software development, information and computer science re-
i search, algorithm design, and others. There is concern throughout the agency
- for lowering software costs, reducing duplication of effort, and sharing
expertise and experience, but there is no single office with responsibility for
,- directing and coordinating the results of such efforts for the agency as a whole
• Such an office should be created to bring about the following objectives: i)
Review all agency computer related tasks and activities; 2) ,Maintain records of
_ ADPE expenditures and related efforts; 3) Secure the development of a coordi-
mated plan for research as development in computer and information science in
fields of importance to future NASA goals; 4) promote the lowering of cost
" through selective standardization, sharing of facilities, software, and expertise
and research. The savings in computer related costs should more than pay the
expenses of such an office.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
i i
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A1
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE)- Coordlnat.ion Of NASA PAGE 2 OF 3__ _,
Research And Development In Computer And Information Science -..
J
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a) Set up a headquarters program office for overall data management coordination.
i b) Select lead centers for data management for each major NASA program office,
these to report to a coordinating agent at headquarters. _;
• c) Assign responsibility for coordinating appropriate aspects of computer and
lnfora_tion science efforts to be unified by a responsible associate _l.d.n-
istrator.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i
?,
_ Creating the appropriate management structure. :"
i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
T
_. Postpone action until OMB initiative precip_.tates such steps or are proposed
:_ here •
i0.PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Coordination of data management efforts within 0A by MSFC. _
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL NA
,- 11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
2
NASA Network for Computer Facility and Software Sharing
Soft;ware l_nagement
• Software generation and human-machlne interaction
Functional algorithm development
?
ill
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. PAl
? I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Coordination Of NASA PAGE 3 eF 3/__
Research And Development In Computer And Information Sciences
!,,,, .
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: |]CALENDAR YEAR
• 83: . SCHEDULE ITEM 75i76 77 78 79 80 81 82 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TE CHNOLOGY
1. Study NASA computer
-,- efforts ---
' + 2. Examine organiza-
_ : tlenal alternatives ---
Decision on implemen- V
:_ 3. tation
4. Phased Changes ____
_: 5. Change Complete V
+
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ! L
: 3. Operations
4.
":+ L,,
:_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
"+, '" I I
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE V I, TOTAL,
l
I I
I I
14. REFERENCES:
_, Outlook for Space
$
_
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. CO.mNFNTOnaaEtmeO^aDTESTEDINaZLEVANT
_SVmONm_STt_TSE_RO_1VRV.
1. mSICPHENOmE._,,OmERVED^m, _E_ORTED. 6. MOVrLT_STEVIS^,,C_T ENVmOm_IF.,T.
s. T,tEC_"m,Mt,U_TEDTODESCRIBEPIIENOMEN^. +. MODELTEmEVINSP._cE N_RO,_._t_s'r,
$. THEORY TESTED BY PIIYSICAL EXPERIMENT |, NEW CAPAIUL|TY DERIVED FROM A MUCll LESSER
ORMATIIEMATICALMODEL. OPERATIONAl,MODKL.
I 4. PERTINENT }'UNCTION OR CHARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, I, RELIABILITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATII)NAL MODEL.
Z P-.G., MATEItlAL,COI%'PONENT,E C. |0. L|PF-TIMEXTENSIONOFANOI'I.;RATIONALMODEl-,
123: i_
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: _ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A2
[ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TAPLE): Soft.are Gs.nerat_on PAGE 1 OF 4 ir _
_ And Hw_an-Mach_ne _.teractlon
_. 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Software
3. OBJECTIVE ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED:. De_lop methods for Frog. s mmi___nng
and utilization of computers that will contribute to reducing overall ,_LgA
_ software costs (per Unit of output per activity) by a factor of i0 by 1985.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A variety of vro_gra..,In_tQ¢I_ a_a devices to
facilitate human-machine interaction exist.. The progr.am_i.ngand use of compu_r_ -
stl]l remains the domain of the computer software specla±ms_. .
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL |!
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGV
i T_o highly related but separable flmctions are included in this requirement:
t_ a) Software Generation: Techniques for designing aud developing computer
_ programs, testing them, verifying their correctness, and maintaining
: • them. Contributing disciplines include higher-order languages, auto-
mated programming and program verification, operating systems,
; _ compilers and assemblers, data system architecture, structured pro-[
! gramming, and others.
b) Human-Machlne Interaction: Techniques for interfacing human beings
,- _ and machines in a congenial and comfortable way so that they can co-
operate to do work. Contributing disciplines include human factors
engineering, tlme-sharlng systems, interpretive compilers, display,
_, natural language understanding and generation, interactive systems,
and others.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: KS PRE-A,_ A,_ B,_] C/D
_" -- ' roll i ,
6. RATI(}NALE AND ANALYSIS:
: Two major obstacles impede the transfer of human information processing
" functions (from sorting and computation to language translation) to computers.
i One is the conversion of information requirements into sets of instructions that
can be executed by the mschine; that is, programming. The other is the process
of interactions between humans and machines that leads to a desired processing
result (which may be a program stored in the machine). Both obstacles reflect
the facts that information processing is, by and large_ a complex and little
i understood activity of human thought, and that the capabilities of present
machines are limited. Thus in the cooperation of humans and machines to do work_
:' _, the major burden falls on the humans. Since computers are fast and their cost is
' falling, the cost of using machines is predominantly the cost of human labor to
, prepare or instruct them. To lower these costs means moving more responsibility
to machines, thereby increasing the productivity of the human position of the
effort.
_. A broad attack is being made throughout the world, especially in the U.S., on
i the problems described above. Ymch work is done within NASA. It is not done,
however, as the result of a philosophy and plan of attack developed by the agenc_
I as a whole. Among the issues that merit careful and thorough consideration by -
knowledgeable software experts within NASA are these:
i (continued on page la) TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
. __. .?
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DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. PA2
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Software Generation PAGEla OF
And Hue_n-l_chJ.ne Interaction ,,
, ,,[
a) In what fields can success in research and development efforts
y&eld the greatest benefits to the agency?
b) In what fields does NASA have the talent or expertise to make
a significant contributionto the solution of basic problems?
c) What should be the slze of NASA's efforts devoted to the reduction i
of software costs in relation to total software expenditures?
d) Are there advantages to be gained by combining and coordinating
related research and development efforts at different centers?
e) Are there fields In which NASA should initiate work (in-house or
elsewhere) because of the potential cost reduction benefits?
f) Are the results of successfulresearch and development efforts
:. properly documented and disseminated within the agency?
A comprehensiveapproach that addresses these questions can do much to insure
that existing efforts are mutually supporting and productive, that the addition
(or deletion) of efforts is based on a sound rationale, and that the size of
the total program is in proportion to the size and value of the results sought.
, " i
m, m i i,i,
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _a2
_ I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Software Generation PAGE 2 OF 4
' And Human-M_chine Interaction
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
a) The content of present agency programs related to this requirement
should be carefully reviewed and a plan prepared for integrating them.
b) Studies should be conducted of the status of work in a number of areas,
and assessments made of the potential benefits of conducting such work
within NASA or applying existing knowledge. Among such areas, these __,
are suggested :
i) structured programming; 2) automated programming and program
verification; 3)mlcroprogrammlng (for hardware em_,latlon); 4) displayJ
techniques; 5) human factors in information transfer; 6) natural
language understanding and generation; 7) speech synthesis; 8) inter-
active systems.
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) Developing a comprehensive perspective on he variety of work conducted
: within NASA that relates to the requirement
b) Creating a coordinated program that provides existing tasks with
cohesiveness and direction without stifling imaginative creative
_ efforts by individuals presently working within NASA
i
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Allowing existing offices to fashion programs for software research and
development that meet their own needs.
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
0AST has successfully coordinated microelectronics development at [aRC,
MSFC, and JPL into a "Predictable Long-life Components" program.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
Ii. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
NASA Network for Computer Facility and Software Sharing
Coordination of NASA Research and Development in Computer and Information
Sciences
Software Management
Functional Algorithm Development
126
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DEF[NITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _
m
"- 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Sqffqware Generation PAGE 3 OF 4
And Ituman-Y_chine Interaction
_ 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS ,SCHEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
• SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78 79 80 ] 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
} TECHNOLOGY
I. Survey agency R & D i_
relevant areas --
2. Study and consulta-
tion; Software work- --_
shops
3. Program Planning ..._
4. Phased Program |Shaping
I_ 5. Balanced, Goal- VOriented Program
,4
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
• 3. Operations
,7 . 4.
I
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
!
TOTAL'
* TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE F ,
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
14. REFERENCES:
" A Forecast of Spsce Technology, Outlook for Space, Management of Informat_n
2_
2 -,, _• _ "_ ....
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2AB ! '
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Software l_aage_ent PAGE 1 OF ___ } . :.
:t
' I <52. TECHNOI_OGY CATEGORY- Software i
: 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Reduce the co_t of software I J!_eneration (per unit produced per activity) by a factor of i0 b_r i_. .I
4 CURRENT STATE OF ART: NASA spends probably more than two hundred million)
dollars yearly on software production_ there is however .no aKency-wlde effort to
" improve the efficiency of this process. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL l
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
Software management as discussed here includes all activities necessary for the
organization, plannlng3 scheduling3 estimating of costs, and controlling of
_- software production efforts. Software production is here considered to include ;
the processes of design, coding, testing and verification_ modification and
maintenance, and documentation. :_
i
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: KS PRE-A,F] A,[-] B,ES C/D
t i i ll.i, , •%
' 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Despite the fact that software production accounts for a major annual expenditure
by NASA, there appears to be no central office within the agency chamged with the
responsibility for accounting for these expenditures and promoting efforts
throughou* NASA to reduce them. Because of the diversity of the scope, size, and
application of most software produced by the agency, its production is treated
• as a general expense that is to be charged to the program or project that
solicits it. As a result, it is difficult to retrieve information about the
_ distribution of costs among the various stages of software production (See 5
above). Without such knowledge, the overall efficiency of steps to reduce soft-
._ ware cost cannot be assessed. For example, in some studies it has been found
that the cost of maintenance ("ownership") may exceed the cost of generation and
delivery by a factor of 10, indicating that efforts to reduce such expenditures
would yield large dividends.
(Contlnued on Page is)
a
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL_.
, ,,, _ , i , , ,,• mlimaL
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iDEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A3
i l i i t f t" Jlu i ii
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): .Software M_na_ement PAGE laOF
6. Rationale and Analysis (Continued from Page i)
In addition to obtaining information about software costs, other efforts are
needed to secure their reduction. Standardization of software tools as
. management approaches may be desirable for certain classes of soft'rare pro-
duction efforts (not all) and should be promoted. Efforts to reduce duplica-
tion of effort and to increase the sharing of software and hardware facilities
and expertise should be encouraged and supported. Information about advances
made by one part of the agency should be widely disseminated. Research and
development likely to lead to :-educed software costs should be identified and
its support solicited.
Such steps as are described here are essential in moving toward lower software
costs. Without them_ advances made through other efforts -- for example_
through research in information science -- are not likely to be efficacious.
Understanding what is being done is a necessary prelude to making significant
improvement s.
I I i n i
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I: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A3 '
_ i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Software Management PAGE 2 OF _4 _
_ 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: "
_ The following approaches should be examined: •
a) Establishing an informative and useful management information system for the ;
_ agency-wide distribution of software-related costs and efforts; b) Modeling the I
_i software production process to establish useful work-breakdown structures and _
cost estimation ratios; c) Standardizing selected hardware and software facili- - _i_
i_ ties; d) Setting requirements relating to software commandability, transport- i
i ability, and documentation; e) Promoting the sharing of software and hardware
facilitles and expertise among the centers; f) Establishing guidelines covering
configuration control, quality assurance, reliability, and maintenance;
._ g) Identifying research and development efforts with high potential benefits for
!_ software production; h) Studying successful management techniques tested
elsewhere.
_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: _
%
_ Making the management adjustments necessary to bring about such changes in _
_ approach as are recommended here.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: I
Watching total software expenditures rise by a factor of lO or more over the "
_ next ten years. I _'
i:
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: _ _
' Coordination of data management efforts within OA. |
_: EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL|,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
NASA network for computer facility and software sharing
Software Generation and Human-M_chine Interaction
Functional Algorithm Development
Coordination of NASA Research and Development in Computer and Information Science
i
"t
130 _ ._
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._._ DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2-A3
i- 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): LS0f_ware I¢_e_nt PAGe. 3 OF ..g__
4
I
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
-° CALENDAR YEAR
: - SCHEDULE ITEM 75 ! 76 77 78 79 _0 81 82 83184 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
,
TE CHNOLOGY
. I. Study Management
approaches for swc.
: 2. Establish managemen,t i
information systemQME ) --
3. Implement IcES
4. Organizational
_ changes complete
5.
j APPLICATION S
• i. Design (Ph. C) _°
_ 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
_.,
3. Operations
: 4.
¢ ,
{ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: ......
I
- TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE t
NUMBER OF lAUNCHES I
rolli nI
i 14. REFERENCES:
O_tlook for Space
L
Boehm, Barry W._ "Software and its Impact: A Quantitative Assessment,"
: Datamatlon lq, 48-59, (_y 1973).
Kosy, Dan W., "Air Force Command and Control Information Processing in the
_' 1980's: Trends in Software Technology," Rand Report No. R-IOI2-PR (June 1974).
_ o
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART a. COMPONFNTORBI_J_ADBOARDTI"STEDINI_ELEVANT
"SVmONM'_STIN H*t_m_oaY.
!' L _ic PR,'No._mNAOmEaVEDAND_E_OaTED. ., _WL TZST_vL_AmcaA_?E_vmo_._,r.m'.
|. TIIEORY FOItMULATEDTO DE,_CllIBEPlIENOMENA. 'Y, MODELTESTED IN SPACE ENvlnoNMENT.
$. THEORY TESTED BY PIIY$ICAL EXPERIMENT I. NEWCAPAIIIIATY DERW'gD FRO.MA MUCIILESSER
, OR blATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OFf'RATIONAL MOD_L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTIONOR CII_RACT_ItlSTIC DEMO_STKATI_D, I, ltlC_BILIT¥ UPGI_,DING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
; E.G.. MATEItlAL, COMPONENT,ETC. lO. IJItKTD,II EXTENSION OF ANOI'I_RATIOI4AL MODEL. I '_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Automation Of Ground PAGE 1 OF ___
Support Functions
2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Softwar_
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Reduce the cost of mlssion-related i
earth-based eperations _0% as a contribution toward lowerin_ the life-c2cle
costs of missions 50% by 1985.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: The organization of mission operations and the
_ tasks vary from mission to mission. Computers are used extensively, but an
a_reciable fraction of eperations tasks is
:1 ] b_ _u,_n _ffn_ X€ HASBEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL l
: 5. DESCRIi'TION OF TECItNOLOGY
The ground operations covered include_ bu+ are not limited to, mission planning,
sequence design and command generation, t_ _Inlng of operations personnel, flight
_, equipment checkout, simulation, and status monitoring.
V
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-1 A.FI B,F'] C/D "
._ 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
Presently, many ground-support tasks make inefficient use of human beings. As
: missions grow longer in duration and more complex in their objectives, and as
the cost of human labor goes up, the increasing costs of ground support make it
desirable to examine whether or not some of the ta,_ks presently performed by
: people could be automated by making use of already existing computer software
facilities and techniques. Alternatively, such methods might be used to extend
the responsibilities of those humans who are involved in mission operations, or
to increase the value of their efforts. It might also be possible in the course
; of this effort to identify functions that could be perfo:-I_d on the spacecraft
: or satellite, relieving or reducing _round responsibilities while delivering an
overall cost benefit. Computers are presently used extensively in all aspectc
of a mission. The intent of this requirement is to take advantage of the
increasing power of computer systems a_d bring more activities within their
SCOpe •
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 2__
,_.;,_p_('.,bUC!_!LI'}_OF 'I'HI_ l
-,,,. ,_ PAGE 'I_ ?(N)R
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO, 2A4
i_ i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): __Automat_0n Of Ground PAGE 2 OF 3..I Suuuort Function_ ....| 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS-
i) Rely on human effort entirely
2 ) Automate
i
3) Automate partially, using computer resources to
enhance and extend human effort
•_ 4) Transfer more responsibility for the present
ground support function to the flight system
i J
ii
: 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
i) Determining those _hmctlons for which automation
is feasible
_ 2) Achieving an efficient and inexpensive software
implement_tion that has application beyond one mission
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES.
i) Continue the present approaches and accept the
increasing costs
2) Decrease mission operations staffing and accept
increased ris_
i
I0. PLAN_,'ED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:,
Although automation of mission control functions is often discussed informally
as an objective worth studying_ no systematic efforts to determine its feasibilit:
are known.
E,Y,..PECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 1
-- i
11. RELATED TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS:
Software cost reduction
i ii
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A4
, -- ,:. ± . ', =" -, . • . _ .... ,. ,. --
1. TECHNOI.OGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Automation Of Ground PAGE 3 OF ./._
%
Support Functions
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCIIEDULE:
CALENDAR YEAR
: SCHEDUI.E ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86!87 88189 90 91
" TE CHNOLOGY
= I. Study of Ground J
• Functions _--_
• o Feasibility assess-
"" ment planning ----_
3. Pro_am Implementa-
tion -- --- -_
4. Demonstration on a V
Shuttle PayloadJ
5.
: APPLICATION I --
I. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
: TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ] TOTALI
• !
, o, !
OF LAUNCHES INUMBER
[ I
ii
14. REFERENCES:
{
;
15. LE VE L OF STATE OF ART s.coM_oNr_roaa_EADmA_TESTED,NSELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LABORATORY.
1. BASIC PHENO,M_NA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 6. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAbT ENVIRONMENT.
2. TIIEORY _IIMULATED TO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. ?, MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$. T'dEOIIY TE,_I'ED BY PHYSICAL EXPERIMENT II, NEW CAPABILITY DERIVED FROM A _IUCll LESSER
OR ,,*IAI'IIEMATICAL ",IOI)EI.. OPERATIOI_AL MODEL.
4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACTERISTIC DEMONSTRATED, S. ]KELIAr_LITY UPGRADING OF AN OPEI_.ATIONAL MODEl..
E,G,, MATEIIb%L, CO,VPONENT, ETC, I0, LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OPERATIONAL MODt:L.|
. • , . ,, |. , , , •
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. _ _
!
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Netwqrk&ng For NASA PAGE 1 OF
: Computer Facil_ty And Software Sharin_
2. TECHN()LOGY CATEGORY: Software
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Contribute to i0:i reduction of
: _Qftware costs by 1985 by decreasin K software duplication and promotin$
resource sh_'ing.
i. CURRENT STATE OF ART: A network developed by ARPA is o_erational and
undergoing use and evaluation by a large community. Other networks (for example,
an NSF net ) are under development or are
o_nt_mpl_tea. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _55
5. DESCHII'TfON ()F TECHNOLOGY
i
In a computer network, selected time-shared computer systems at widely separated
locations ("hosts")are linked together through standard interface processors
and leased high-rate telephone lines. A set of commu/lication "protocols"
established and controlled by the network governs the formatting and transfer of
information from one site to another. Through terminals connected to local
interface units or to message relay centers on the net, users are able to access
files and programs maintained at the host sites and to develop their own files
and programs on the host computer.
:- ! °
" P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,[_ B,F] C/D _A
: 6. I_ATI()NAI.I.:AND ANALYSIS:
In an agency as large as N_SA, with its ma_v separate offices, centers, con-
tractors, missions, and responsibilities, it is inevitable that there will be a
: disparity in the computing resources--hardware and software--provided. This
diversity has its benefits, but it becomes a disadvantage and an obstacle to
efficient performance when several centers must combine efforts to reach a commoz
goal or to support a common mission. To transfer software developed at one site
for use at another may reqthlre translating it from one language to another, or at
least adapting it to the conventions of the local operating system, processes
that are usually expensive and time-consuming. The necessity for such conversion
would be reduced if the centers could share designated software and computing
facilities. For programs with broad .NASA impact and involvement--for example,
those involving the STS, the benefits would be large. Users could access simu-
ations to determine how their data were to be accessed and delivered to them;
: centers with payload responsibilities could ascertain payload compatibility with
: shuttle operations over the net.
In time, the use of such a net:_ork should reduce the total agency software cost
and facilitate the sharing of general purpose software resources. Such sharing
I" could also reduce the computer overload at flight centers during critical mission
i operations by enabling the Jobs of general users to be transferred to compatible
i _ machines at ether installations.
i TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 7__
' !|
' i 135 _ ,_
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A5
, ,i • i i i
• i
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Networking For NASA PAGE 2 OF __
i Comuuter ,Facility And Software Sharln_
i ,i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
1) Establish a _aSA network
J
2) Gain user priveleges on an existing Government network
3) Lease a commercial network
4) Standardize comp_ting facilities to facilitate software transfer
, i
J
!
i m m i i i i
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: i
1) Adapting existing network technology to NASA requirements
and constraints
: 2) Establishing a management structure that preserves center capabilities
: while enabling adequate and timel_ service to be provided to other user_ :
! 3) Establishing an equitable cost allocation amongst the users _
-_ ,, ii ii i ,
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
; i) Continue the present separation of responsibilities and resources
• 2) Provide for partial sharing of resources for selected programs
| ,,, , J | i ,
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Not known
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL NA
i iii i i i • .i
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Better coordination of center data management activities
i i I II I i i
i
I
/
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2A5
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):Networ_n_zFor NASA PAGE 3 OF
Computer Facility And Software Sharing
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
CALEt;DAR YEAR
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76; 77 78 79 80 81 82J 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
I. Select networking _V
; approach --_
2. Establish center role,
and management -.w-V
structure
: 3. Procure interface
hardware --- V
• 4. Use network on trial __basis
5. Place network in full V
operation
APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. c)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
I
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: 4
, -- ,= |
TEC HNOL OGY NE ED DATE TOTAL
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES
mmL II
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. C_MmNrmrORa.E_mA_ TESTEDi_RELZVAST
ENVIRONMENTINTHELARORATORY.
_ I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. 0. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAFT ENV_RON.qtENT.
_ 2. THEORY _XDItMULATED TO DESCRIBE PHENOMENA. 7. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENNqRONMENT.
_' $. THFORY TESTED BY PlIY$ICAL EXPERIMENT I. NEW CAPAmLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCN LESSER
OR _LATIIEMATICAL MODEL. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
,_ 4. PERTINENT FUNCTION OR C|_RACTER/STIC DEMONSTRATED, |. RELLqRLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
, _ E.G., MATERIAL. COIt',PO._ENT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN OI'I_RATIONAI, MODEL.s m sos i
; f
. ;: Izz
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DEFLNITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2B2 "_
1. TECItNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Standard Electronic PAGE 1 OF _ _
_ Modules For Space Vehicle Payloads And Ground Support E_uipment ..
: 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Systems
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Significant reduction of electronic 'i
equipment development, acquisition, modification, and maintenance costs throughi
the disciplines of standard modular construction. At least 3-to-1 life-cyc£e
,' _,nS+. "r-_,c111o'l'.tnn "i._ _Yp_c't,_d.
: 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Electronic eoulpment is currently fabrXcated from
Darts withottt discipline of form_, fit: and function and is therefore extremely i
expensive to develop, acquire, and own. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5 j
" 5. DESCI_II'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
The U. S. Navy Standard Hardware Program for submarines and surface ships, the
:= U.S. Air Force program on Standard Electronic Modules and Standard Avionic
Modules for ground and airborne applications, industrial (Bell System, I_4) _
_: ar.dconsumer (TV) electronics activities are examples of related progress and
• endorsement. These programs are showing marked potential for major cost re-
duction. In order to garner these benefits for NASA, one must start with
system partitioning and commonality analysis to determine the proper size and,?
complexity of functions. Modules are then fabricated and qualified, and finallyf
equipments are fabricated for demonstration. A management control and
monitoring function must be added for operational implementation in order to x
_ gain the potential benefits. The technology problem is relatively simple and '_
: inexpensive to solve; the management problems are very demanding. - :
__ P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: E] PRE-A,rl A,[-] B,[-] C/D _
: 6. RATI()NAI.I." AND ANALYSIS: .'
a) The electronics for a future vehicle such as a Shuttle follow-on, the pay- . ;
loads for all Shuttle flights, and the ground support of the f_ights can all $
benefit from this technology advance. Proper design has resulted in 15 i
minute mean-time-to-repair with semi-skilled personnel (Navy); 2-to-1 re- i :-
duction in development cost and operation transition (Navy and Air Force); l ,._
3-to-1 cost reduction in maintenance (Navy sonar). More digitalization, use ii _
of microprocessors, module development and improvement, and mass production _
should further improve these ratios. I _'
• b) All vehicles, payloads, and ground support should benefit from this
:. development, i '_
c) Development time for equipment is shortened, reliability (repairability) is i
significantly enhanced, and parts control problems are eased (by perhaps i
: lO:l). I
: d) Level _ must be done by NASA for planning, Level 5 by NASA to prove poten- Ii
_: tial, Level 6 by the Air Force, Level 7 by NASA for vehicle and payload,
: Level 8 by NASA as demonstration and proof validation, i
, TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 8
i _)DUCIBIL1TY OF Tile :
ORR_RqAL PAGE IS POOR
1977006967-143
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_ : DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): ,Standard Electronic PAGE 2 OF 3
t
Mod1,1_s For Suace Vehicle Payloads _na Gro11na SUDDOrt Euuiument ..
j" ,i
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
A spectrum of difficulty exists from ground equipment to mission support to
payloads to space vehicles. The payloads and vehicles will require space quall-
i" fication. The other areas can utilize technology and standards generated by
DOD. H_,:ever, considerable study and analysis is required to determine the
; proper utilization of the standards Another spectrum of technology is involved
," in defining the complexity of modules and the development level of device
I technology. (See the Technology Requirement "Modu/sr Architecture.") Correctly
_. partitioned, modules can survive several eras of device technology changes and
still retain a single functional description•
1
:_ 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) User acceptance. M_ny engineers and companies like to express their egos
• and gai_ profits through reinventlon and minor changes. They tend to resist
any stand_-dizatlon efforts. Therefore it will be important to hold only to
form, fit, and function standards, not to technology.
b) Selection of the proper size, complexity, and pinout of the modules.
f
_ c) M_intenance. Generating a maintenance concept and standard BITE or fault
_, { location technique.
I 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:|
" I" To make significant reductions of life-cycle costs for electronic systems,
• ! NASA appears to have few alternatives open other than minor variations on the
' module concept.
:_ 10 PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
Navy and Air Force programs plan to make this technology available in advanced
form for use in high performance aircraft. SAMS0 is developing GPS receivers at
Texas Instruments using sinilar standard modules. NASA has no known programs to _ _
_ utilize this developing technology or perturb it to meet its needs.
d
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
For optimum utilization of the potential of SFh4's it is necessary that consider-
able attention be paid to: i) mod_tlar system architecture; 2) modular software;
3) thermal design; 4) maintenance concepts; 5) system partitioning for fault
isolation and built-ln test.
,39 !
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' DEF[NITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2I_
1 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE):_.t_Ddard Electronic PAGE 3 OF c,__.A__
I Modules For Space Vehicle Payloads And Ground Support EquipmentL
F
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDOLE:
..... CALENDAR YEAR itI
. SCHEDULE ITEM 75"!76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 841 85 _86 87 88 89 90 91
TECHNOLOGY
: 1. Analysis and System
Partitioning J i
2. Module Definition and
Fabrication -- -4
3. Ground EquipmentDemonstration
4. Payload Demonstration
5. Management Procedures ,
• Development
: APPLICATION
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
_ 13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
7 t
TOTALTECHNOLOGY NEED DATE ,
, NUMBER OF LAUNCHES 2 25 25 2525 25i25 25 25 25 25 251 277
g
14. REFERENCES:
a) U. S. Dept. of the Navy - Standard Hardware Program
Naval Electronics and Naval Avionics Facility, Indianapolis
b) U. S. Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio; McLawrance Porter
c) Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver City, California.
{ d) Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle, North Carolina
e) Hydro-Space Challenges (Consultants), Washington, D.C.
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,.C_t_X_rNTORSREADSOAI_T_STEDINaELEVANT
ENVIRONMENT IN THE LARORATORY.
I. BASIC PHENOMENA OBSERVED AND REPORTED. I. MODEL TE_TED IN AIRCRAFT ENVIRONMENT.
•_ |. THEORY }X)ItMULATED TO DESCRIBE. PIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED IN .qPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$. THEORY TESTED BY PIIVSICAL EXPERIMENT 8, NEW CAPAMLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCH LESSER
OR hL%TilEMATICAL MODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4, PERTtNENT FUNCTION OR CIIARACT_I_ST|C DEMONSTRATED, I, RZLIABILIT¥ UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATERIAL, COb',PONENT, ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSION OF AN Oi'ERATIONAt, MODEL.
140
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>! DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2B3
J
_ 1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fault Tolerant PAGE 1 OF ___
: t Electronic S_stems
Z
' 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY: Systems
; ! 3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Reliable operation of vehicle and
= I payload e.lec_ronlcsystems in spite of co_ponent failures or software and
L !"
transmission errors.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Systems are built of very reliable LS_ components
with redundancy of equipment in vulnerable.8/eas.
: , HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL _22
5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
_ Considerableresearc_ is currently underway in the area of fault tolerant com-
puters. This effort is documented in a recent issue of the Proceedings of the
I_EE. The next required steps are to reduce this theory to practice, for NASA
experiments,and then extend it to whole digital information systems and finally g
to whole vehicle electronic systems. Flight controls, engine controls, and
J _ electrical controls as well as _vlonics will profit from this effort. Biologi-
cal systems offer analogous behavior that one would like to imitate, as ab
possible pattern of future research. The existance of very inexpensive micro-
• processors and memory elements suggests that a study made of what a fault
tolerant system would be like, assuming infinite data processing capability
available at zero size and cost, would be extremely valuable. It appears that
_ operational systems designed for fault tolerance will be possible by 1990 if
_ adequate support is generated.
P/L REQUIREMENTS BASED ON: [] PRE-A,[-] A,_I B,[_] C/D
,i i
•_ 6. RATI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
a) All shuttle payloads and advanced vehicles need this technology. Here we
_ want 100% performance for reasonably short periods. Planetary missions musl
operate over extremely long periods without catastrophic failures. These
o_ are probably different designs dependent on weight-cost tradeoffs.
b) Since reliable electronics is part of all payloads and experiments, fault
tolerance applies to all.
c) Done correctly, it is believed that electronics systems can be built to
possess nearly infinite life, based on components at the known reliability
of 2 X 109 hours M_BF, if maintenance is allowed; i.e., manned vehicles, or
ground support equipment. Theoretical studies would need to be performed
to extend the concept to unmanned vehicles without maintenance possibilities.
(Distributedredundancy?)
' d) Since much of the required work is theoretical in nature and leads to system
organizationrather than manufacturing techniques, it should be quickly re-
flected in operational systems. The f_ture of electronins systems is
• d_rectly tied to this area of endeavor, and it is unknown without consider-
able research.
. TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 3--
!
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ii
DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUA_MENT NO. 2B3
ii ,11 ii i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Fault Tolerant Electronic PAGE 2 OF ._
SYstems _
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: i _
a) Continue to expend inordinate amounts of money on super-rellable i
components and still not have reliable systems.
I '
b) Go to redundancy (2,3,4, etc. ) at great cost and throw-weight
increase and still not have reliable systems. "I i
c) Create a fault tolerant system concept and operate for long
periods on a gracefully degrading basis.
Z_
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
a) Develop a mathematical theory of such systems.
b) Simulate, model, and explore such system concepts.
c) Reduce to practice.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES: ,_
As requirements for automation and autonomous operation of more complex missions o
continue to increase, there is no known alternative to this area of research. _
_
i0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
The Air Force Avionics Laboratory is planning to support effort in this area. _
JPL has identified an RTOP 506-20-11 which is related or primary to this effort.
:f
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 2__ '_.
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Artificial _ntelllgence, digital systems, computers, software, coding theory. :}
i i !.
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2B3
4
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Fault Tolerant PAGE 3 OF __/. -
Electron_c Systems
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
_ CALENDAR YEAR
_ !" SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
" -_( TECHNOLOGY
i. Theory ......
, 2. Computers i
t . 3. Digital Systems
4. Systems
5. Demonstration
i APPLICATION
>. I. Design (Ph. C)
; 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
3. Operations
4.
; !3 USAGE SCHEDULE:
*
,,L
: !
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE TOTAL 1I.
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES ]
i i |, ,,,|
14. REFERENCES:
i;
/.
,_ a) iEEE Proceedings - Fault Tolerant Computing
)
•, b) USAF Project 4159 - Fault Tolerance (work element)
). c) USAF Office of Scientific Research, Major R. Bush
_ d) JPL Proposal for Grand Tour
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. L'OMI_NFNTO11KREADIg)ARDT_STEDINRELEVANT
ZNWSON_X_NTmTS_t_RO_VRV.
|. THEORY FOItMULAT£D TO DE.qCRIBE PllENOMENA, _. MODI_L TESTED IN SPACE EN%qRONMENT.
3. 1_F.Ony TI.:S'n.:D BY PlIY$1CAL EXPERIMIdNT 8. bll_"WCAPAII_LITY Dr':RIVED FROM A MU¢II Lw:$$ER
OR blATilEMATICAL MODEl.. opIrp, ATIONAL blODI_L.
4. ]PldlqTINENT FUNCTION oR CIlARACTENSTIC DEMONSTP, ATEDo 9. IPJ_I.,IAIMI,,IT¥ UI.q_FLADINGOF AN OPEI_,,ATIt._NAL MODKI.,.
E,G,. MATIrRIAL CO.MPONENT, £TC. I0. l,,II_Tlbll_ EXTW'NNON OF AN OI'_TIONAL MODEL.
' _ 143
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? |
, DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2el
, ..q . t
• i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): System Engineering PAGE 1 OF_.3_
Techniques Using _deling And Stimulation
2. TECIINOLOGYCATEGORY: S_stems_ Software
_ 3. OEJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Systems efl_ineerln_on _nd-to-end
.systemthrough the use of modeling and simulation to identify items requiring
•_ ! technolo_ development.
[ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Enfl-to..endmncle]tntr ts currently nna_._at _PC
" ! - i
; _ Hith emphasis on system utility optlmlzat_nn.
: HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL
: f 5. DESCRII'TION OF TECHNOLOGY
• Through the use of modeling and simulation of end-to-end systems, system ,
engineering trades are to be performed on selected system configurationsto ,
allow not only the determination of near-optimum system configurations (and ,
" preferred modes of use) but to identify technology "bottlenecks"which require
additional improvement to be cost effective. Cost, throughput, operations, !
missions, device, and problem models are to be used to allow all elements of i
the end-to-end system to be quantatively considered. The level of modeling
(i.e., global, etc.) shall be only to that level necessary to give the desired
fidelity at the least cost. i
. .
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASEDON: _I PRE-A,_I A,_ B,[=I C/D i
6. RATI()NALE Ah_D ANALYSIS:
A relatively inexpensive, flexible (easily and rapidly reconflgurable)way to 1
perform end-to-end trades (and allow one to optimize information/dataratios)
on selected system configurationsis needed. With improvements in such system
engineering techniques, several potential advantages are apparent. For example,
projected data rates may well be lowered below those presently thought by some
to be needed. Should such prove to be the case, perhaps certain very high data
rate items would not have to be developed (thereby affecting savings). Through 1
; such end-to-end considerationsthe technology development could be concentrated
: on those elements most urgently (and pragmatically) needed.
,I
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL 4__
i i i i ii
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2CI
i. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): System En_ineerlnK PAGE 2 OF _3_
• _hnlqu_ TT_4n_ Moo]el 4n_ _nf] Slmulatlon ......
• 7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS: 1C
o Selected subsystem or element modeling and simulation
: " System analyses without simulation or modeling I
,, 0
I
-_,
_. 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
o Proof of model and simulation fidelity
' o Tendency to "overmodel" with software ._
. i
_, 9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
)
]
ii wnl , i
10. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT:
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL
I ' " i
II. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
145 _
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. 2Ci _ _,
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): System E:,_ineering PAGE 3 OF 3 .! _
_ Techniques Usin_ Modeling And Simulation i
; 12. TECHNOI,OGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
: CALENDAR YEAR , :.
i SCHEDULE ITEM 75176 77 78'79 80_81!82 83 84 85 86 87 88189 90 91 "
J
_: TE CHNOLOGY [
I ""2
1. Model Dev. ,: _ ).
2. First Simulation
3. Proof of Models V V V V ....... V
4. Subsequent, Higher _,
r_vel Simulations T lID ,_
APPLICATION ::_
1. Design (Ph. C)
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
£
3. Operations _
\
4. I _
13. USAGE SCHEDULE:
TEe HNOI,OGY NE ED DATE TOTAL :
• I
I '
l.i. REFERENCES: =<.
i
)i
B ,RODUCIB Ln'YoF THE i
'_KIOI_S,L PAGE IS p(_R ,_
15. LE VEL OF STATE OF ART s. CoM_o_rNTo. asE_sc_ao T.'_T_O,_ _ELEV^,'_T
I. BASIc PHENOMENAO['_ERVED ANDREPORTED. |. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRA_r LNVIRONMENT. ,i'
|. TIIEORYF_)ItMULATEDTO DESCI{IBEPIIENOMENA. ?. MODEL TESTED iNSPACE ENVIRONMENT. '_3, THEORY TF:STED ?BY PIIYSlCAL EXPERIMENT 8. NEW CAPAIgI.ITY DLRIVED FROM A MUCIILESSER :
OR MAI'IIEMATICALMODEl,. OPERATIONAL MODEL.
4. PERTIhENr FUNCTIONOR CIIARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, _. RELIAR_L|T¥ U_3RADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E,G.. MATEIilAI,, CO._'PONENT.ETC. |O. LIFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN OPERATION _Y,MODEL. :_
146 _ +"
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-1
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transfer Of Space PAGE 1 OF 4
Power By Microwaves
_, 2. TECHNOLOGY CATEGORY:
_: 3. _gBJECT:VE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: Develop the capability to transfer
:_ commerclal:y useful amouuts of power (_GW) from s_nchronous orbit to earth by
J
;_ means of microwave transmlsslon.
_ 4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: .Basic mechanisms (tubes, antennae, power
transmiss_qn) have been demonstrated on a very smalls selec_ scale.
HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 4
. 5. DESCRIPTION OF TECHNOI OGY
Studies show that _igh power/efficiency tubes (SKN @ 90%), high gain/efficiency
antennas (_2db @ 90%), and extremely accurate pointing (.0050) will be required
to transfer commercially useful amounts of power from space to earth. Further,
these components must be integrated into a system that will function reliably _ j_for several decades and must be extremely reliable. None of these components
exist today, nor have methods of integration been demonstrated. A development
program, culmiuatlng in an orbital demonstration, is proposed. I ;
i '
' _- , P/L REQUIREMENT'_4 BASED ON: [_] PRE-A,P1 A,[_ B,['I C/D
' H __ ,
6. RA'FI()NALE AND ANALYSIS:
In _y 1975,th_ Jet Propulsion Laboratory radiated 35Kw of microwave power over 1
; a one mile :ange, using an 85' dish as the radiator and a 45,000 square foot _
: rectenna as the receptor. Useful power levels and efficlencles were obtained,
• demonstrating the concept of microwave power transmieslon. In order to be
economically viable as a power utility source, a power transmis_ .on system will
._: require the following technological advances:
a) High Power Efficiency Tube--The prime space Dower source may be solar cells,
solar concentrator/Braytoa Cyclp, or some similar technology and is expected
to constitute the bulk of power station mass. luefficiencie_ downstream of
the power source will be reflected in greater mass and cost. Therefore, the
DC/RF/DC conversion efficiency, which is the product of series efficiencie
must o.• held as high as possible, preferably above 60_. To achieve this
level, the tubes must operate above 90% efficiency. _ae Ampli,ron has d*.-.on,
j, strated 85%, and studies indicate 90% is achievable in a tube operating at
{' 3Kw. To b_ economically viable, such a tube must also have long life,
lightweight, add be inexpensive. By ellmlnating the tube envelope, aud
• using a new magnet material, weight per SEw tube can be reduced to about four
L pounds. A cold cathode will eliminate the _redomAnan_ failure mechanism.(cont.)
" TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL
-1
/
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-I :
1 TECHNOLOGY REQUIREr IENT(TITLE): Transfer Of Space PAGE 2 OF 4 i
Power B,or Microwaves . :
7. TECHNOLOGY OPTIONS:
D_velopment of an economically viable microwave power transmission system
appears to be an extremely difficult task. The discussion of specific approaches
in the previous para_aph treats what appears to be the best candidate on the
basis of studies so f_r conducted. However, selection of tube type, power level%l
antenna type, gain, and control may all change as result of an extensive develop-i %
ment program.
t_
8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
J
a) Tubes without envelopes cannot be used on earth, and the extreme vacuum of
space cannot be simulated. Concerns such as cathode contamination and tube
start-up cannot be fully allayed until orbital flight test.
b) Antenna gains such as required have not been approached.
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
Lasers have been suggested as an alternative medium of transmission. However,
tremendous increases in power level, efficiency, and reliability would be
re_luired.
: h'
i
.. I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT: "
n
' •k
Comparatively low levels of development are proceeding in tubes and phase ; i_
control. _"
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL 4 _ ,
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS: _
a) Space processing may be required, at least in final stages such as ,! "
outgassing, for tubes. !
lb) Space assembly will be required for _ntegration of components larger .
than Shuttle delivery capab_lity. _ "
?
! :
,, I
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-1 :_
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transfer Of Space PAGE 3 OF 4 _ .:
Power By Microwaves
12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE: !
' CALENDAR YEAR !
SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83184 85 86 87i88 89 90 91 _]'
TECHNOLOGY _:
_. I. Component Development I !
2. System Integration z
3. System Ground Test .;
4. Development Flight __d 1
5. Go-ahead Decision X :i
IAPPLICATION _ ;
1. Design (Ph. C) ___ _
2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D) ._: :
3. Operations i
- _
13. USAGE SCHEDULE: }
TOTAL
TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE j
14. REFERENCES:
<
" !15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART I. COMPONFNTORBREADBOARDTESTEDINRELEVANTENVIRONblENT INTHE LABORATORY.1. BASICPHENOMENA O_ERVED AND REI'ORTED. S. MODEL TESTED INAIRCRA}T ENVIRON.%IENT.
2. TIIEORY FOItMULATEDTO DESCRIBE PIIENOMENA. T. MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT.
$. THEORY TES]'EDBY PIIYSICALEXPERIMENT S. _IEWCAPAIHLITY DERIVED FROM A MUCllLESSER
OR MATIIEMATICAL .MODEL, OPERATIONAL .MODEL. ,
4. PERTINENT }'UNCTIONOR CltARACTERISTICDEMONSTRATED, 0. RELIABILITY UPGRADINGOF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL.
E.G., MATEI(IAL. COI_*,PONENT.ETC. 1O. LIFETIME EXTENSIONOF AN OI'I_RAT1ONALMODEL.
A
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: DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-1
q
1. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Transfer Of Sp_ PAGE 4 OF
Power B_ Microwaves
(Cont.) 6. RATIONALE AND ANALYSIS:
However, such tubes are thought to be susceptible to contamination in
: space. Hence, while the tube development appears feasible, demonstration
(and perhaps final manufacturing processing) in the space euvironment will
be essential.
b) Antenna--_'ae antenna efficiency should also be about 90%. Common
efficiencies are 55%. Antenna gain requirements are estimated above 90
db, which is much greater than anything now available. These parameters
appear to rule out a dish antenna and indicate a slotted waveguide planar
array with an aperture diameter of iKm. Such an antenna cannot be launched
directly, but must be segmented into subarrays for Shuttle launch, or be
fabricated in space. Key development concerns are l) Subarray design for
• efficiency 2 ) Tube/array integration and 3) Subarray tilt control within
0.5 to maintain planar configuration. This last attribute must be demon-
strated in space, under expected dynamic loads.
c) Fnase Control--The electrical phase across the antenna must be controlled
to within i0° RMS. This is the equivalent, at S-Band, of a mechanical
absolute flatness tolerance of 5mm. Such a mechanical tolerance is not
; feasible. It will be necessary to develop electrical phase control that
" will automatically compensate for mechanical distortions. The most
promising approach is active retrodirectivlty, in which the phase of an
upcoming pilot signal is electronically conjugated and used as the
reference for phase control in each element. This approach requires con-
' siderable electronics, none of which have been developed. Those to be
developed must be low in both weight and cost, but extremely reliable.
d) Rectenna--The rectenna is a combination antenna and rectifier that con-
verts microwave power directly to DC power. It has been demonstraved in
hardware, but it requires advances in efficiency and in low-cost
fabrication.
I • ii
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-2 _
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiation Tolerant PAGE 1 OF __3
Electronic ComponentG And Subsystem._ "_
2. TECHNOI,OGY CATEGORY: Systems
3. OBJECTIVE/ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED: To determine the radiation tolerance _,
of the various semiconductor technologies as they are applied in spacecraft
electronic subsystems.
4. CURRENT STATE OF ART: Certain technologies have demonstrated var[in5
degrees of tolerance in laboratory tests using high dosages over short periods
t_m.. HAS BEEN CARRIED TO LEVEL 5
5. DESCI{II'TI()N()F TECIINOLOGY
It is necessary that a semiconductor technology for LSI and discrete components
be selected for use in subsystems such that their continued satisfactory per-
formance be assured when exposed to long periods of high energy gamma and
_ particle radiation. Proper selection of other materials for structural and
shielding purposes is also required to minimize secondary emissions.
;2
P/LREQUIREMENTS BASED ON: _ PRE-A,_ A,["] B,_ C/D
6 I{ATI()NAI.I.:AND ANALYSIS:
There currently are a number of semiconductor technologies in existence or under
development and numerous variations within each type. Each has certain charac-
teristics which make it more or less saited to use in spacecraft subsystems.
: Some of these such as speed, power, voltage level, density, difficulty in manu-
facture, cost and reliability are well known or can be determined through ground
investigation and testing. One characteristic, thorn, has not received suffi-
cient investigation and testing, namely the semiconductor's tolerance to high
energy, long duration space radiation. Such conditions are found in the earth's
Van Allen belts, at geosychronous altitudes, during interplanetary transit, and
in the Van Allen belts of other planets.
It is possible to perform limited investigations of these phenomena in the labor-
atory using radiation sources and large particle accelerators. High energy
particles can be obtained for short periods of time and the results extrapolated
for projected mission times up to 5 years, but actual testing of long-term
effects is not possible due to technical difficulties and high cost.
TO BE CARRIED TO LEVEL _7-
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DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-2
m,ll i
I. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT(TITLE): Radiation Tolerant PAGE 2 OF _L
' I!
EleGtrnn_c Components And Subsystems
TEC. O,.O I!
The technology options o_en for consideration include bipolar, M0S (including |.
PMOS, _MOS, CMO_), and l_L. Variations in substrate material, doping materials, "!i
and in processing, assembling, and packaging techniques result in many combina-
:_ tlons of the above.
' ii2$ i i I
-_. 8. TECHNICAL PROBLEMS:
The development of test support equipment either not susceptible to the radiation
environment or whose effect can be measured and removed. Possible alternate
could be the use of a passive spacecraft for recovery after the 3 year period.
>
7. = ±, ,= , .
9. POTENTIAL ALTERNATIVES:
:'_ Establishment of a laboratory facility for the continuous generation of high
energy radiation particles over an extended period of time, approaching years.
\ ii ii i
: I0. PLANNED PROGRAMS OR UNPERTURBED TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENt.
EXPECTED UNPERTURBED LEVEL __
i | i | •
11. RELATED TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS:
Further development of the newer CMOS and _L technologies into useful components
_ for spacecraft application.
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; DEFINITION OF TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENT NO. GST-2
; 1. TECE-OLOGY REQUIREMENT (TITLE): Radiation Tolerant PAGE 3 OF -3-
Electronic Compnents And Subsystems
!
! 12. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS SCHEDULE:
r
CALENPAR YEAR
i SCHEDULE ITEM 75 76 77 78 791 80 811 82 83 841 85 86 87 88 89 90 91
• m.
". ,(
TECHNOLOGY
i _ 1. Dev. CandidateComponents
2. Dev. Test Support
Hardware
3.t
• II 5.
! _ APPLICATION
i 1. Design (Ph. C) --
[
! 2. Devl/Fab (Ph. D)
i 3. Operations\
. 4.
: i 13. USAGE SCHEDULE: i i
TOTALTECHNOLOGY NEED DATE t
I
NUMBER OF LAUNCHES I
I
14. REFERENCES:
15. LEVEL OF STATE OF ART s. _m_O_rSTOaaRE_nOA.DT_STEDWN_LEV*NT
EH_.O.MEHTm TaE_nOnATOWt.
|, BASIC PHENOMENAO_RVED ANDREPORTED. t. MODEL TESTED IN AIRCRAJT ENVIRON.MF.NT.
|. TllEORY _'OI_UL.ATED TO DESCRIBE PllENOMENA. ** MODEL TESTED IN SPACE ENV1RONMEI_T.
$. THEORYTESTED BY PIIY$ICALEXPERIMENT l, NEW CAPAmLITY DEatVZD Faoa A such LEna
oa _T.EMA_C^L._ODEL. O_RAT_O_aLMO_L.
4. PERTINENT FUNCT|ON OR CIL%RACTER/STICDEMONSTRATED, 9. RELIAmLITY UPGRADING OF AN OPERATIONAL MODEL,
E.G.. MATERL%L, COb_ONENT, ETC. |O. IJ_q_T_E EXTENSION OFAN OI'ERA_ONAh MODEL.
I
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V. FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
A. Rationale
Associated with the technology requirements identified in Sec-
tion IV, the Data Processing and Transfer Group analyzed the need
for testing and validation of technological advances. It was de-
termined that only a portion could be adequately brought to a
state of flight readiness and acceptance through ground test.
For some technology areas, adequate simulation of the total
effects of the space environment would actually be more costly
than a space test aboard a shuttle flight Anything less would
2
result in an unacceptable risk to major users of the technology•
Furthermore, in certain cases only a space test can provide the
required data, for instance, operations in zero-g. Finally, de-
tailed comparisons of existing flight equipment/technology and
proposed new equipment/technology designed specifically for
space application can be made more meaningful in the environment
in which both operate.
-2
4
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I ! [ ,
B. EXPERIMENTS :'
, A total of eleven (11) flight experiments were selected for
initial consideration in the area of Data Processing and Transfer.
They are listed in Table V-1. Each flight experiment is subse-
quently discussed in narrative form and then documented on form
FT (TDR) 7/7S "Future Payload Technology Testing and Development
Requirement".
z
z
$
o'i
i
,j
3
i
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i. ! ' 1
?
4_
B.(1) End-to-End Integrated Data System Description
After both ground tests and space tests of the basic elements
of new technology for data processing and transfer systems, it is
proposed that a major portion of a spacelab-type mission be dedi-
cated to flying a data system laboratory. Associated with the
I laboratory would be two secondary active satellites, one in the
I" same orbit as the laboratory with a TBD ° phase difference, the
i
! other in a geosynchronous orbit. A ground station would also be
J
I
, an integral part of the test.
1 The basic purpose of such a space test would be to test and
i validate optimized end-to-end system technology for various space
_i applications, i.e., earth sensing, communications, deep _ce, etc.
}
j Users and potential users would get _ first-hand demonstration of
i
_ total system response from sensors to final reduced data output.
I Manned interaction would be included where automated aspects of theJ_
!" system for a given application had not reached final maturity. The
! laboratory, therefore, would not be for scientific purposes, but
would basically serve as a technology proving ground.
_ The laboratory would be equipped with total data systems from
sensors through transmitters antennas. In some cases,parallel sys-
tems or elements would be available for comparative purposes.
Examples:
i antennas - range of types for various space applications
transmitters - solid state, high power tube, etc.
receivers low tem/noise, uncooled, etc.
lasers
both centralized and distributed processors
modular, fault tolerant computers
sensors - range of types for various space applications
157
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storage devices - tape, disk, bubble, etc.
The two secondary satellites would be active, with power and
_: stabilization. They would be equipped with state of the art terminals
_ for the various communication links and selected commandable stimuli
for sensors on the laboratory.
A ground station would be required to provide data receiving/
display capability, command uplink, and to serve as a controlled
platform for testing ground-to-satellite remote data gathering
capability. The ground station would be automated as much as pos-
'i ?
_ sible to demonstrate minimized human involvement in final data out-
puts and mission control. _
In orbit, sensors of various types would be stimulated by real
and contr,!led inputs. Certain stimuli would be commandable on the
two secondary satellites and the ground. Sensor data would be pro- _ :/
. cessed onboard and transmitted over the various RF communication _
links. Air-to-ground data would be received and evaluated by the
ground station. Air-to-air data would be received and retransmitted .
(bent pipe) back to the laboratory for evaluation. Feature recogni- '
tion techniques would be refined through man interaction.
" Analysis would be made on all aspects of systems performance.
i_ Both the laboratory and ground crews would vary system parameters in <
c
controlled modes to determine performance limits. Some in-flight
: modification of systems would be possible to correct unforeseen
: deficiencies.
: , ,j
OF
_RI@INAL _K_ IS POOR ,i
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _. B. I.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/11/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY D_C_ Prnr_=_=_no and Transfer
2 TITLE _,nd_to__._ Tnteg_'ated Data System
'_- 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
_ system which is automated/autonomous to I
! maxl_Im extent and incorporates on-board data extraction and processing in-
cludln= redRction and compression, with a high efficiency, high data rate RE
+_,_ansmisslonllnk(s). For Air-to-Ground and Air-to-Air Data transfer. Output
• to users should be provided in _educe_ form in the desired measurement units.
; : .Optimization_of _ystem design and use of modular architecture are required to
p_ml*. _vstem v_r_ations for different space applications, l.e.,earth sensing,
eommnnleat_ons, deed space, etc. Inherent in system design will be the optimi-
zation of software (partitioning, management_ etc.).
4 SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
: 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
/ TECHNICAL BENEFITS This advancement will mske possible the collectiont pro-
cessing and transfer of larger o_uantities of data from a given payload/space-
,raft than would otherwise be possible. This would therefore permit use of
more complex sensors and more total experiments/sensors on each specific pay-
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Development of better on-board antennaL
pointing accuracy (final accuracy re_ulrement based on tradeoffs performed
during system development).
• , , H
7 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS _-38, 0uCloo.k F.or, Space, _xecuCive
Summary Dreft July 1975 Themes 01,02,03,05
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE B'ld-r..o-End Int_,E.e_t-_d. Da'r.a Sy_t_m NO. l ._
PAGE 2 I
._ ,, , i i ii i , i
! j
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUN D TEST..0PT!,ON3, , :
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: __tve s_sce testiTjjz of system elements i: J4" -- -- ,
;., _nd then a low e_h orbit data system laboratory (manned) with two _eon_a_v
;" ac_iv_ satellites (one in same orblt as laboratorywith TBDb.phase d_zference i
and the other in geosynchronousorbit.
!; TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/rain) 350 / 2T_ km, INCL. 28. _ dq, TIME _ hr _ ¢
_ Perform demonstration and testin_ of end-to-end svstem(s) develooed for each ' J
ma_or mission application i.e. earth sensing, comm_nicatlons, deep space, etc. ,' "
i 2"
: BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: In s_sce envi_onmen*, with actual sensor data: V_hl_l_ j :'
t_ ....stabillzatlon/_glntlngdynamlcs, remote operationa etc. _;
EOUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW i J.
-, POINTING _ STABILITY DATA , I ,:
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. 0PERATIONS/DURATION _ 11 :_
. SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: ¢¢o_d st_stion to provide data receiv_nR/displa_ com_J_d _ ?
up llnk, serve as controlled platform fo_• remote data EXISTING:YES_] NO[_ ! *
" aBtherln_ Highly automated. TEST CONFIDENCE :
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Necess_ demonstratlon/testln_cannot be : :"
oerformed adequately bY _round test. i
_, TEST DE3CRIPTION/R EQUIREMENTS: i :
v Y
' SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES _ NO Q ' /
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: "_
TESTCONFIDENCE
•' 10. _CHEDULE 81COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION '
TASK 81 82 83 8_ 85 86 COST($) COST($) :_
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN _. _
3. MFG & CIO _
4. TEST & EVAL _ :;
,, TECH NEED DATE L
' GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL .
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$, )
IH i1_ i
:i, 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
:, COST RISK $
i' ' .................T 11DR-_)
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_ B.(2) High Capacity Ku-Band Communications Terminal
i' Space Shuttle is tasked with providing wide band communica-
tions support for payloads and experiments. While the data trans-
_ fer requirements are not stabilized one megabit per second on the
_ forward link and fifty megabits per second on the return li-=k, are 1
" 'w
generally accepted. These data rates will not satisfy all user
_equirements, and it is problematical whether the Shuttle w_ll be
I
able to implement l_nks to handle even these data rates. There-
;_ fore, it appears that a second generation Ku-Band terminal for op-
eration through TDRSS will be required.
A second generation Ku-Band t_rminal with color TV on the
J
i forward link and 200 megabits on the return link appears feasible
t
= and desirable. Such a terminal would employ an unfurlable dish
)
: antenna with integral transmit/receive electronics. The @ish
equivalent size should be about five fept, but it should fit in _.
the space now allocated for the Orbiter twenty-inch dish. It
would be highly desirable to have the dish and elec_.ronics struc-
k: _ rurally integrated in order to reduce gimbaled weight, while re- J
ducing losses and eliminating rotating pressurized waveguide joints.
; The proposed terminal will interact strongly with the zero-G/ 1
thermal/vacuum environment of space. Gimbaled weight must be kept j
1
down and thermal properties must be controlled. It will be highly i%
desirable to gain experience with the terminal in space without !
4
• requiri-_ the payloads to depend entirely upon its re.tiability.
Therefore, a series of flight experiments are prcposed in which
the terminal is successively located on Spacelab Pallet and on the j
: second twenty-inch dish mount. In this way the new terminal can
demonstrate its flight-worthiness without significant risk to the
. , payload mission.
L
161 J
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHROLOGY NO. £. B. 2
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
i
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY
2. TITLE High Capacity Ku-Band Communications Terminal
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
__.ated Ku-Band Antenns/Electronics, CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
_neludln_ furlable antenna, solid state
Ku-Band Dower amplif£er, and :o_-noise_ image-enhanced receiver/down converter, i
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1_82
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME 1 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1980
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICALBENEFITS Increased payload communication capacity through baseline
TDRSS. Specifically2 forward-link TV and 200 MBPS return link.
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS With _reater bandwidtht fewer flights will be required
to accomplish the same data gathering and transfer.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Gimbaled mass minimlzationj temperature stabilization.
REQUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Fl_xible heat pipes
7, REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Users Guide, Outlook for Space, Space Shuttle
_ Systems Description
RTOP 310-20-46 RF Technology per TDRSS User Spacecraft - OTDA/GSFC
RTOP 506-20-24 Microwave Near Earth Data Transfer and Tracking - 6_oFC
RTOP 909-44-07 Space Communication and Tracking - 0MST/JSC
FT _TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE NO. ,
,, PAGE 2 ! -"
m .-- t "
I
?,
],
; COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUN D T...E.STOPTIONS j ,_
_ 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Benefil_ 9f.3_ce Test: Zero-g test of mass i_.
t gim_llng ariatrue therm_l-v_cu.m assessment of temperature control, i
)
_, TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(maxlmin) /. km,INCL. deg,TIME_ hr .,I
Test antenna to be carried on Orbiter and used to demonstrate full data !tmAns f'P_r naT_hi I_tv.
,
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Verification of electromechanical and electrical interfaces _ '
: in zero-G/vacuum/thermal environment i '-
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW _
. POINTING 0._ ° STABILITY DATA
; ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION _
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: N/A
EX,mNG:YEsONO0
CO. ,0ENCE i
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: _e !
i
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Wrackir_ and interface tests with prototype or i _"Z
:. flight,a_t.lel_ using antenna.2ang_, i _
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: None _ }
EXISTING:YES _ NO [_ '_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: Steerable antenna operation is strongly affected by zero- _ _:i -
G/vacuum/thermal environment which cannot be duplicated on earth. _ }.
TESTCONFIDENCE _ ._
10. SCHEDULE 8=COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION _ ""
TASK 7T T8 79 80 8]_82 COST(S) ICOST(S) ! i
1. ANALYSIS _(--X _ _"
2, DESIGN X} _ ;i
3. MFG & C/O _..... X :i
4. TEST& EVAL X '_ ""
TECH NEED DATE X !
• 'i T-( GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL ,
,-i 11 VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ , ) _ ':
: _ 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY _
Dish-Electronlcs interface thermal properties and gimbaled mass _ _
' L COST RISK $ ,_ ;
1 (1 DR.2) 7i75 'i
{ }
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' (5) Laser Data Relay Link
t
: Planned earth observation or planetary spacecraft employing
high data rate sensors such as.thematic mappers, synthetic aperture
radars, multispectral sensors, or TV imaging systems will generate
•: data at rates up to one gigabit per second. Current and planned
microwave data transfer systems, such as the Ku band system to be
L
2
flown on TDRSS, are limited by physical constraints to data rates
: on the order of 200-250 megabits per second. User spacecraft must '
: therefore provide complex, costly onboard processing of data, or :
operate at reduced capabilities, to meet the limitations imposed by
available data links.
Laser systems offer bit rates compatible with the requirements
of future payloads and can eliminate the operational constraint of
limited data transfer capability. A coherent CO 2 laser system has
_ been built and operated in a laboratory environment at 300 megabits
per second. 25 centimeter telescopes acting as receivers at both
the receiving and transmitting stations can, in conjunction with
currently available laser tubes, provide sufficient margin to operate
:- this system from earth to synchronous altitudes. Tracking and data :
acquisition requirements have also been examined in the laboratory,
and lock up rates compatible with a synchronous orbit to ground or
low-earth to synchronous orbit data link have been demonstrated in
simulated operations. CO 2 laser life tests have been conducted, and
adequate operating life (greater than i0,000 hours) has been demon-
strated. Space testing of the laser system is needed to validate
system performance and examine operational procedures and constraints.
The proposed experiment would consist of two phases. The ini-
tial phase would be launch of a laser transceiver on a free-flying
payload at synchronous altitude. The free flyer would be exercised
! 164
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_L
with an existing ground station at GSFC to demonstrate up-down high
rate data transfer, to prove tracking and acquisition requirements
can be met, and to establish operational procedures. Assuming the
free flyer phase successfully met its objectives, the second phase
would involve installation of a laser transceiver in a shuttle pay- !
load in low earth orbit. This system would then be operated in con- i
.. junction with the free flyer to demonstrate the space-to-space
capability of the ]aser data relay link and its suitability for use
%
.=
as the high rate data link in a second generation TDRS system.
%
?
i
%
%
i
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' 1
(4) Communications Technology Experiments
The quality of a society is in direct proportion to the quality
of the interactions among members of the society. Communications ' _
provides the principal means of accomplishing such interaction, and _ _.
i :
as societies become more far-flung, the required instantaneity and
simultaneity n,ust increasingly be provided by telecommunications or
communication at a distance. Although, at least in the U.S., the -
- mainstay of this communication network will continue to be the high- :
1y developed national telephone network (approximately a $60 billion
investment) the recent advent of the communications satellite offers
the hope of making the familiar long distance telephone call less
expensive, while at the same time making possible entirely new op-
: tions for communications, which would be prohibitively expensive, _ _
or even impossible without the satellite. , •
_ Ships at sea and mobile vehicles in remote places on the land i _"
can be put in immediate touch with those who remain at home. Air- s-
craft operating over the oceans can be in direct touch with flight
controllers and derive from satellites accurate information on their
position and that of nearby aircraft. The remotest archeological
team or oil exploration party will be able to stay in touch with
scholarly communities, data sources and libraries, computers, etc.
2
Mail will someday be transmitted instantaneously by satellite. Some-
day the continuous process of education will fie able to take place _
at times and locations convenient to eachiffdividua! learner, mediated
by satellites, without regard to remoteness from centers of learning. J
X-rays of remotely located patients will be transmitted by satellite
to great medical centers where diagnoses will be made by experts.
Entertainment and educational programs will De beamed down not only
166
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to enhance the quality of life in the U.S. but to make it possible
for anyone in the world to partake of the world feast of knowledge
and culture.
Search and rescue packages will permit authorities to rapidly
find and aid downed aircraft and lost person5 in remote areas. I
l
Data may be collected from sensors on inaccessible volcanoes,
L
• 1" permitting prediction of eruption; from stream gages to predict
floods in time to evacuate the populace; from agricultural sensors
._ to permit control of crop pests; and from climatological and pol-
lution monitors around the world.
i Disaster warning satellites may broadcast timely warnings of
tsunamis, tornadoes, severe storms, hurricanes, floods, and other
disasters directly to home, office, and neighborhood warning re-
.; ceivers, thus permitting large scale saving of lives.
Access to the world's most sophiuticated giant computers may
I.
be provided to qualified scientists throughout the world to harnessi }
i I the computer's power for the continuing rapid advancement of bene-
° i
: ficial science and technology.
_ In the meantime, the burgeoning satellite technology will have
: !
begun to affect favorably the existing public switched message net-
work. Already it has made possible m,nyfold increases in overseas
: telephony, and has begun to make an impact on long distance tele-
phone rates.
i
In the future it may increase our enjoyment and awareness by
making possible a great increase in the frequency of live television
broad&asts of national and international events - a circumstance
that was impossible or prohibitively expensive only a few years ago.
. It may make possible a much greater richness of entertainment and
t
2
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! I: i
education through pooled TV progra_is as in program sharing by CATV
owners.
Carried to its extreme, by the year 2000 such concepts as
personal communications between individuals anywhere in the world
carrying miniaturized communications gear may become feasible.
Simultaneous rapid advances in terrestrial communications technol-
ogy, such as light pipes and coaxial cables will have released
orbital and spectrum allocations for use in a wide variety of
- specialized communications missions tailored to use by individuals
_ for their education, enjoyment, and social contact.
All the above things are likely to come to pass somewhere.
They can come to pass in the United States if we have the will to
make them happen. The corresponding electronics technology has a
great potential for improving the economy of the United States as
a technology exporter and creating a more £avorable balance of pay-
ments in particular.
Communications techz:ology is characterized by typical growth -
rates of 15-20% per year and more, and by doubling periods of 5 to
5 years. In such a rapidly growing field the competition can be
lost by even momentarily faltering or hesitating in pursuing the
initiative. The U.S. gained an early lead in telecommunications
satellites in the early 60's and must now work hard not only to
maintain it buZ partially to retrieve it.
The shuttle represents a way to regain the lead, The proposed
shuttle communications experiments will provide the stimulus to a
continuing series of communications technology developments that
may enable the U.S. to retrieve and maintain the competitive edge.
1977006967-173
: The experiments are based on four groups of technologies i
direct broadcast/narrowcast, satellite data collection, spectrum
monitoring and telephony/trunking.
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 , i ._
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/12/75 REV DATE LTR _ <
CATEGORY )
"2. TITI"E IP.sers Data Relay Link '' I
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART -i
Provide a laser communication system ...."CURRENT UNPERTURBED.. REQUIRED .:
_capable of _ransferring data at rates 5 5 7 ?
of 300 megabits per second or higher. The system must be competitive in cost "I
" - ' must demonstra1_ __and oerformance with microwave or millimeter wave al_._rna_:'.,es,
growth capabilities to one gigabit per second for future app_ications_ and must ,_
be able to operate in a low-earth-orbit to synchro, us orbit data relay link
mode. Engineering prototype systems have been tested in a la_bdratory envlron-"
merit. Space flight testing is necessary to validate performance and eliminate
..operational, unlunowns. :,
• i H :
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1985 :_
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME _-4 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1981
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS ":
TECHNICAL BENEFITS Increased data transfer rates compatible with EOS and other
imaging type _yl.oads includin_ planetary images. ,. " 4
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS :_
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _o
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Modulati0_ _echn_ques currently limit the attainable data _"
r_t_ fn_ enh_'_n_ ayat_m_. D_i-._=P'tn'r, _n._Itivity and laser effleieney need
improvement to increase the link mar_ins for noncoherent systems. *
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Long l_fe, space _ualified lasers_ advanced :
detector technolo_; laser pumpin_ techniques; modulator/demodulation concepts ?
and components. ,,;
/
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS A hASA/DOD Joint S_acecraft Laser Data ._
Relay Link (LRDL), Volume I and II, GSFC, Y_y 1974 _
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
: ' :2
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TITLE Laser Data Relay Link NO.
PAGE 2 of 2
i
, COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPT! '_._lS
:_ 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARllCLE: Laser data relay link capable of 300
:_ megabits per second operation from synchronous altitude
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) / km,INCL. deg,TIME__ hr
• BENEFIT OFSPACETEST: Demonstrate laser communication system as a high ra_e data
._ transfer link
•_ EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
A- POINTING STABILr'rY DATA
ORIENTATION CF,EW: NO.__ OPEI.;ATIONS/DURATION /f
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES: Ground-based receiver/transmitter to exercise system
.. EXISTING: YES rxl NoF'I
. TESTCONFIDENCE0._
_ 9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Test laser transceiver in simulated high
,_ data rate application.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Transceiver operating at maximum data rate with
" retroflector to simulate data llnk.f
:_ SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Test range with appropriate telescopes, instrumentation
• and supportlng equipment to validate s,Tstem operation.
EX,ST,ND:YESED NOO
" GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: Does not test acquisition and tracking problem nor
demonstrate operation in a realistic environment where effects on propagation
can be assessed. TESTCONFIDENCE 0.
10, SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
"
TASK COST151 COST 151
< I. ANALYSIS
_" 2. DESIGN
• 3. MFG & C/O
: 4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
"! I GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
I 11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
• 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
_- COSTRISK $
I_'I(1DR-2)7/'75
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _. B. 4
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 of 2
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY 1
-2. TITLE _ommuulcations Technolo__v Exoerlme_ . !
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIREDSeries of direct communication tech....
r,
_. nology advancements :
High power tubes; large microwave arrays; higher frequency components; local "'
i
pro_mram insertJpn techniques: on-board swi_c_in_ ,,etc, ,
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLO..D FLIGHT DATE. 1_80-1_82
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2-3 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1_9
¢
_ 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS _ t
,=
TECHNICAL BENEFITS More efficient utilization of frequency spectrum
Better satisfaction of user needs for communication system
-_ More advanced technology in above areas
: POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Much reduced cost of telecommunications; partic.ularl_
unswitched applications
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS S
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Technologies must be demonstrated to convince private
enterprise to risk usln_ them in o_erational s[stems
REOUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Power, navigation, processing and data
handlin_ attitude controI , structures
j,
j 7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS See atta_,_,d shee_
i i I -FT(TDR-t)7178
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TITLE NO.
'i PAGE 2
COMPARISONOFSPACE& GROUNDTESTOPTIONS
_ 8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Series of _ + more or less,, tightly
integrated compatible comm_3ication technology experiments as synchronous
free-flyer st
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) Synch. _ Orbit km,INCL. dog,TIME 2J_ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST: Technology verification in space environment + user
- familiarization/demonstration
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT2000-10 z000 kg,SIZE X X m,POWER 2-20 kW
POINTING + " 1° o_" better STABILITY DATA
. ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Series of user furnished
EXISTING:YESr--] NoD
: TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUNDTESTOPTION TESTARTICLE: T)r_A
;t
TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
,Q
; SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
EX,ST,NG"YESD NOD
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
, TESTCONFIDENCE
•,u |i = ,,
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION !
TASK 77 78 79 80 81 82 cos, ($) COSTI$) ,
1. ANALYSIS :
2. DESIGN "
3. MFG& C/O
4. TEST& EVAL 1
TECH NEED DATE ;i_
GRAND TOTAL 100H GRAND TOTAL
_, i i i
I 11. VALUE OFSPACETEST $ J-0(_H (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$- )i. ml
' n ,,, ,H in uiH , = ___ ,, "
12. DOMINANTRISK/TECHPROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY :
RISK $ iCOST
FT(TDR-2)7175 '""" :"
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_' References "
J )
> Outlook for Space Executive Summary July 1975
Technology Forecast July 15, 1975 ,
_ Working Papers and Interim Review ,_-
May 28, 1975 _
National Research Council Snowmass Study i !,
November 6, 1974 i ,
!
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(5) Preprocessor for Synthetic Aperature Radar i "
Multifrequency wideband synthetic aperature radars have been
identified as a technology requirement for future earth observa- I
!
; tion experiments. This type of sensor produces very wide band- i
:_ width data. Estimates of the required bandwidth run as high as _ ._
• 460 megahertz. The present state of the art in data comnLunica-
; _ tions and storage is incapable of supporting more than a few minutes
l
of sensor operations 2er day.
Onboard processing for this data is a necessary rec ,irement for
_ useful spacecraft applications of the synthetic aperature radar.
The only presently viable appi'oach to onboard processing of this
data uses CCD technology to perform range and azimuth correlation _
and compression correlation of the multiple-look return data. The
composite superimposed im-ge thus produced is then subjected to
• conventional image compression also using CCD's. A p_tentiai data _.
reduction in excess of I00 to 1 can be achieved by such a processor. J
_. Therefore the resulting data rates in the range of .5 to 5 mHz make
spacecraft application of the synthetic aperature radar feasible.
,i
l
! ).
I i|
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR __
CATEGORY Systems
• ii
2. TITLE Preprocessor For.Multi_requency Wideband Synthetic Aperture Radar
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
__ment of a high speed parallel
__orocessing system which can be flown in
soace as [art of a multifreQuency, wideband synthetic aperture radar (SAR) ",
experiment. This prepzocessor must be capable of l) accepting data directly
from the SAR, 2) performing the required preprocessing transforms in real time_
___ting the transforn,cd data into a format compatible with on-board
data storage and/or down link data communications. Present SAR's have no pre-
processing. Technology deve±opments have begun to be directed toward this
goal.
t
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 2
TECHNICALBENEFITS This advancement will make it possible to operate multi-
_'r_q_,_n_ywic1_h_nrl ._vnthet_c aperture radars from orbital altitudes without
_. tu_'ation of the down link capabilities of the spacecraft.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS T_'emeodous _av._ngs in _round based data processing,
reducea cost of on-board data transmission components.
ESTIM&1ED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Extremely high data rate processing required. Reso±ution
r_quirements of the oreorocessor.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Develop_ nt of high speed para=lel process:.ng
_P',_,nF_nt:. snc'h as pro_rran,n_ble CCD'_.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS FT-WP-0r! (General DTna_tcs) p. 69
._AAgP/_Oz_D-u&rdRadar image processor OA/JPL _
1 J
T _TDR 11 I ;b
 BogUCmLL[ or Tli
- ,lJll, Is K)g ',"
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7." .... ,
TITLE Preprocessor For Multifrequency Wideband Synthetic Aperature NO.
F._dar PAGE 2
.,, =
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
m,,,
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: SAR oreorocessor--pQssibly having lJmJ t,e_
capability such as single frequency_ or lower resolution requirements.
t
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) 25.0 / 170 km,INCL. 57 deg,TIME 15 hr
O_erate preproce_-sor with actual data from SAR over _round truth sites in the
U S.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: It is essenLial to test_the preprocessors with actual data.
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 50 kg,SIZE • 5 X 1 X • 5 m,POWER .1 kW
POINTING STABILITY-- DATA 1 _
ORIENTATION Earth CREW: NO. 1 OPERATIONS/DURATION /
SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES: Ground truth sites
EXISTING.*YES[] NO[]
TESTCONFIDENCE .8
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Prototype SAR preprocessor
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Operate SAR _:i_thpreprocessor from aircraft at
15-20 km altitude.
SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES: Aircraft, Ground truth
EXISTING: YES JX_ NO [_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
i ,, = 1
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
E - !TASK 76 77 T8 79 80 ICOST($) !COST(S)
1. ANALYSIS _
- 2. DESIGN _
3, MFG & C/O
4. TEST& EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGR_.MCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PRO6ABILITY
Di £iculty in handling extreme/_v high data .4
rate causes =ncreased parallelism and cost
COSTRISK $
rl (1DR-2I 7/75
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V.B. 6 Onboard Man Interactive Multisensor Recognition Processor
The user input requirements as well as the Outlook for Space
project increasing use of earch resources type sensing. The raw
data from most these sensor systems produce a tremendous amount of
high data rate data which in turn taxes data communications and
storage facilities. One approach to coping with the projected
data overload is to perform some of the data processing onboard the
l
spacecraft. Spacecraft experiments as related to data processing
requircments can be divided into three categories: l)those for
which processing algorithms are known and the characteristics of
the data are sufficiently invarient or predictable that automated
on board processing is feasible; 2) those for which onboard pro-
cessing is unfeasible due to the completely unpredictable charac-
teristics of the data or other reasons; 3) those for which pro-
cessing algorithms are known and sufficient uncertainty exists in
the sensor data that successful recognition processing must be
accompanied by man supervised training or direction of the pro-
cessing algorithms. It is this latter category of experiments
toward which this flight experiment is directed. Since many of
the earth resources experiments fall into this category, a size-
able reduction in the space to ground data handling requirements
can be achieved by implementation of such an onboard man-supervised
processor.
The technology around which the processor is fabricated greatly
affects the implementation of such a system. One approach based on
;ecently-developed ground-based hardware to perform recognition
processing of multi-spectral image data is summarized below. The
heart of the processing system is e high-speed digital pipeline
i i k
f,t'
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l
processor. The pipeline processor is organized such that the
basic form of the processing algorithm is hardwired into the
pipeline hardware and the detailed implementation of the algorithm ._
is controlled by constants and control parameters fed to the
%
pipeline processor by a man supervised control processor. Deter-
mination of the appropriate constants and control functions
J
requires the introduction and correlation of a certain amount of
i
ground truth information. It is the supervision of the ground
truth training process and evaluation of the adequacy of previous
training to current data conditions which requires the man-
L
machine interaction. One of the chief requirements for a flight
experiment of such a pzocessing system is to evaluate the ability
of man to perform this task in a real time space environment.
?
A
4
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO.
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE .._/7____ REV DATE LTR __ .,_
CATEGORY System
iJ
2. TITLE (_.h_FLr:] MAn Tnt.e_A_t._ve M11]t,laP_n_or Rec(_n_t.ion Processor
i LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED ,.
T_e development and flight verification CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
of a high speed data processor to per- 4 4 7 _
,
form recognition processing of earth resources image data in space. This '
processing system will reauire the development of fliKht worthy hiRh speed
parellel _rocessin 6 subsystems_ High speed buffer storage, Man interactive
controls and displays. General Purpose control computers, and Optimized control
and recognition software.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE. 1983 :.
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENTLEAD TIME ! YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE _ 1_82
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS .i) Reduction in the end-to-end processing time.
2) Capability of selecting useful data in realtime. 3) Multiple use of •
__$o_s. 4) Decreased interaction between experimenter and sensin_-processin_ /
: systems.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS 0n-board recognition processing of earth resources data i {i
will greatly reduce the requirements for and therefore cost of data transfer,
ground storage and processin_ facilities. _ "
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $ _ ,
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT _ :_
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS I) Operation of psrallel processors and buffer storage ,
_v_e_ at faster than reaitime data rates (25 MHe). 2) Trainin K set !
_]_t1_n A_ _t_a_n_ng Pr_q_,_ncy. _) Efflciency of ma_-mach_e intergction : _
_n realtime environment.
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES i) Hi_her soeed Dara_llel processor _._chnoloK," ,_
2) Higher speed and capacit2 data storage devices_Disc-like) 3) Man-machine
interaction optimization for data processing.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS
:"
FT Tt')R-1) 7/75
1977006967-185
?
TITLE 0n-board Manned Interactive Multisensor Recognition Processor NO. i
• _ PAGE 2 :
J
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEb'[ OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTfCLE: Earth resources ata oces :!
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. lmax/min) 250 / 170 kin, INCL. 57 deg,TIME 16 hr _
Data from one or more image sensors rill be processed in realtlme b.ythe on-
board system and transmitted to the _round for com_srison.
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Ev_]z_t_nn of P.ff_ntAn_v ant1 accuracy of r_alttn_ P_arth _ ;
resources data processing.
. EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT 1000 kg,SIZE 1 X 2 X 1 m, POWER kW ,
POINTING i arc sac. STABILITY DATA '
ORIENTATIONEarth CREW: NO. 1 OPERATIJNSIOURATION2_5 _ @_ b.r• ._
SPECIAL GROUND FAC|LITIES: Image Data Processin_
EXISTING:YESI_] NOD _
TEST CONFIDENCE ._ i ":
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: PPntn1-.-_ Pa_th "r'P_nnl]_(_ flat.a O1"C_P__._'In_" -;
s_stem. _ :,
; TESTDESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS.Simulation of data seneration in realtime and _ -
" evaluation of processing efficiency and accuracy.
' SPECIALGROUNDFACILITIES: Development of prototype processor _
EXISTING: YES D NO I-"l '_ _"
GROUNDTESTLIMITATIONS: Difficulty of simulatin_ actual data from mult_ole
sensors in realtime. _ _
TESTCONFIDENCE • 5 _
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION ; "'
TASK 78 79 8O 8_ 82 t83 COST(S)78 79 8O 8_ 82 83 COST(S) _ _
1. ANALYSIS __ _.
2. DESIGN
3. MFG& C/O .--- 'i
4. TEST& EVAL .....
: TECHNEEDDATE
:" GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL _,'_ :
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$- ) i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PRCBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
, Hl_LSpeed ProcessinK and Man-Machine Interaction _;,
COST RISK $
1 (1OR-:')7/75
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(7) Advanced Teleoperator Vision bystem :_
Discussion
The purpose of this flight experiment is to demonstrate ad-
vanced facilities for augmenting operator vision in the perform-
ance of Shuttle or free-flying teleoperator remote manipulation
tasks. Since these facilities are intended to replace those used ',
- in the first Shutt!e and Payload Systems, their demonstration in .,
>
space under zero-g conditions and in actual payload deployment or
servicing is considered essential before adoption. Testlng of ;
the vision system on the ground prior to flight tests will be done i
in the course of its development; however, the extent to which it
1
truly aids the Payload Specialist in his work can be determined only .
in repeated use.
The improvements offered in the proposed vision system reflect
: the addition of processors to the flight equipment that would enable
:. the following functions to be performed in real time: _,
(1) Enhancement of predetermined or operator-selected features of
the images transmitted from the remote TV cameras to emphasize those , _
needed for operator decisions and actions
%
(2) Bandwidth compression (when appropriate) to improve the amount
f
of useful or high-resolution detail that can be transmitted over the .
available channel. !
(3) Generatiol_ of displays based on non-visual information, such
as the position of manipulator ioints and their relation to other _
structural elements, to supplement tae TV data and give the operator 1
a more complete overview of the worksite ._
3
_ 2
/
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iFUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _ 1
" TESTtNG AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _:
:_ 1. REF. NO. PREPDATE ,8/11/75 REV DATE LTR --
i Software _ "2 CATEGORY
2. TITLE A_vanced. _eleoperator Vision System _
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
Develop an advanced vis%_on system for CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
te]eooerator control of S_a_%tle payload 4 5 7
_ o.perations or free-f]_in_n te)eoperator servicing of deployed payloads. The i
system should _ave te_.fQ$].o_ing features:
i) Extraction and enhancement of worksite features needed for improved
operator percepti_: of task environment.
of baudwJath compression and scene analysis techniques to2_1.Application
increase content Of use f_l information supplied to operator over channel
with limited bandwidth (for IUS).
3) Development of simulation of remote ofrecto_ in task environment to in-
crease operator confidence and efficiency in carrying out task steps. _
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE ]98_
. PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 7 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE i_80 ,'
, 5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS All !
" TECHNICAL BENEFITS Increase operator efficiency in performing Shuttle and IUS _
_r_=v-_=f.i(]n.q ,_nrt T,hl]gincrease the number of tasks that can be performed in a ",
; _given time; also increase probabilit_ of successful task performance without _
accident, i
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Reduce cost per minute of Shuttle and IUS remote _ i°
manipulator operation.'_. ! _
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ 25_ _
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT ,_ 1_
i TECHNICAL PROBLEMS Algorithm and hardware development; software generation _,,_
? (hy _im,,lator), i
i
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES TV image processing; on-board computers; _I _
s_.ne anal.ysis; source encoding.
• i!
: 7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS _
FT (TDR-1) 7_75 _
: ,i 183 _,.j
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....... k .... [
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TITLE A_,-]v_n_a TP.]p.nrw__r_._i-,nrVi a4nn Rvr-,tPm NO. :_
PAGE 2
i | i
;' .... COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS "
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE: Te!eoperator Vision System _
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT. (max/mini ./. _m, INCL. d_, TIME _ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: ComPare advanced system with s_m used in fir@$ ._le .,
flights i
: EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE . X X m,POWER kW
P01NTING STABILITY DATA.
ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION_. /
SPECIALGROUNDFAC|LmTIES:Use ground system to compare performance of esa-th-based
operator with that of Payload Specialist. EXISTING:YESEl NOD
; ,, TEST CONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
Some ground tests can be made, but zero-g conditions.cannotbe dupli_oated,:
• TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
" EXISTING: YES D NO [_
GROUNDTEST LIMITATIONS: See above _
• TEST CONFIDENCE ,
; |, i 'm '__
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK COST 15) COST 151 _
! I. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
i,
i GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
i i .i m
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ .... (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTSS...----..--..- )
12. DOMINANT RISK/'I"ECHPROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
?
?
COST RISK $ :
.... ', :,
fT (TDR-2) 7115
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(8) Modular Architecture for Data Processing and Transfer
,. System
To date, the approach to onboard data procesring and transfer
systems has been central location of processor memory, I/O, and
software. As requirements have grown, so has the complexity and
size of the various system elements. The need for longer life
systems has posed an additional problem since system elements are
I already so complex, fault tolerance and correction cannot easily
; be accommodated. Most current approaches to this problem result in
- multiply redundant system elements; elements already large and com-
plex. As requirements on the data processing system have increased,
so has the software complexity. Since the software now resides in _
a single processor memory, this has given rise to problems in soft-
ware interaction and difficulty with additions and changes when
they ale required. Sophisticated operating systems 8nd programmin_
languages have become necessary to cope with this burgeonirg prob-
lem.
With the advent of the microprocessor and other LSI devices,i
the opportunity now arises to consider the possibility of distribu-
ting the functions of the data processing system among the user
elements. For example, a processor unit could become a part of a
sensor subsystem along with memory necessary to hold the control
software to operate the sensor, to store the data collected, and _ "
to preprocess the data. Other processor/memory units could be I i
integrated with T, T_C, Power, Propulsion, and G, N_C systems.
, Another processor unit may function as a controller for the data
bus which would interconnect the network of processors and memories.
. Once the distributed element and function concept is accepted, many ::'_
_ other possibilities emerge. New concepts in fault detection, toler- ,_
r ance, and correction become possible. Reliability and redundancy
I_5 .;j ':
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; I
requirements can be approached differently. The total architecture
of the data processing system becomes accessible and adaptable. _ "
,|
Missions fly only what they require and as much as they require. '_
? Designers are not limited to some already designed system with its
• t
predetermined and frequently limited or restrictive capabilities, t
It is the intent of this effort to maximize the use of com- .,_
_ merically developed devices such as microprocessors, memories, and *
other LSI devices. The use of such commercial developments will
yield significant cost and time savings. Unique LSI circuit de- ,.
ol
velopments can be minimized. Support hardware and software compi-
C
lers, cross-assemblers, and documentation are already available. }
In addition, there is a potentially large base of experienced de-
:, signers, programmers and users.
: As with other electronic systems of this type, the space en- :_
_: vironment does not offer any condition that will either cause a
_ modular data processing system to behave differently or uncover any _
unknown weaknesses Nonetheless, the extent to which this technology _
) advancement will affect and modify existing techniques and systems :
may pnse a significant question of unproven risk to the project
manager. Therefore, a technology demonstration experiment, possibly :
' in parallel with an existing technology, may serve to create confi- ._
dence in the minds of potential users.
186 ._,
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. Y.B. 8
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _t
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE 8/8/75 REV DATE LTR ;°
_ ;._
CATEGORY Systems ._:
2. TITLE _dular Arehiteeture For D_-a Processing And Transfer Systems ' _
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART
CURRENT UNPERIURBED REQUIRED
' The basic requirement is that of .%
developing a systems technology using 1 7
commercially developed microprocessors and other LSI circuits in a modular_
distributed arc.hitecture concept. The tecanolot_r will encompass the end-to- ,_
end on-board data processing function including hardware and software.
7
l
I
r
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE 1980 _ _,
; PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE i_78 _ _
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS . i) Adaptive system design. 2) Modular hardware.._) Modular
)' :" software. 4) Simplified software development. 5) Available support hardware
_ and software. 6) Existing technical base o{-des_n _nd a-_-_i_
POTENTIAL COST BENEFITS l) Reduced design costs. 2) Less costly to make change s.
3) Hardware costs cut significantly. 4) Software development costs down.
: 5) Ground SUODort hardware and software available at minimal cost. EF ;imated "_.
cost reduction of 10:l per mission. ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS_,
L,
6 RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT i
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The problem resolves itscJ '_ 'r_t ._ a straight forwarc design i_ '
and development task. No risk producing prob_,,,,:_are _. 'eseen. _ "
REQUIRED SUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Random and ma:'s uemories.
I°
, 7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS A Forecast of S_ace Tech. 3-80-81
__mOp 506-20-II "Advanced Digital Data System For Deep Sp_ce" OAST/JPL
!FT (TDR-1) 7175
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
a
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TESTDESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/rain) /. km,INCL. deg,TIME_ hr
,]
i
BENEFIT OF SPACETEST:
?
. EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X r,:,POWER k¢_' i
POINTING STABILITY DATA ;
'_ ORIENTATION CREW: NO. OPERATIONS/DURATION / !
_ SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES: :
EX,STING:YESF-I N01--1i
TESTCONFIDEr'CE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
! SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
, EXISTING: YES D NO O
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUND TESTOPTION
_ "TASK CO$T ($) COS'[ ($1
1. ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
t TECH NEED DATE
i '
,_ GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
ii i ii
, , (SUM OF PROGRAM COSTS$ )11, VALUE OFSPACE TEST $
! 12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROOABILITY
i COSTRISK $
It1 fTDR.2) 1175
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(9) Automation of Ground Support Functions
Description _ :
The purpose of the proposed flight experiment is to demonstrate
the successful automation of selected shuttle (and perhaps payload) :_
ground support functions. The benefits would be a savings in cosL
for all subsequent shuttle flights for which the same functions were '_
required. Since the system to be developed would constitute -:dif- '_,,
ferent method of conducting certain shuttle operations, a flight ex- ,:
" p_,riment in which the accepted and proposed implementations would be _ ;
t
compared is considered essential.
The apprc h is to ascertain those aspects of ground operations _' _
which require a low level of human skill and attention, but _:>ich _; 44
presently demand human perceptual or cognitive capabilities, and use _ _
advanced software techniques to automate them or to consolidate them ,
so that they could be brought under the contr_,l of a reduced number
" ; 5:
of human operators. ' i:
Preparation for the experiment entail"- the following steps: _ i
I. Conducting a study of proposed shuttl_ operational pro-
cedures and staffing plans. This work should be don_
jointly by uperations planners and by software exp_rts .:
familiar with the status of research in the following ' "
area s :
a. human-machine communication in ratural language ":
b. speech recognition and speech synthesis _i :
c. problem-solving and planning ,._
d. process-control systems
e. pattern r_cognition and scene analysis :_
f. computer-aided instruc* _on
g. data-base management _" _._
i 2. Selecting a numbe, a_ aspects of flight control that _ !
• lend themselves to automation or consolidation. !_
"1977006967-'194
5. Adapting existing software capabilities to the flight
, r_quirements and to a flight-operations environment for
the selected _nctions, and providing a reliable and "
economical implementation.
4. Testing the system during actual shuttle flights, but
with it uncoupled from the shuttle system.
5. Installing the system so that it can be placed in control
l
during portions of an actual flight for piecewise com-
parisea with the accepted system.
{
L
O
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FUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _. B. 9
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
1. REF. NO. 2A4 PREPDATE 8/9/75 REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Software
2. TITLE _ktDZ_t._on Of C.rol]ndSupLonrt Functions
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ._
Reduce the ,level of human effort CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED !
required in support of flight operation_ 1 1 2 '
t
Lowering of costs by a factor of two is a desired target.
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE .1_)82
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS, TECHNOLOGYNEED DATE i_7_
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS 1 or more
• TECHNICAL BENEFITS Increased efficiency and speed of response in selected
ground support functions. }
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS 50% reduction in ground support costs.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS $ Unknown
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT ._
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS NHna_ ng _ff_c.ient and economical software implementat_ ons.
In some cases_ automation may require advances in the state of the art.
o"
REQUIRED SUPPO|'_rING TECHNOLOGIES Comouter and information sciencel human ,:
factors ; ¢,ommtu;icationtechnolo_v. !
7. REFERENCEDOCUMENTS/COMMENTS _
RTOP 310-k-0.36 Automatic Data Handling OTI1A-C_FC
i
FT (TDR-1) 7/75
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TITLE Automation Of Ground Support Functions NO.
PAGE 2
i
COMPARISON OF SPACE& GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACETEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Mission support procedures and costs
TEST DESCRIPTION : ALT (max/rain) / km, INCL deg,TIME __ hr
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Demonstrate cost benefits of automated procedures
• EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
POINTING STABILITY DATA
ORIENTATION CREW: NO 0PERATIONS/DURATION
SPECIAL GROUNDFAC|LITIES: Selected data [:ocessing equipment and proKrams
EXISTING: YESr-'] N0["']
TEST CONFIDENCE
J
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Present mission s_pport orocedures and
costs.
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: ,!
+
SPECIAL GROUND FACILITIES:
EXISTING: YES [_ NO [_
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TEST CONFIDENCE
i
10 SCHEDULE & COST SPACE TEST OPTION GROUND TEST OPTION
TASK I CY COST ($) COST ($)
1, ANALYSIS
2. DESIGN
3. MFG & C/O
4. TEST & EVAL
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACETEST $ (SUMOFPROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12, DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
COST RISK $
f
I (1DR ;') 7/75
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i_-_ _.................................................... -_ _ -- _r _ _4_ ,_
(i0) Radiation Tolerant Electronic Components and Subsystems
There currently are a number of semiconductor technologies in
existence, or under development, and numerous variations within
each type. Each has certain characteristics which make it more or
less suited to use in spacecraft subsystems. Some of these, such
as speed, power, voltage level, density, difficulty in manufacture,
cost, and reliability, are well known or can be determined through
l
%
ground investigation and testing. One characteristic though has
not received sufficient investigation and testing, namely, the semi-
conductor's tolerance to high energy, long duration space radiation.
Such conditions are found in the earth's Van Allen belts, at geo-
sychronous altitudes, during interplanetary transit and in the Van
Allen belts of other planets•
It is possible to perform limited investigations of these
3
phenomena in the laboratory using radiation sources and large par-
ticle accelerators. High energy particles can be obtained for _
• short periods of time and the results extrapolated for projected
mission times up to 5 years, but actual testing of long term effects
is not possible due to technical difficulties and high cost.
L_
(
<
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IFUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. "_. B. I0
_. TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1
=am
1. REF. NO. 3A2 PREPDATE ___,/P,/7._ REV DATE LTR
CATEGORY Svgt_mg
2. TITLE Radiation Tolerant Electronic _omponents And Subsystems
3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRK) LEVEL OF STATE OF ART ,
CURRENT UNPERTURBED REQUIRED
A determination and demonstration of the
most suitable semiconductor technolog_s) 5 5 7
for use in component development for spacecraft subsystems where the exposure
environment includes high energy radiation and particles over long periods
Of "t'.'_m__. ',
!-
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRST PAYLOAD FLIGHT DATE ... i980
PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT LEAD TIME 2 YEARS. TECHNOLOGY NEED DATE 1978
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBER OF PAYLOADS
TECHNICAL BENEFITS __Imoroved and assured performance of spacecraft and payloads
where the mission involves exposure to the high energy radiation and particles
over long periods of time.
POTENTIAL COSTBENEFITS Reduction in subsystem cost by a factor of 2-3 b_ the
reduction of redundancy. Additional savings in power and weight will result
in further cost reductions.
ESTIMATED COSTSAVINGS $
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS The development of test support equipment either not
s_sceptlble to the radiation environment or whose effect can be measured and
_removed. A possible alternative could be the use of a pas_i.ve or semi-passive
. spacecraft to be recovered by shuttle after approximately 3 years.
REQUIRED SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGIES Further development of the newer CMOS and
T2L tP.ehnolo_ies into useful components for spacecraft testing.
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS _E__¢auir¢_ent for Hi_gh_R_eliabil___It
__S3L_teq__Deep Space Operation
I
FT (TOR-1) 7/75
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TITLE Radiation Tolerant Electronic Components And Subsystems NO.
PAGE 2 1
• COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS _! ,i':
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Processor modules, memo_i_ _¢4. in_erfade_= r_
related and other di.screte components _n aporopriate packa=_n_ conf_n-at_ons. }
TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT. (max/mini. /. kin,INCL. deg,TIME-- hr l
Test article should be placed in an orbit co receive the ma_._m_m continuous 1 ':
-_ dosage from the Van Allen belts. Use of Shuttle-IUS is anticipated. _
: BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Exoosure of the test artqe]es "t',n a nrnIo, n_ed env_nnm_nt, nf _ :
high energy radiation and particles. - " ! '!
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT ks,SIZE X X m,POWER kW _
!P01NTING STABILITY DATAORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
: SPECIALGROUND FAC| LITIES: ,i
EX,ST,.G:vEsl"IN01---I
TESTCONFIDENCE
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE: Same -_
,i
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS: Test articles need to be placed in a facility
• where they can receive a high level, continuous dosage of high energy radiation' _',
and particles.
SPECIALGROUND FACILrrlES: Laboratory containing radiation sources and large
particle accelerators capable of operation over extended periods of time .. "
approaching years• EXISTING:YES [7 N0r'_ _.
GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS:
TESTCONFIDENCE
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETESTOPTION GROUNDTEST OPTION :
C_ " -i •TASK !COST($) COST($) .! ,i
1. ANALYSIS 4
2. DESIGN
4
3. MFG& C/O ;.
4. TEST& EVAL _'!
TECH NEED DATE
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL '_
Lr
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$ )
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY _
1_ COSTRISK $
I (TDR-2) 7/75
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(ii) Demonstration of Space Power Transfer by Microwaves :
A synchronous satellite has been proposed which would gather and _
transfer to earth five gigawatts of solar power. The proposed trans-
fer medium is S-Band microwaves. This would require high power (5 kw),
high efficiency (90%) tubes, an antenna with greater than 90 db gain
at 90% efficiency, and a phase control system capable of pointing the
antenna to within 0.005 degrees. It has been estimated that the un- .
knowns in this microwave power transfer are as significant as those
in the entire Apollo Program. Therefore, a series of experiments in
space are required which will establish solutions to technology prob-
lems at stages from component to system level.
Specifically, tubes of a no-envelope, cold-cathode type _re re-
quired. Concerns are efficiency, cathode start-up, and long-term
cathode contamination. The antenna probably will be a planar array
of slotted wave guides. These cannot be carried to space intact,
but must be segmented. Space assembly is a concern, as well as the
ability to control flatness. The phase control system has the basic
problem of maintaining a phase refer,_:_ce across the entire array and
driving the individual elements in the proper relative phases in
order to form and direct a pencil-beam.
i:
The series of proposed experiments should acmonstrate the in- _
dividual components, such as tubes, operating with Spacelab-Pallet,
and lead up to a final test of an antenna system of about 125,000
square feet. These experiments must be coupled with flights demon-
L
strating the other aspects of the program such as solar cells and 6
primary structure. An estimated total of fifty Shuttle flights will
be required to completely flight-demonstrate the total concept.
, ' I_IPROIIUCIBILI'I'¥ 01,' ilii:,
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iFUTURE PAYLOAD TECHNOLOGY NO. _ _
TESTIr;$ AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT PAGE 1 _ i_
1. REF. NO. PREPDATE REVDATE LTR _
!" CATEGORY _ ':_
_" 2. TITLE Demonstration Of Transfer Of Space Power To Earth By Microwaves .... _ :
, 3. TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRE_ LEVELOFSTATEOFART
High efficiency tube/high gain antenna CURRENTt UNPERTURBED REQUIRED _
integrated system capable of trans-
' ferring 5 Gw of power to earth via microwaves. Specificall_ 5 E_ 90_
efficiency tubes will be integrated with a phased arra_ antenna with 90%
efficiency and gain in excess of 70 db to radiate microwave power to a ground
_ , rectenna. This flight experiment will require precursor orbital tests to
i demonstrate the individual tubes, antenna elements, and phase control. A
number of Shuttle launches will be required to deliver components to orbitt _
and on-orbit assembly will be required. As man_ as 50 shuttle flights will
be required through 1985 _
,, , :_
4. SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS FIRSTPAYLOADFLIGHTDATE 1981
PAYLOADDEVELOPMENTLEADTIME _ YEARS. TECHNOLOGYNEEDDATE 1983 _"
5. BENEFIT OF ADVANCEMENT NUMBEROFPAYLOADS I
, TECHNICALBENEFITS ..Key element in development of s_ace solar _ower as a new ii,° terrestrial energy source. Provides critical information for a mid-80's
national commitment to space power. !i
_ _
POTENTIALCOSTBENEFITS Multiple billions of dollars out of the estimated 50 ,_
billion dollars required to provide the first operational power satellite in _
1995.
ESTIMATEDCOSTSAVINGS$ 1
6. RISK IN TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT
TECHNICALPROBLEMS Attainment of acceptable efficiency tubes/antennas, _!
ohase control, and reliability, i_
REQUIREDSUPPORTINGTECHNOLOGIES Space processing and orbital assembly. _
t_
%
7. REFERENCE DOCUMENTS/COMMENTS Outlook for Space, OMSF user input. _
i!( FT (TOR.1) 7/75 "
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TITLE NO.
PAGE 2
COMPARISON OF SPACE & GROUND TEST OPTIONS
8. SPACE TEST OPTION TESTARTICLE:
!) Five ER, _. Pnvelope tube.;2) Planar array antenna_ 3) Phase Control
"_ TEST DESCRIPTION: ALT.(max/min) 500 /. 250 kin,INCL. 32 ° deg,TIME_ hr '
_ Demonstrate m_crowave power transmis.sion and reliab.ili..ty ,
BENEFIT OF SPACE TEST: Essential to demonstration of open tubes and phase control . i
: in a flexible structure
EQUIPMENT: WEIGHT kg,SIZE X X m,POWER kW
: POINTING STABILITY DATA
3,
ORIENTATION CREW: NO._ OPERATIONS/DURATION /
_' SPECIALGROUND FAC|LITIES: Rectenna elements distributed properly in order to sample
beam distribution. EXISTING: YES 1'-"] NO
_- TESTCONFIDENCE .95
9. GROUND TEST OPTION TEST ARTICLE:
TEST DESCRIPTION/REQUIREMENTS:
'1
_] SPECIALGROUND FACILITIES:
/
EX,ST,NG:YESD NoO
, GROUND TEST LIMITATIONS: ,. Certain el.ements of the .]_ro_._ such as static phase
control_ could be demonstrated. However_ open tubes,and dynamic structure /
phase interaction could not. TESTCONFIDENCE 30%
- i
10. SCHEDULE & COST SPACETEST OPTION GROUND TESTOPTION i_
TASK _ 74 80 81 82 83 84 COST(S) COST(S)
1. ANALYSIS ...... X
2. DESIGN X...... X
3. MFG & C/O X- .... !-X
4. TEST& EVAL X .... X
!
TECH NEEDDATE l
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL
11. VALUE OF SPACE TEST $ (SUMOF PROGRAMCOSTS$., _ ) i
=,,, ,i
12. DOMINANT RISK/TECH PROBLEM COSTIMPACT PROBABILITY
____Qpenmicrowave tubes
H!_h efficiency phased array antenna
COSTRISK $
I (10R 2) 7/75
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?VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS _ .i_
]The product generated bv the Data Processing and Transfer Study: Group is the identification of technology requirements (Table IV-I)
_ and flight experiments (Table V-l) which will meet the user community
(OA: OMSF: OSS & OTDA) needs and those suggested in the report of
> the Outlook for Space study.
The technologies and flight experiments in need of development
fall into 12 groups: (1A) High Data Rate Processing; (1B) Informa-
. tion Extraction & Data Compression; (IC) Wideband Information Trans-
%
_ fer; (ID) High Density, Low Cost Storage; (IE) Modular Architecture;
(1F) Manned Ir, teraction; (1G) Communications" (2A) Software; (2B) _ _
Electronic & Modular Structure; (2C) End-to-End and (GST) General _ ,
Supporting Technology. The needed technologies and flight experi-
ments generally serve two major thrusts. 1
!(i) i000:I increase in end-to-end information handlingl: (2) Life-cycle cost reduction of I0:i
' Extensive technology development is in progress as shown by
Table VI-I. These efforts, and the technological advances advocated
: by this study group, affect a broad spectrum of candidate objectives
for future space activities. These developments will not only demon-
strate feasibility and economic viability of quite complex missions
and systems but significantly reduce the cost of accomplishing many
specific objectives in space, i _ii
I'
,'ii ,,
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